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ABSTRACT

Engineering and Characterization of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans
for Biotechnology Applications

Xiaozheng Li

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is a gram-negative bacterium that is able to extract
energy from oxidation of Fe2+ and reduced sulfur compounds and fix carbon dioxide
from atmosphere. The facts that A. ferrooxidans thrives in acidic pH (~2), fixes carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and oxidizes Fe2+ for energy make it a good candidate in
many industrial applications such as electrofuels and biomining. Electrofuels is a new
type of bioprocess, which aims to store electrical energy, such as solar power, in the form
of chemical bonds in the liquid fuels. Unlike traditional biofuels made from agricultural
feedstocks, electrofuels bypass the inefficient photosynthesis process and thus have
potentially higher photon-to-fuel efficiency than traditional biofuels.
This thesis covers the development of a novel bioprocess involving A.
ferrooxidans to make electrofuels, i.e. isobutyric acid and heptadecane. There are four
major steps: characterization of wild-type cells, engineering of medium for improved
electrochemical performance, genetic modification of A. ferrooxidans and optimization
of operating conditions to enhance biofuel production. Each is addressed in one of the
chapters in this thesis. In addition, applications of A. ferrooxidans in biomining processes

will be briefly discussed. An economic analysis of various applications including
electrofuels and biomining is also presented.
Wild-type A. ferrooxidans were first characterized in both batch and continuous
cultures. A modified 9-K medium suggested by American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC) was used as a starting point which has 72 mM Fe2+ at pH 1.8. The Fe2+
concentration and pH were varied in the experiments to assess their impacts on growth
rate, cell yield (g cells/g Fe2+) and maintenance (energy used to keep cell viability).
Citrate was added to the growth medium to dissolve precipitates which can be
problematic in a continuous operation. It was found out that cells exhibited higher cell
yield (g cells/g Fe2+) and lower maintenance with higher pH and addition of citrate. This
indicates that cells grow in a more energy-efficient manner at such conditions since cells
spend less energy in maintenance and more energy in biomass formation.
Next the growth medium containing 72 mM Fe3+ and 70 mM citrate at pH 2.2
was explored during the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+. It turned out that
electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ could not be carried out effectively due to a low
electrolyte conductivity and low energy density of the medium. Citrate was also found to
negative affect electrochemical performance due to a strong complexation with Fe3+. The
conductivity was improved by adding 500 mM Mg2+ to the medium. Vanadium was used
as an alternative redox mediator that has a much better solubility than Fe3+ to improve the
energy density.
Genetic modification was achieved by introducing genes from two foreign
pathways i.e. valine synthesis and fatty acid synthesis into A. ferrooxidans to enable cells
to produce either isobutyric acid (IBA) or heptadecane. Transformed cells were

characterized based on the findings in wild-type cells. Isobutyric acid production was
found to increase with increasing pH and Fe2+ concentration and addition of citrate.
Further optimization of the growth medium was done by increasing Fe2+ to 288 mM,
holding pH at 2.2 and using gluconate as the iron chelator instead of citrate.
An economic analysis was performed on the electrofuel process and applications
of genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in copper biomining processes. At electricity
prices of $0.05/kWh, further improvement in biological efficiency needs to be achieved
before the electrofuel process may become economically viable. The use of genetically
modified cells in copper biomining process could open new opportunities to co-produce
valuable chemicals and copper from the reduced material associated with the copper ores.
The chemicals co-produced during copper processing could be sold for additional
revenue or used on-site.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

Background
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is a chemolithoautotrophic, gram-negative

bacterium that lives on inorganic materials, such as iron and sulfur in acidic environment.
The energy can be obtained from oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ or S to SO42+ following Eq. 1
and 2.
4Fe2+ + O2 + 4H+ = 4Fe3+ + 2H2O

(1)

2S + 3O2 + 2H2O = 2SO42- + 4H+

(2)

Some of the A. ferrooxidans characteristics are discussed below:
1. Acidophilic: The bacterium grows only in the acidic environment with pH at
around 1.5 to 4.0. The optimal pH is between 2.0 and 2.5. Survival does not
usually happen above pH 6.5 or below 1.01. The optimal pH reported by different
authors is listed in Table 1.
2. Autotrophilic: The bacterium fixes its own carbon from atmospheric CO2 and was
claimed to be obligate autotrophic2, although they were reported to consume some
organic compounds such as formic acid3 and glucose4 for energy. Nitrogen can be
obtained from either gaseous nitrogen from air 5 or from aqueous ammonia 6.
3. Facultive aerobic: The bacterium can both survive with or without O2. When
supplied with oxygen, Fe2+ and S are oxidized as described in Eq. 1 and 2 with
oxygen being the ultimate electron acceptor. When oxygen is absent, cells can
still strive to live by oxidizing S with Fe3+ as the electron acceptor 7 (Eq. 3).
S + 6Fe3+ + 4H2O = H2SO4 + 6Fe2+ + 6H+
1

(3)

4. Chemolithotrophic: The primary energy source for A. ferrooxidans is derived
from oxidation of Fe2+ and reduced sulfur compounds such as elemental sulfur,
tetrathionate and thiosulfate8, and sometimes hydrogen9 .
5. Mesophilic: The bacterium grows optimally at mild temperature of 30 C. Above
its optimal temperature, the growth rate and iron oxidizing rate decrease
significantly10. The optimal temperature for A. ferrooxidans suggested by
different authors is listed in Table 2.
Presented in each chapter is the progressive work towards development of A.
ferrooxidans as a biotechnology platform, either used in electrofuel or biomining
applications. In this dissertation, we proposed a novel biofuel production process where
‘electrofuel’ was produced using genetically modified A. ferrooxidans from carbon
dioxide and electricity as energy source. The electrofuel process contains a bioreactor and
an electrochemical cell. In the bioreactor, genetically modified cells grow and oxidize
Fe2+ making valuable chemicals. The resulting Fe3+ effluent flows to the electrochemical
cell where it can be reduced to Fe2+. The Fe2+ stream then can be fed back to the
bioreactor. Each chapter is a new work, building on the ideas of the previous, ultimately
leading to a well-defined, optimized system that should deliver the goal of producing
biofuel from electricity.
In chapter 2, initial studies were carried out with wild type cells trying to
understand the growth kinetics and energetics of the cells. Wild type A. ferrooxidans
were studied using both batch and continuous cultures. The cells were characterized at
different environments such as varying pH, increasing iron concentration and inclusion of
citrate. Growth kinetics including growth rate and cell yield, and maintenance were
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assessed in each case. pH was found to be closely related to the growth behavior of the
cells. At increasing pH of the range tested, faster growth rate, higher cell yield and lower
maintenance energy were observed. At pH above 2.0, citrate was added to the medium to
avoid ferric precipitation. Cells have even lower maintenance energy and higher cell
yield with the presence of citrate, possibly due to alleviation in Fe3+ inhibition. With
these findings, it was hypothesized that genetically modified cells should have higher
product yield at optimized conditions.
Chapter 2 focused on characterization of the wild type cells in the bioreactor side
of the electrofuel process. A successful electrofuel process requires that the two parts of
the system work compatibly to both achieve high efficiency. Therefore presented in
Chapter 3 is the study to optimize the electrochemical reactor performance through
medium engineering. The problem in the medium was that it had low conductivity and
energy density. Magnesium sulfate was added to the medium to increase the conductivity.
Vanadium, a transition metal with five different oxidative states from +2 to +6 was used
in the study as an alternative redox intermediate to help increase the energy density of the
medium. Vanadium has a much higher solubility at pH above 2.0 than Fe3+. Vanadium as
an alternative redox intermediate is successful in increasing the energy density while
avoiding precipitation, but its electrochemistry remains inefficient unless new catalyst or
electrode material is discovered.
In Chapter 4, A. ferrooxidans were genetically modified using transformation
method with improved conditions. Two foreign pathways were introduced to the cells,
i.e. valine synthesis and fatty acid synthesis. The genetically modified cells can make
either isobutyric acid or heptadecane using only Fe2+ and carbon dioxide. Production of
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isobutyric acid and heptadecane were quantified at various conditions in batch cultures
based on what is described in Chapter 2. It turns out that conditions leading to higher cell
yields and less maintenance in wild type cells lead to higher product yield with the
genetically modified cells. Chemostats experiments were also conducted to assess steadystate performances. Steady-state isobutyric acid yield was lower than what was achieved
in batch culture possibly due to the effect of Fe3+ inhibition.
Production of heptadecane was two order of magnitude lower than isobutyric acid
in batch cultures with the same amount of energy. The reason may be that making one
molecule of heptadecane is much more energy-intensive than isobutyric acid. Currently
titer of heptadecane is low at microgram per liter level. Thus focus was put on
characterization and improvement of isobutyric acid production. In Chapter 5, methods to
increase isobutyric acid production in both batch and continuous cultures were studied by
optimizing operating conditions such as pH, iron concentration and inclusion of iron
chelators. A combinatorial examination of these parameters was conducted to find the
best condition in batch culture. 288 mM Fe2+ with 50 mM gluconate at pH 2.2 delivered
the best isobutyric acid production in terms of both product yield and absolute
concentration. These conditions were tested in continuous cultures and delivered the best
results as well. Overall in chemostat cultures, cell performance in terms of specific
productivity of isobutyric acid (g IBA/g cells/d) was a strong function of oxidationreduction potential (ORP). Specific productivity increases as ORP becomes smaller.
Chapter 2 to Chapter 5 covers the study to develop the electrofuel process using
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans. In Chapter 6, applications of genetically modified
A. ferrooxidans in copper biomining were proposed and discussed. The purpose is to
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identify opportunities where genetically modified bacteria can be applied to current
copper biomining processes to co-produce chemicals and copper. At the same time, a
techno-economic analysis on these processes was conducted to evaluate the feasibility.
At the end, a summary is presented. Two future research directions were also
suggested.
1.2

Bacteria Growth
The study on A. ferrooxidans carried out in the laboratory was mostly using Fe2+

as energy source. A modified 9-K medium was used as described in Table 1.3. The
medium contains 72 mM Fe2+ as energy source. pH of the medium was adjusted to 1.8 to
keep Fe2+ soluble and prevent rapid spontaneous oxidation of Fe2+. The consumption of
Fe2+ by cells and change of pH in a typical lab batch culture were illustrated in Fig. 1.1
and 1.2. Two sets of data are compared, basal and culture. The basal experiment data was
used as control and obtained from 1 L of the same medium without any cells. During the
same time course, only 3 mM Fe2+ were oxidized in the basal experiment while in the
culture experiment all of the Fe2+ were oxidized. It is concluded that spontaneous Fe2+
oxidation is negligible compared to that of biological activities at the pH range of 1.8 to
2.4.
pH was also monitored during the whole time course. For the basal experiment,
pH increased by 0.03 whereas in the culture experiment pH increased by 0.6. As a result
we only need to consider the effect of biological activities on the pH change. The
increase in pH is due to depletion of hydrogen ions in the process of biological oxidation
of Fe2+ as described in Eq. 1. The resulting pH has an important impact on cell growth.
pH is hypothesized to have a significant effect on cell energetics. At high above 2.2, Fe3+
5

becomes essentially insoluble and ferric precipitation can happen. Ferric precipitation is
undesirable and can cause many problems such as loss of iron content in the system and
blocking of tubings. Reducing pH can significantly increase the solubility of ferric
precipitates as can be seen in Fig. 1.3.
1.3

Electrofuels
The world economy has been largely dependent on energy derived from fossil

fuels, including coal, oil and natural gas, which are considered as non-renewable. It was
predicted that the world oil demand would exceed supply by year of 202011. Moreover,
the tremendous amount of CO2 released from combustion of fossil fuels has been credited
for emergence of global warming and extreme weather. Under these conditions, there is a
great need for a clean, renewable alternative energy sources. Solar energy has emerged as
a suitable choice. Solar energy harvest can be achieved through biological systems –
photosynthesis or artificial devices –photovoltaics. In general, photovoltaic solar panels
have efficiency an order of magnitude higher than biological photosynthesis, 10-42%
while still increasing compared to 1%12 in photosynthesis. However the form of energy
output from solar panels is electricity and the storage of which remains a problem as
current batteries suffer from poor energy density and stability. The energy density for
lithium-ion batteries range from 0.40 MJ/kg to 0.65 MJ/kg
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, whereas gasoline has an

energy density around 46 MJ/kg. Considering the existing transportation infrastructure
and the low energy density of the batteries, liquid fuels will still dominate in
transportation sector. Microorganisms have long been utilized in making complex
chemicals such as liquid fuels. All these factors lead to the idea if we could use electricity
generated from renewable sources to feed biological systems to liquid fuels, thus
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realizing the storage of electricity in the form of chemical bonds. The fuels made from
electricity are termed as electrofuels. Successful application of electrofuel production has
been demonstrated14,15.
Electron transfer to bacteria can be achieved either directly from an electrode or
indirectly from a soluble electron mediator. Nevin and coworkers14 have demonstrated
that wild-type bacterium Sporomusa. ovata was able to form biofilm on a graphite
electrode and accept electron directly and produce acetate and 2-oxobutyrate from carbon
dioxide and water with electricity as energy source. They achieved very high electron
efficiency claiming that 85% of the total electron received went to final product. Direct
electron transfer systems have the problem that the 2-D nature of biofilm significantly
limits scalability. Electrons can also be circulated between electrochemistry and bacteria
through a soluble electron mediator. Engineered bacterium Ralstonia eutropha was able
to use electrochemically generated hydrogen as sole energy source and produce isobuanol
and 3-methyl-1-butanol15. Use of the soluble mediator has several advantages including
easy 3-D scale-up. However the lower solubility and safety concerns of hydrogen hinders
its application in industrial scale. Another choice of electron mediator has been
explored16, where bacterium Nitrosomonas europaea was demonstrated to live on
electrochemically produced ammonia from reduction of nitrite. Compared with hydrogen,
ammonia is highly water soluble and relatively safe. The drawbacks are that N. europaea
has low growth rate and energy is wasted in ammonia uptake and oxidation.
A novel electrofuel system that utilizes Fe2+ as electron mediator and bacterium A.
ferrooxidans as biosynthesis platform is proposed (Fig. 1.4). Use of Fe2+ as the electron
mediator is advantageous because: iron can be readily and efficiently reduced
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electrochemically; iron is soluble and stable under A. ferrooxidans growth environment;
and iron is universally available and safe to use. In addition, A. ferrooxidans genome is
fully sequenced and its genetic modification has been achieved by several authors17-19.
All these factors make A. ferrooxidans an attractive candidate for potential electrofuel
production.
1.4

Oxidation of Ferrous Ions
The oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ is accompanied with reduction of oxygen into water.

One mole of electron is transferred from Fe2+ to O2 when one mole of Fe2+ is oxidized.
The oxidation was proposed to occur at the outer surface of cells, where pH is in the
acidic range of around 2.0. Some of the electrons produced were transferred into the cells
down the potential gradient, through a series of proteins consisted of three electron
carriers20-22 penetrating the cell membrane. Oxygen is reduced to make water in the
cytoplasm then they receive the electrons. The other electrons are transported uphill the
potential gradient to make reducing agent, NADPH, at the expense of energy derived
from iron oxidation. Generation of ATP in A. ferrooxidans is explained using
chemiosmotic theory20,22,23. A proton motive force is created as a result of pH gradient
and transmembrane electrical potential. The influx movement of proton into the cell
through proton channels is coupled with ATP synthesis.
Reverse transport of electron to make NADPH, fixation of carbon dioxide and
external pumping of protons all require energy from oxidation of Fe2+. The small energy
available from oxidation of Fe2+ has posted a very tight constraint on the growth of A.
ferrooxidans. Previous researchers have reported ΔG for reaction couple of oxidation of
Fe2+ and reduction of oxygen to be in the range of 27.2 kJ/mol to 41.8 kJ/mol
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22,24,25

.

Researches have estimated that to fix one mole of CO2 in CBB cycle, it requires
oxidation of 22.4 moles of Fe2+. As a result, in an electrofuel process a larger amount of
Fe2+ needs to be delivered to the cells in order to achieve a high productivity. This is
limited primarily by two factors:
1. The low solubility of the Fe3+ product: solubility of Fe3+ is largely limited by pH,
with only 40 mM to be theoretically soluble at pH 2.0. This also significantly
limits the energy density of the medium as Fe3+ in undesired in a practical system
setup.
2. The inhibitory effect of Fe2+ and Fe3+: the growth of A. ferrooxidans was said to
subject to competitive and non-competitive product inhibition by Fe3+ and
substrate inhibition by Fe2+. Shrihahi and Gandhi
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reported that no cell growth

and Fe2+ oxidation were observed at an initial Fe3+ concentration of 20 g/L (360
mM).
1.5

Genetic Modification
Heterotrophic bacteria have been modified to become capable of catalyzing

production of gasoline substitutes such as isobutanol
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and long-chain alkanes
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from

simple sugars. However the use of heterotrophic bacteria has its disadvantages as they
reply on organic feed stocks that usually require complex pretreatment or involve
agriculture. Autotrophic bacteria have attracted significant interest as they utilize gaseous
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, thus creating a carbon-neutral loop between fuel
synthesis and combustion.
Several research groups have demonstrated successful genetic modification of A.
ferrooxidans17,29-33. When E.coli is used as host cell for plasmid exchange between E.coli
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and A. ferrooxidans in the attempt to manipulate A. ferrooxidans DNA, we will face
several challenges:
1. Antibiotics such as kanamycin are unstable in acidic environment: Kanamycin is
found to be unstable and deactivate under acidic pH of about 2.0. The existence of
iron ions even accelerates the process. This creates a significant problem in
selecting genetically modified cells from wild type cells in solid and liquid media.
2. The difference of optimal growth pH for both A. ferrooxidans and E.coli: While
A. ferrooxidans grows most healthily at pH around 2.0, E.coli usually grows at
circumneutral pH. This becomes a challenge when mating between the two
species is carried out on the solid medium. A middle point needs to be figured out
to allow healthy growth of both species.
3. Low solubility of Fe3+: pH of the solid medium has to be set at around 4.0 to
reconcile the discrepancy of growth pH between E.coli and A. ferrooxidans. At
this pH range, Fe3+ is insoluble and forms precipitates. The precipitate can
damage cell membrane and negatively affects cell growth.
4. Changing pH environment: As a result of Fe2+ oxidation catalyzed by A.
ferrooxidans metabolic activity, pH of the medium goes up and will eventual
reach a point where A. ferrooxidans stops growing. So conjugation process needs
to be completed before pH rises too high. This can be achieved by adjusting the
plating density of A. ferrooxidans to a relatively high level so colonies can form
before pH rises to above the critical point.
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1.6

Copper Bioleaching
One of the most important industrial applications of A. ferrooxidans is the

biomining of copper in the copper hydrometallurgy process. Currently hydrometallurgy
of copper accounts about 20% 34 of total annual copper production worldwide. In copper
hydrometallurgy, copper ores are first agglomerated and piled up in a heap where acidic
leaching solution containing Fe3+ together with native bacteria is applied from the top.
Copper in the ores is solubilized in contact with the leaching solution with the aid of acid
and bacterial activity. The resultant pregnant leach solution (PLS) containing around 50
mM Cu2+ is processed by solvent extraction where Cu2+ is collected and concentrated.
Final Cu2+ in the solution is reduced to make copper plate in an electrowinning step. The
whole process is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. In the heap leaching step, chemical and biological
reactions both happen: oxides such as cuprite (Cu2O) and malachite (CuCO3.Cu(OH)2)
dissolves readily in acid; secondary sulfides such as covellite (CuS) and chalcocite
(Cu2S) is oxidized by Fe3+ mediated by bacteria, called bioleaching. A. ferrooxidans is
the most prevailing species in the consortia responsible for bioleaching of copper ores.
The bioleaching functions of A. ferrooxidans mainly resides in the regeneration of
Fe3+ species, which can chemically oxidize the metal sulfides solubilizing copper metal
and producing sulfur as described by Eq. 4

35

. CuS (covellite) is used as an example

while other sulfide compounds such as chalcocite (Cu2S), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and
bornite (2Cu2S.CuS.FeS) all follow similar reactions.
CuS + 2Fe3+ = Cu2+ + 2Fe2+ + S

(4)

Two biologically mediated reactions then happen as described in eq. 1 and 2. In eq.1,
Fe2+ is oxidized by the bacterium to regenerate Fe3+. Eq. 2 describes the regeneration of
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protons from sulfur, which can be used in eq. 1. The three reactions mentioned above
complete a full cycle of bioleaching process of copper sulfides.
Compared with traditional pyrometallurgy process in copper mining, bioleaching
has several advantages:
•

Moderate capital expenditure with low operation cost.

•

Good recovery of copper from low-grade ores and waste materials.

•

Simple operation procedures and equipment requirement.

With the desire to develop cheaper and simpler technique to process low grade
copper ores, bioleaching has received a lot of interest. Most of the interest lies in the
study of interaction between bacteria and ores to improve kinetics of the leaching process
and hence to increase leaching rate and recovery. In this thesis, focus has been put on
evaluation on use of genetically modified A. ferrooxidans and copper ores as energy
source to co-produce copper and chemicals.
1.7

Goals
In short, the goal of this thesis is to develop Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans as a

biosynthetic platform in biotechnological applications i.e. electrofuels and biomining of
copper. Particularly we seek to engineer the growth medium to make it compatible in
both the bioreactor and electrochemical reactor in the electrofuel system. Good product
yield and electrochemical efficiency should be achieved through medium engineering.
The wile-type bacterium is first studied to allow us to have a basic understanding of the
most important characteristics of the cells, i.e. growth kinetics and energetics. Next,
genetic modification of cells should be accomplished so cells can make valuable
chemicals from inorganic substrate Fe2+ and carbon dioxide. The goals towards
12

engineering of growth medium and A. ferrooxidans for applications in electrofuel
production and bioleaching are listed below:

Goal 1: Identify the optimum growth conditions for wild-type A. ferrooxidans
in terms of highest energy efficiency.
In Chapter 2, we studied the wild-type bacterium under chemostat mode to find the
growth conditions leading to lowest maintenance energy and thus highest energy
efficiency.

Goal 2: Develop the growth medium for enhanced electrochemical
performance with compatibility in biology.
In Chapter 3, growth medium was engineered to improve its conductivity and
energy density while still being compatible for bacterial growth.

Goal 3: Engineer A. ferrooxidans for biochemical production
In Chapter 4, efforts were focused on engineering of the bacterium. Genetic
manipulation of the cells needs to be achieved so that cells are able to make the desired
chemicals.

Goal 4: Develop the growth medium for improved isobutyric acid production
In Chapter 5, a combinatorial method called Design of Experiment (DoE) was used
to study the effect of various factors on the production of isobutyric acid from genetically
modified A. ferrooxidans to find the optimal growth conditions.
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Goal 5: Evaluate the use of genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in electrofuel
and biomining applications.
In Chapter 6, we estimated capital costs and operation costs in the electrofuel
process and several applications of genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in bioleaching of
copper process. An economic analysis was performed to determine whether these
applications are commercially viable.
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1.8

Tables and Figures

Table 1.1 Optimum pH for Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans
Optimum pH
2.5-3.5
2.5-5.8
2.3
2.0
2.0
2.0-2.3
2.0

Reference
MacDonald and Clark10
Buchanan and Gibbons36
Torma37
Ingledew and Houston38
Karamanev and Nikolov39
Smith et al.40
Drobner9
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Table 1.2 Optimum pH for Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans
Optimum Temperature
31
33
28
25-30
30
35

Reference
Lacey and Lawson41
MacDonald and Clark10
Kupka et al.42
Smith et al.40
Okereke and Stevens43
Nemati44
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Table 1.3 Detailed growth conditions in the routine laboratory batch cultures.
Mode
Volume
Temperature
Rotation Speed
Starting pH
Medium
Composition

Batch
1L
30 oC
200 rpm
1.8
Mg2SO4-1g,
(NH4)2SO4-0.8g,
KH2PO4-0.4g,
FeS04-20g,
Trace Metal Supplement
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Figure 1.1 Depletion of Fe2+ in a typical lab batch culture starting with 72 mM Fe2+.
No cell was added to the basal group as negative control.
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Figure 1.2 Change of pH in a typical lab batch culture starting with 72 mM Fe2+. No
cell was added to the basal group as negative control.
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Figure 1.3 Ferric hydroxide solubility vs pH
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Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of a typical electrofuel process using A.
ferrooxidans as a biosynthetic platform.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of hydrometallurgy of copper.
Hydrometallurgy

~10 kg H2SO4/m^3,
~0.4 kg Cu/m^3

Heap-leaching

Pregnant leach solution, 2 to 5 kg Cu/m^3

Solvent extraction

Recycle ~0.4 kg Cu/m^3

Electrolyte, 45 kg Cu/m^3

Electrowinning
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Chapter 2.
2.1

Characterization of Wild-type A. ferrooxidans and Growth Medium*

Abstract
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is an acidophilic chemolithoautotroph that is

important in biomining and other biotechnological operations. The cells are able to
oxidize inorganic iron, but the insolubility and product inhibition by Fe3+ complicates
characterization of these cultures. Here we explore the growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans
in iron-based medium in a pH range from 1.6 to 2.2. It was found that as the pH was
increased from 1.6 to 2.0, the maintenance coefficient decreased while both the growth
kinetics and maximum cell yield increased in the precipitate-free, low Fe2+ concentration
medium. In higher iron media a similar trend was observed at low pH, but the formation
of precipitates at higher pH (2.0) hampered cell growth and lowered the specific growth
rate and maximum cell yield. In order to eliminate ferric precipitates, chelating agents
were introduced into the medium. Citric acid was found to be relatively non-toxic and did
not appear to interfere with iron oxidation at a maximum concentration of 70 mM.
Inclusion of citric acid prevented precipitation and A. ferrooxidans growth parameters
resumed their trends as a function of pH. The addition of citrate also decreased the
apparent substrate saturation constant (KS) indicating a reduction in the competitive
inhibition of growth by ferric ions. These results indicate that continuous cultures of A.
ferrooxidans in the presence of citrate at elevated pH will enable enhanced cell yields and
productivities. This will be critical as these cells are used in the development of new
biotechnological applications such as electrofuel production.
*

A version of this chapter is published in Biotechnology and Bioengineering 2014, 111(10):1940-1948,
with co-authors of Roel Mercado, Timothy Kernan, Alan C. West and Scott Banta.
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2.2

Introduction
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans are gram-negative, chemolithoautotrophic cells that

can extract energy from the oxidation of iron and reduced sulfur compounds using O2 as
the electron acceptor while using atmospheric CO2 as a carbon source 2. The bacterium
has been widely applied in industrial applications such as desulfurization of coal and sour
gases, and acid mine drainage treatment. It has been claimed that the use of A.
ferrooxidans in industrial desulfurization of sour gases has reduced the total cost by 2/3
as compared to conventional methods 45. It is also the most important organism in metal
bioleaching of sulfide materials 1. In the USA, Spain, Chile and Peru, bioleaching of lowgrade copper ores with A. ferrooxidans has been used to treat over 4 billion tons of
copper ores and has provided a cost effective and environmentally friendly method of
copper mining as compared to conventional technologies 46.
There is an intense global interest in the development of next-generation biofuels.
Currently, biofuels are produced using the metabolic activities of heterotrophic organisms
that transform organic materials, such as sugar, into fuels such as ethanol 47. Autotrophic
bacteria have recently attracted attention as potential biosynthetic platforms for chemical
production since autotrophs do not require organic compounds as substrates and thus do
not involve agriculture 48. More recently, there has been interest in producing fuels and
chemicals using electricity (termed electrofuels) and autotrophic bacteria such as
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, Nitrosomona europaea, Sporomusa ovata and Ralstonia
eutropha

14,16,49-51

. A. ferrooxidans cells are an attractive candidate for this approach as

they grow planktonically and the inorganic Fe3+ produced by the cells can be readily
reduced electrochemically. Thus soluble iron could be recycled between an
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electrochemical reactor and a bioreactor containing genetically engineered A.
ferrooxidans cells. The cells will grow continuously using electrochemically reduced iron
while fixing gaseous CO2. In order to develop these types of processes it will be critical
to keep the oxidized iron soluble at high concentrations, and there is a need to better
characterize and optimize the growth kinetics of the cells under various reactor conditions.
A. ferrooxidans cells grow optimally at temperatures ranging from 28 °C to 33 °C
and at a pH range from 2.0 to 2.3 10,22,39-41. In laboratory cultures, the cells extract energy
from the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ through the process 52:
4

+2

+

=2

(

(1)

) +2

Under these conditions, the solubility of Fe3+ product is very low: at pH 2.0, less than 40
mM of Fe3+ is soluble

53

. This can be advantageous, as Fe3+ has been shown to be a

competitive inhibitor for the growth of A. ferrooxidans

54,55

and thus precipitation of

ferric iron lowers the extent of inhibition. In the most widely used laboratory media
recipes, such as 9-K medium, more than 40 mM Fe2+ is included to ensure high cell yield
2

and under these conditions, the oxidized iron precipitates.

Unfortunately, the

precipitation of iron complicates the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ in an iron
recycling process. Precipitation can be prevented by operating at lower pH values or by
using lower concentrations of Fe2+ in the medium.
Growth at low pH can be used to address precipitation, but this reduces the
cellular growth rate and yield

56

. This is due to the fact that A. ferrooxidans cells

maintain a circumneutral cytoplasmic pH at around 6.5 22. The cells have evolved several
mechanisms to maintain this proton gradient across the membrane and some of the pH
homeostasis mechanisms are ATP-dependent. Cells both promote proton outflow using
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active proton pumps and reduce proton inflow through a Donnan potential generated by
active transport of potassium ions 57. Therefore it is logical to assume that while growth
at low pH addresses issues with iron precipitation, it will likely increase maintenance
coefficient (the amount of energy required for cell maintenance at zero growth
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),

enhance product inhibition by soluble Fe3+ and reduce cell yield.
In this study we characterized the effect of pH on the maximum specific growth
rate, maximum cell yield and maintenance coefficient of A. ferrooxidans chemostat
cultures. We then explored different iron chelators in order to expand the operating pH
range while preventing ferric iron precipitation. Our results suggest that continuous
cultures of A. ferrooxidans grown at higher pH values enabled by the addition of citrate
reduces ferric product inhibition and will enhance cell yield and productivity of these
cells in future biotechnology applications.
2.3

Material and Methods

Microorganism and Medium
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (ATCC 23270) cells were obtained from American
Type Culture Collection and used throughout this study. Cells were grown in ATCC 2039
A. ferrooxidans medium containing 0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 2 g/L MgSO4×7H2O, 0.4 g/L
K2HPO4, 5 mL/L Wolfe's Mineral Solution and 20 g/L (72 mM) of FeSO4×7H2O with an
initial pH of 1.8 adjusted using concentrated sulfuric acid. The growth medium was
sterilized with 0.2 μm filters (ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA). Exponential-phase cells
were maintained in 1 L batch cultures by weekly subculture into fresh medium at 30 °C.
A 5% (v/v) inoculum was used for each subculture to reach an initial cell concentration
of approximately 107 cells/mL. Under these conditions, the cells were able to consume all
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substrate within 2 days. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 12,000 RCF (relative
centrifugal force) for 10 min. Harvested cells were kept in 5 mL of fresh medium and
could maintain viability for at least one week when stored at 4 °C.
All chemicals were from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise noted.
Iron Concentration Measurement
Fe2+ concentrations in culture samples were measured by titrating mixtures of
media (1 mL) and ferroin indicator (0.1 mL) with 0.1 M cerium(IV) sulfate and observing
the color change
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. The Fe3+ concentration was determined by subtracting the Fe2+

concentration from the total iron concentration.
Cell Density and Dry Cell Weight Measurement
To determine cell counts in the presence of iron precipitates, 1 mL cell samples
were centrifuged at 12,000 RCF for five minutes and re-suspended in 1 mL TE buffer (10
mM Tris and 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), and heated to 95 °C for 10 min. 250 μL of the
cooled cell suspension was mixed with 50 μL 5X SYBR Green I (Invitrogen, Grand
Island, NY) nucleic acid stain and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. Fluorescence
intensity of the sample was measured in microtiter plates (excitation at 497 nm and
emission at 520 nm) using a SpectraMax M2 plate reader (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA). A standard curve can be found in the Supplementary Information Fig.
2.4.
An absorbance method was used for cell quantification in the absence of
precipitates. Cell samples (1 mL) were centrifuged at 12,000 RCF for 5 min and
resuspended in pH 1.8 basal salt solution (0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 2 g/L MgSO4×7H2O, 0.4
g/L K2HPO4 and 5 ml/L Wolfe's Mineral Solution, pH of 1.8) 1 to 2 times. Absorbance at
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600 nm was measured using a SpectraMax M2 spectrophotometer after background
subtraction.
The total cell number was calculated from the OD600 reading. It was previously
reported that OD500 values are proportional to total cell counts 60. A series of cell samples
were washed in pH 1.8 basal salt solution and OD500 and OD600 measurements were
made. The correlation between OD500 and OD600 values can be found in the
Supplementary Information Fig. 2.5. An OD600 of 1.0 was found equal to a total cell
density of approximately 8.3×109 cells/mL.
The biomass weight was estimated by assuming a cell volume of 0.25 μm3 and a
specific gravity of 1.05 g/cm3 and dry cell mass equivalent to one fifth of the wet weight
61

. Based on these estimates, a 1 mL cell sample at OD600 of 1.0 is equal to 0.00053 gram

of dry cell weight.
Iron Chelators
Potential iron chelators malonic acid, citric acid, and gluconic acid were assessed
for their ability to dissolve Fe3+ precipitates and their impact on A. ferrooxidans growth.
Solutions containing 100 mM ferric sulfate were created and precipitates formed
immediately. Each of the iron chelators were added to different solution samples to reach
a concentration of 100 mM and the solutions were extensively agitated. The pH was
adjusted stepwise to 2.0, 2.5 or 3.0 using concentrated sodium hydroxide while
dissolution of ferric precipitates was monitored at each pH value.
The impact of iron chelators on A. ferrooxidans growth was assessed using batch
cultures. For each chelator, different concentrations (50 mM, 70 mM and 100 mM) were
added to identical 100 mL batch cultures and the Fe2+ concentration was measured. The
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initial pH of every culture was adjusted to 1.8 using concentrated sulfuric acid. Flasks
with sterile media were used as controls to account for non-biological oxidation.
The impact of the iron chelators on the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ was also
measured using a rotating disk electrode (see Supplementary Information Fig. 2.6).
Continuous Reactor Operation
All chemostat experiments were conducted in a BioFlo3000 bioreactor
(NewBrunswick Scientific, Enfield, CT) with a 5 L working volume. The cell culture was
maintained at 30 °C using an integrated circulating water jacket, aerated with air at 3
L/min and agitated at 180 RPM. Two inlet Fe2+ concentrations were used: 36 mM and 72
mM at a pH range from 1.6 to 2.0. The iron chelating agent was included with 72 mM
Fe2+ at a pH range from 1.8 to 2.2. In the absence of the chelator, the feed was introduced
at the same pH as the medium in the reactor. When iron chelating agent was included the
pH was found to decrease with growth and thus a pH 2.8 feed was used to enable the
maintenance of the pH in the reactor. The pH in the reactor was monitored using an
InPro3253i/SG/425 pH probe (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH) and a M300 ISM
transmitter (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH) was used to control the pH by adding
concentrated sulfuric acid. Filter sterilized water was added to the system to compensate
any water loss due to evaporation.
The bioreactor with fresh medium was inoculated with a 10% v/v inoculum to
reach an initial concentration of ~108 cells/mL and operated as a batch until about 90% of
Fe2+ was converted to Fe3+. The reactor was then operated as a chemostat at no less than
five different dilution rates ranging from 0.02 h-1 to 0.1 h-1 using a variable-speed
peristaltic pump (FM100, ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA). The exiting Fe2+
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concentration and cell density were measured at each steady state. Steady states were
assumed after three residence times had passed. All experiments were conducted in
duplicate and reported in average.
Cell Growth Kinetics
The growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans cells were assumed to follow the Monod
equation (Lacey and Lawson, 1970):
=

×

(2)

where μ is specific growth rate (h-1), µmax is the maximum specific growth rate (h-1), S is
the growth-limiting substrate concentration (mM), and KS is the apparent substrate
saturation constant (mM). A least squares non-linear regression method was used to
estimate the kinetic parameters from the growth data in continuous chemostat
experiments. Figures showing dilution rates versus substrate concentrations and
associated curve fits can be found in the Supplementary Information Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8
and Fig. 2.9.
It is assumed that Fe2+ was the sole energy source for bacterial growth and
maintenance. The maintenance coefficient m is the minimum substrate concentration
required to maintain cells. The equation used to quantify the maintenance coefficient
correlates total substrate consumption to substrate consumption for maintenance plus
substrate consumption for growth 62:
=

(3)

+

where q is specific substrate consumption rate (g Fe2+ (g cell)-1 h-1), m is maintenance
coefficient (g Fe2+ (g cell)-1 h-1), µ is specific growth rate (h-1) and Ymax is the maximum
cell yield (g cell (g Fe2+)-1). At steady state, the dilution rate D, which is the volumetric
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flow rate divided by the operational volume v/V, is equivalent to the cell specific growth
rate µ. The specific substrate consumption rate q is defined as the amount of Fe2+
consumed by the cells per unit mass of cells produced per time:
=

×$
!"#

(4)
where Si is the inlet Fe2+ concentration (g/mL), So is the outlet Fe2+ concentration (g/mL),
Xdcw is dry cell density (g/mL) and D is dilution rate (h-1). A plot of q against D is linear
with a slope of 1/Ymax and an intercept of m. The plots and linear regressions can be
found in the Supplementary Information Fig. 2.10, Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12.
Statistics
All chemostat experiments were made in duplicate. The graphs show the average
with error bars representing the high and low values.

The tables were produced with

values reported in average along with the standard errors of the means. Anaysis of
Variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the statistical significance of the differences in
the experiments.
2.4

Results

Growth Kinetics at Different pH Values in Low Iron Medium
The growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans cells under different conditions were
studied using chemostat cultures. A relatively low Fe2+ concentration of 36 mM
FeSO4×7H2O was initially used in the medium to ensure Fe3+ solubility over a range of
pH values. Chemostat experiments were performed at pH 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0. The maximum
specific growth rate, µmax, maintenance coefficient, m, maximum cell yield, Ymax, and
apparent substrate saturation constant, KS, are found in Table 2.1. The results of ANOVA
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indicate the effect of pH on all measured parameters (µmax, m, Ymax and KS) is statistically
significant.
Identical experiments were also conducted with 72 mM Fe2+ in the medium at the
same pH values (Table 2.2). At pH 1.8, precipitates were observed on the reactor wall
after the chemostat was operated for two weeks. And at pH 2.0, ferric precipitates were
observed in the early stages of the experiment. The results of ANOVA also indicate the
effect of pH on all measured parameters (µmax, m, Ymax and KS) is statistically significant.
For each experiment, the cell densities in the bioreactor at steady state was plotted against
the dilution rate and shown in Fig. 2.1A, Fig. 2.1B and Fig. 2.1C.
Use of Iron Chelators to Eliminate Precipitates
Three iron chelators were chosen for investigation in this study. Precipitation was
observed immediately after 100 mM ferric sulfate was added to water. Upon addition of
equimolar citric acid, gluconic acid or malonic acid, precipitates were dissolved with
agitation at pH 2.0. After increasing the pH to 2.5 and 3.0, precipitates formed and then
redissolved after five minutes of agitation. All three organic chelators inhibited the
formation of precipitates and did not prevent the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ (see
Supplementary Information Fig. 2.6). However all three chelators exhibited an inhibitory
effect on A. ferrooxidans growth at the concentrations tested, which is consistent with
previous observations

63,64

. Malonic acid exhibited the greatest inhibition, and no growth

was observed with a concentration of 50 mM. In the presence of gluconic acid, the cells
were able to grow with 50 mM chelator, but growth was completely inhibited at a
concentration of 70 mM (Fig. 2.2). Citric acid had the least impact of the three chelators
tested, as significant growth was seen at 70 mM (Fig. 2.3), and therefore this chelator
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was used in the remaining experiments. In the absence of a chelator, the cells generally
consume all of the Fe2+ in the medium within 40 hours. In the presence of 70 mM citric
acid, the cultures showed a one-day lag prior to growth and the complete oxidation of
Fe2+ required three days (Fig. 2.3).

A. ferrooxidans cells in a batch culture with

minimum Fe2+ and 30 mM citrate showed no growth for a prolonged time period (data
not shown), indicating that the cells cannot utilize citrate as an energy source.
Growth Kinetics in Precipitate-free Medium with Citrate
The use of citric acid enabled the evaluation of cell growth at higher Fe2+
concentrations and pH conditions without precipitation. Chemostat experiments were
repeated using 72 mM FeSO4×7H2O in the medium together with 70 mM citrate acid at
pH 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2 respectively. Precipitation was not observed during the course of
experiments, in contrast to when citric acid was not included in the medium. Maximum
specific growth rate, µmax, maintenance coefficient, m, maximum cell yield, Ymax, and
apparent substrate saturation constant, KS, are tabulated (Table 2.3). The results of
ANOVA also indicate the effect of pH on three of the measured parameters (µmax, m, and
Ymax) is statistically significant. Under these conditions, the KS values were not found to
be statistically significantly different at the different pH values.

Steady-state cell

concentrations in the bioreactor at each dilution rate are shown in Fig. 2.1D.
2.5

Discussion
There is an increasing interest in using autotrophic cells for biotechnology

applications, as they are able to transform carbon dioxide into reduced carbon products.
A. ferrooxidans cells are especially attractive for this as they grow relatively fast
compared to other autotrophs and they grow both aerobically and planktonically. The
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cells can use electrons obtained from the oxidation of Fe2+ as their sole energy source and
the resultant Fe3+ can be electrochemically reduced back to Fe2+. This allows for these
cells to grow using electricity, air and water and this is being explored for the production
of fuels and chemicals (electrofuels) 51. However, significant limitations in the use of A.
ferrooxidans cells are the low solubility and inhibitory effects of the Fe3+ product. The
cells are acidophiles, which creates some advantages: Fe3+ solubility increases at low pH,
contamination is less likely at low pH, and the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ can be
very efficient. However, life at low pH can have some significant limitations: solubility
of CO2 is decreased and energy is needed to maintain a large pH gradient across the
cellular membrane. Therefore in this study, we set out to quantify the impact of pH on A.
ferrooxidans growth kinetics and to explore the use of chelators to expand the operating
conditions of the cells. Our results suggest that using citric acid as a chelator at high pH
can improve the overall efficiency of this system.
We first set out to obtain baseline measurements of the growth kinetics. At a low
Fe2+ concentration (36 mM) it is clear that the growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans are a
function of pH (Table 2.1). The maximum specific growth rate, µmax, and the apparent
substrate saturation constant (KS) both increased with increasing pH. The ratio of these
values is the apparent first order growth rate constant at low substrate concentrations
(which occurs at low dilution rates and high conversion of Fe2+) and this ratio is useful to
compare the overall effect of pH, where µmax/KS increases with increasing pH. A similar
trend is seen with the maximum cell yield, Ymax, which increases with increasing pH.
And the maintenance coefficient (m) was found to decrease with increasing pH. These
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results are consistent with the notion that the cells grow more efficiently at higher pH as
less energy is required to maintain the pH gradient across the cellular membrane.
This overall trend is similar with 72 mM Fe2+ in the feed (Table 2.2), as the
maximum specific growth rate, the apparent substrate saturation constant, and the
maximum cell yield all increase from pH 1.6 to 1.8, while the maintenance coefficient
decreases. The use of the same pH values allows for the exploration of the effect of
doubling of the Fe2+ concentration from 36 mM to 72 mM in the feed at the two different
pH values. Comparing Tables 2.1 and 2.2 shows that doubling the iron concentration has
little effect on µmax and Ymax but a large increase was seen in the m and KS values. The
increase in KS is likely due to the fact that Fe3+ is a competitive inhibitor for A.
ferrooxidans growth
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, and the introduction of a competitive inhibitor affects only the

apparent substrate saturation term in the Monod equation as seen below:
=

×
(%

(5)

&
)
'&

Thus a doubling of the soluble Fe3+ concentration leads to an increase in the apparent KS
value. The reason for the increase in the maintenance coefficient is not clear although it
may also be related to the inhibition effect of Fe3+.
When the pH was raised to 2.0 with 72 mM Fe2+ in the feed, precipitation of Fe3+
was observed with a coinciding decrease in µmax, Ymax, and KS. These precipitates can
deposit onto the cell membrane, potentially forming a barrier layer that hinders the
diffusion of protons, nutrients and gases into and out of the cells 56. The large reduction
in the apparent KS value is consistent with the expression in Eq 5, where the precipitation
of Fe3+ lowers the concentration of this inhibitor, thus lowering the apparent KS value
closer to its uninhibited value.
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Interestingly, the maintenance coefficient continued to decrease at pH 2.0
regardless of precipitation (Table 2.2). This is consistent with chemiosmosis theory 22. A.
ferrooxidans has a near neutral cytoplasmic pH while living in a low pH environment.
The pH gradient across the cell membrane is closely linked to the proton motive force,
which drives influx of protons to make ATP. However, influx of protons also causes
acidification of the cytoplasm, impairing the functions of intracellular enzymes and
nucleic acids

57

. A. ferrooxidans cells thus employ energy-consuming mechanisms to

defend themselves from excessive protonation and it is believed that the greater the
transmembrane pH gradient is, the more energy is required for A. ferrooxidans cells to
maintain their cytoplasmic pH. Therefore, less acidic environments result in decreased
maintenance coefficients for A. ferrooxidans regardless of precipitation.
Cellular growth is improved at high pH with low Fe3+ concentrations and thus we
explored chelators to both solubilize the iron and to possibly reduce the product
inhibition effect at higher iron concentrations. Three iron chelators were explored, and
although there was not a major impact on the electrochemical reduction of Fe3+ upon
addition of the chelators, inhibitory effects on cell growth were observed with all the
chelators tested. The iron chelators are all organic acids, which are protonated (uncharged)
in the pH range optimal for A. ferrooxidans growth. Uncharged molecules may be able to
diffuse through cell membrane into the cytoplasm and it is possible that growth inhibition
occurs when the chelators dissociate inside the cells distorting the neutral cytoplasmic
environment

64

. Malonic acid was most toxic to the cells followed by gluconic acid and

citric acid. This effect correlates with their molecular weights where malonic acid is the
smallest (Molecular Weight = 104 g/mol) as compared to gluconic acid (Molecular
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Weight = 196 g/mol) and citric acid (Molecular Weight = 192 g/mol). Thus the higher
toxicity of malonic acid may be attributed to its smaller size, which leads to an increased
ability to enter the cellular cytoplasm.
Addition of citrate to the medium eliminated ferric precipitation, allowing for the
investigation of A. ferrooxidans growth kinetics at higher pH and larger Fe2+
concentrations. Experiments were repeated with 72 mM Fe3+ in the feed with 70 mM
citric acid. As the pH increased from 1.8 to 2.0, both the maximum specific growth rate,
µmax, and the maximum cell yield, Ymax, increased, leading to a µmax/KS value of 0.41 h-1
mM-1 which was the largest value obtained in this study (Table 2.3). As was observed
before, the maintenance coefficient, m, decreased as the pH increased to a value of 0.25 g
Fe2+ (g cells)-1 h-1. The kinetic parameters at pH 2.2 were found to be similar to those at
pH 2.0 which is consistent with an optimal pH at around 2.0, and thus no further benefits
were obtained by increasing the pH to 2.2

22

. A comparison of the results in Table 2.2

and 2.3 at pH value of 1.8 (where Fe3+ is largely soluble in both cases) indicates that the
addition of citrate lowers the maximum specific growth rate, µmax, improves the
maximum cell yield, Ymax, and dramatically decreases both the apparent substrate
saturation constant KS and the maintenance coefficient, m. This is probably due to a
reduced product inhibition, which leads to a smaller apparent substrate saturation
constant, KS, and maintenance coefficient, m. In the absence of citrate, the pH of A.
ferrooxidans cultures increased as cells consumed Fe2+ as a result of Eq. 1. Upon addition
of citrate, the opposite was observed, as the pH of the cultures decreased as Fe2+ was
oxidized. This suggests that only the Fe3+ product was chelated by citrate, and this
releases protons from the carboxyl groups thus lowering the pH. Once chelated, the Fe3+
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is then less inhibitory to the growth of the cells. This is supported by the fact that in the
presence of the citrate the KS values are significantly lowered, and no longer a function of
pH. Thus the addition of citrate has multiple beneficial effects: it enables growth at high
pH without precipitation and it increases both growth kinetics and yield due to a large
decrease in product inhibition.
The growth parameters can also be used to explore the overall utilization of
energy by the cells under different conditions. The flux of energy into cellular growth
(1/Ymax (g Fe2+/g cell)) and the flux energy into maintenance (m/μ (g Fe2+/g cell)) can be
calculated. The percentage of Fe2+ consumed for maintenance over total Fe2+
consumption (Em/Et) is tabulated (Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). As the pH increases, the pH
gradient is reduced and less energy is used in maintenance, except for the case where 72
mM Fe2+ was used and precipitation was observed. Doubling the Fe2+ concentration in the
feed increased Em/Et and addition of citrate reduced this ratio. A more than 10-fold
difference was observed between the highest and lowest values of this parameter. Thus
varying the growth conditions of the cells can dramatically alter how energy is utilized by
the cells, and this will be valuable as the cells are used in biotechnology applications.
Fig. 2.1 shows steady-state cell densities versus dilution rates. Steady-state cell
densities in 36 mM Fe2+ and 72 mM Fe2+ chemostat cultures were compared at pH 1.6,
1.8 and 2.0 (Fig. 2.1A, Fig. 2.1B and Fig. 2.1C). Doubling the iron concentration in the
medium increased steady-state cell density, but only by 35% and 53% at pH 1.6 and pH
1.8 respectively. This may be due to product inhibition which lowers maximum cell yield.
At pH 2.0, the steady state cell density only increased by 11% upon doubling inlet iron
concentration, and this was accompanied by precipitation. Inclusion of citrate in the
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medium significantly increased maximum cell yield by increasing the steady state cell
density (Fig. 2.1B and Fig. 2.1C). The steady state cell density was increased by 55% at
pH 1.8 from 2.14×108 cells/mL to 3.32×108 cells/mL, and by 145% at pH 2.0 from
1.96×108 cells/mL to 4.80×108 cells/mL, compared to the case when there was 72 mM
Fe2+ with no citrate in the medium.
Several authors have noted discrepancies in the previously published values of A.
ferrooxidans growth kinetics 60,61. Specific growth rates have been reported ranging from
0.06 to 1.78 h-1

10,40,41,61,65-67

. One of the biggest limitations in these calculations is the

low ferric solubility. Precipitates formed during experiments likely impeded cell growth
and interfered with cell enumeration. Operating at lower pH values (below 1.6) could
prevent precipitation but specific growth rates obtained under such conditions would be
lower than the optimal values. This may explain why previously reported specific growth
rates mostly fall in the range of 0.10 to 0.20 h-1. In this work, we were able to obtain
growth kinetics at the more optimal pH value of 2.0 by either using a low iron
concentration (µmax = 0.54 h-1 with 36 mM Fe2+ in the feed) or by using citric acid (µmax =
0.26 h-1 with 72 mM Fe2+ and 70 mM citric acid in the feed). Although the specific
growth was decreased in the higher iron case, the addition of the citrate dramatically
improved the apparent first order rate constant (µmax/KS) at pH 2.0 from 0.021 h-1 mM-1
(with 36 mM Fe2+ in the feed) to 0.041 h-1 mM-1 with 72 mM Fe2+ and 70 mM citric acid
in the feed).
The maximum cell yields and maintenance coefficients obtained in this work are
also comparable to previously published values. Braddock, Luong, Brown

65

reported a

cell yield of 0.0047 g cells/g Fe2+ at pH 1.85 to 1.95 using an 18 mM inlet Fe2+
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concentration which is similar to our value of 0.0044 obtained at pH 1.8 and 36 mM inlet
Fe2+ concentration. Breed, Dempers, Searby, Gardner, Rawlings, Hansford 68 performed a
similar analysis using predominantly Leptospirillum ferrooxidans cultures with 214 mM
inlet Fe2+ concentration at pH 1.75 and obtained a cell yield of 0.0027 g cells/g Fe2+ and a
maintenance coefficient of 1.8 g Fe2+ (g cells)-1 h-1. These values are on the same order of
magnitude as the data obtained in this paper at pH 1.8 and 72 mM inlet Fe2+
concentration.
Electrofuel production has recently attracted increasing attention as it is
potentially more efficient than biological photosynthesis for the transformation of solar
energy and carbon dioxide into products of interest such as multi-carbon alcohols 51,69. A.
ferrooxidans is an attractive potential candidate to produce electrofuels because of its
well-established microbiology and the simple electrochemistry of Fe3+ reduction. In this
study with introduction of citric acid at pH 2.2, a high maximum cell yield of 0.0074 g
cells/g Fe2+ (equivalent to 1.40×1011 cells/g Fe2+) was obtained. And, operation at pH 2.0
with citric acid enabled the highest steady-state cell concentration of 4.8×108 cells/mL
observed in this work (Fig. 2.1D). Growth under these conditions will likely increase the
productivity of A. ferrooxidans cultures as they are engineered and employed in future
electrofuels and related bioprocesses.
2.6
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2.7

Tables and Figures

Table 2.1 Growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans with 36 mM Fe2+
pH

1.6

1.8

2.0

µmax (h-1)

0.17 ± 0.03

0.31 ± 0.05

0.54 ± 0.03

m (g Fe2+ (g cells)-1 h-1)

0.93 ± 0.22

0.74 ± 0.19

0.50 ± 0.12

Ymax (g cells (g Fe2+)-1)

0.0036 ± 0.0001

0.0044 ± 0.0001

0.0053 ± 0.0001

KS (mM)

16 ± 3

20 ± 4

26 ± 4

µmax/KS (h-1 mM-1)

0.011 ± 0.003

0.016 ± 0.004

0.011 ± 0.003

Em/Et (%)

1.9 ± 0.4

1.0 ± 0.3

0.49 ± 0.12

Growth kinetic parameters of A. ferrooxidans in chemostat cultures at pH 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0
with 36 mM Fe2+ in the medium and all other nutrients as described in Material and
Methods. All measurements were obtained in duplicate and reported in average with the
standard error of the mean.
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Table 2.2 Growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans with 72 mM Fe2+
pH

1.6

1.8

2.0

µmax (h-1)

0.15 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.04

0.13 ± 0.02

m (g Fe2+ (g cells)-1 h-1)

3.4 ± 0.3

2.7 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.2

Ymax (g cells (g Fe2+)-1)

0.0027 ± 0.0001

0.0037 ± 0.0002

0.0031 ± 0.0003

KS (mM)

25 ± 3

33 ± 4

10 ± 2

µmax/KS (h-1 mM-1)

0.0060 ± 0.0008

0.0085 ± 0.0016

0.013 ± 0.003

Em/Et (%)

5.8 ± 0.7

3.4 ± 0.6

6.2 ± 1.1

Growth kinetic parameters of A. ferrooxidans in chemostat cultures at pH 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0
with 72 mM Fe2+ in the medium and all other nutrients as described in Material and
Methods. Precipitation on the reactor wall was observed in the cultures at pH 1.8 and
significant iron precipitation was observed in the cultures at pH 2.0. All measurements
were obtained in duplicate and reported in average with the standard error of the mean.
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Table 2.3 Growth kinetics of A. ferrooxidans with 72 mM Fe2+ plus 70 mM citrate
pH

1.8

2.0

2.2

µmax (h-1)

0.13 ± 0.01

0.26 ± 0.04

0.28 ± 0.04

m (g Fe2+ (g cells)-1 h-1)

0.60 ± 0.18

0.25 ± 0.04

0.23 ± 0.06

Ymax (g cells (g Fe2+)-1)

0.0063 ± 0.0002

0.0067 ± 0.0001

0.0074 ± 0.0001

KS (mM)

6.8 ± 1.2

6.3 ± 1.4

8.5 ± 1.8

µmax/KS (h-1 mM-1)

0.019 ± 0.004

0.041 ± 0.011

0.033 ± 0.008

Em/Et (%)

2.8 ± 0.9

0.64 ± 0.08

0.60 ± 0.18

Growth kinetic parameters of A. ferrooxidans in chemostat cultures at pH 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2
with 72 mM Fe2+ plus 70 mM citric acid in the medium and all other nutrients as
described in Material and Methods. All measurements were obtained in duplicate and
reported in average with the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 2.1 Steady-state cell densities vs dilution rate in chemostat
Figure 2.1A

(A) Chemostat operated at pH 1.6 with medium containing 36 mM Fe2+ (●), 72 mM Fe2+
(■).All measurements were performed in duplicate and reported in average. The error
bars represent the high and low values.
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Figure 2.1B

(B) Chemostat operated at pH 1.8 with medium containing: 36 mM Fe2+ (●), 72 mM
Fe2+ (■) and 72 mM Fe2+ with 70 mM citrate (▲). All measurements were performed in
duplicate and reported in average. The error bars represent the high and low values.
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Figure 2.1C

(C) Chemostat operated at 2.0 with medium containing: 36 mM Fe2+ (●), 72 mM Fe2+ (■)
and 72 mM Fe2+ with 70 mM citrate (♦). All measurements were performed in duplicate
and reported in average. The error bars represent the high and low values.
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Figure 2.1D

(D) Chemostat operated with medium containing 72 mM Fe2+ with 70 mM citrate at
different pH: pH 1.8 (▲), pH 2.0 (♦) and pH 2.2 (×). All measurements were performed
in duplicate and reported in average. The error bars represent the high and low values.
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Figure 2.2 Growth of A. ferrooxidans with gluconate in batch

Growth curve of A. ferrooxidans presented as depletion of Fe2+ (mM) versus Time (h) for
cultures containing 50 mM gluconic acid with and without cells (● and ○), 70 mM
gluconic acid with and without cells (▼ and ∆) and 100 mM gluconic acid with and
without cells (■ and □). Sterile groups were used as control for non-biological oxidation.
All measurements were performed in duplicate and reported in average. The error bars
represent the high and low values.
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Figure 2.3 Growth of A. ferrooxidans with citrate in batch

Growth curve of A. ferrooxidans presented as depletion of Fe2+ (mM) verses Time (h) for
cultures containing 50 mM citric acid with and without cells (● and ○), 70 mM citric acid
with and without cells (▼ and ∆) and 100 mM citric acid with and without cells cells (■
and □). Sterile groups were used as control for non-biological oxidation. All
measurements were performed in duplicate and reported in average. The error bars
represent the high and low values.
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2.8

Supplementary Information

Quantifying Cell Densities with SYBR Green I Nucleic Acid Dye
Fig. 2.4 below shows the calibration curve obtained by plotting fluorescence
intensity against cell density for a set of cell samples of known quantities. On a
logarithmic plot the fluorescence intensity value was directly proportional to cell density
over the range of interest. The absolute cell density was checked using the absorbance
method where 1 mL cell suspension of optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1
corresponds to 8.3×109 cells (see below). The use of SYBR Green I nucleic acid dye
provides a rapid and accurate measurement of A. ferrooxidans cell density regardless of
ferric precipitation in the range of 107 cells/mL to 1010 cells/mL. SYBR Green I nucleic
acid dye binds specifically to dsDNA and ssDNA and emits fluorescence. This method
was based on the assumption that total DNA was proportional to the number of cells.
Fig. 2.5 demonstrates the correlation between OD500 values and OD600 values on
the same cell samples. A linear regression analysis was applied to show that OD600 =
0.69×OD500. Based on previously reported data on relationship between actual total cell
counts and OD600 values, it was estimated that culture samples at OD600 of 1 was equal to
approximately 8.3×109 cells/ml
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. A correlation between total viable cell counts and

OD600 values were also obtained by plating on solid medium that OD600 of 1
corresponded to ~2.5×109 CFU/ml. In this work, the total cell count was used.
Electrochemical Reduction of Iron in the Presence of Chelators
Fig. 2.6 below shows polarization curves of the reduction of 72 mM Fe3+ in the
presence of different chelators at pH 1.8. These experiments were performed on a
platinum rotating disk electrode (diameter = 0.5 cm) and referenced against an Ag/AgCl
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electrode. Linear sweep voltammetry was done at a scan rate of 5 mV/s and the electrode
was rotated at 500 RPM.
It can be seen from these curves that the addition of chelators to the system still
allows for the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+. However, the complexes formed by chelators
impact the rate at which Fe3+ can be reduced at a given potential. Since electrode kinetic
rates are proportional to observed current densities, the tradeoff seen here is that one must
operate at a higher applied potential in order to achieve the same current densities as a
non-chelated iron solution. The addition of citrate is shown to have the greatest impact on
electrochemical performance; however, this may be offset by the stronger chelating
ability of citrate over the other candidates. Depending on the stoichiometric ratio of
chelator to iron, citrate appears most promising at preventing precipitates at higher pH
values.
Cell Growth Kinetics
A least squares non-linear regression method was used to estimate the kinetic
parameters in the Monod equation (Eq. 2) from growth data in continuous chemostat
experiments. Experiments were performed at 36 mM Fe2+ (Fig. 2.7), 72 mM Fe2+ (Fig.
2.8), and 72 mM Fe2+ plus 70 mM citrate (Fig. 2.9). The kinetic parameters from the fits
can be found in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
A linear regression method was used to estimate the maximum cell yields and
maintenance coefficients from the specific substrate consumption rates as a function of
the dilution rates using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Experiments were performed at 36 mM Fe2+
(Fig. 2.10), 72 mM Fe2+ (Fig. 2.11), and 72 mM Fe2+ plus 70 mM citrate (Fig. 2.12). The
kinetic parameters from the fits can be found in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
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Figure 2.4 Fluorescence intensity vs cell density of A. ferrooxidans

Relationship of fluorescence intensity to cell density in cultures of A. ferrooxidans on a
logarithmic plot. All measurements were obtained in duplicate and reported in average.
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Figure 2.5 Conversion between OD500 and OD600 of A. ferrooxidans

Conversion between OD500 and OD600 values. All measurements were obtained in
duplicate and reported in average.
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Figure 2.6 RDE Fe3+ reduction with different chelating agents

Fe3+ reduction at a platinum rotating disk electrode in the presence of different chelating
agents. Linear sweep voltammetry plot of current density (mA/cm2) as a function of
applied potential (V) for 72 mM Fe3+ without chelator (
), with addition of 70
mM gluconate (
), with addition of 70 mM citric acid (
), with
addition of 70 mM malonate (
). All reduction curves were done at solution pH
1.8.
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Figure 2.7 Dilution rate vs [Fe2+] in chemostat with 36 mM Fe2+

Dilution rate versus residual Fe2+ concentration in the chemostat experiments using 36
mM Fe2+ in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.6 (●), pH 1.8 (■) and pH 2.0 (▲).
Curve fitting was performed using a least squares non-linear regression assuming Monod
kinetics in A. ferrooxidans growth. All measurements were performed in duplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent high and low values.
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Figure 2.8 Dilution rate vs [Fe2+] in chemostat with 72 mM Fe2+

Dilution rate versus residual Fe2+ concentration in the chemostat experiments using 72
mM Fe2+ in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.6 (●), pH 1.8 (■) and pH 2.0 (▲).
Curve fitting was made using a least squares non-linear regression assuming Monod
kinetics in A. ferrooxidans growth. All measurements were performed in duplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent high and low values.
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Figure 2.9 Dilution rate vs [Fe2+] in chemostat with 36 mM Fe2+ + 70 mM citrate

Dilution rate versus residual Fe2+ concentration in the chemostat experiments using 72
mM Fe2+ with 70 mM citrate in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.8 (■), pH 2.0
(▲) and pH 2.2 (×). Curve fitting was performed using a least squares non-linear
regression assuming Monod kinetics in A. ferrooxidans growth. All measurements were
performed in duplicate and reported in average. Error bars represent high and low values.
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Figure 2.10 Specific substrate consumption rate vs dilution rate in chemostat with
36 mM Fe2+

Specific substrate consumption rate versus dilution rate in the chemostat experiments
using 36 mM Fe2+ in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.6 (●), pH 1.8 (■) and pH
2.0 (▲). All measurements were performed in duplicate and reported in average. Error
bars represent high and low values.
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Figure 2.11 Specific substrate consumption rate vs dilution rate in chemostat with
72 mM Fe2+

Specific substrate consumption rate versus dilution rate in the chemostat experiments
using 72 mM Fe2+ in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.6 (●), pH 1.8 (■) and pH
2.0 (▲). All measurements were performed in duplicate and reported in average. Error
bars represent high and low values.
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Figure 2.12 Specific substrate consumption rate vs dilution rate in chemostat with
72 mM Fe2+ + 70 mM citrate

Specific substrate consumption rate versus dilution rate in the chemostat experiments
using 72 mM Fe2+ with 70 mM citrate in the medium at different pH values: pH 1.8 (■),
pH 2.0 (▲) and pH 2.2 (×). All measurements were performed in duplicate and reported
in average. Error bars represent high and low values.
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Chapter 3.

Engineering Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans Growth Medium for

Enhanced Electrochemical Processing*
3.1

Abstract

The chemolithoautotroph A. ferrooxidans has been proposed as a potential
electrofuel synthetic platform, and its growth medium is engineered to increase its
conductivity and energy density, thereby improving viability of the process. The ion V3+
is used as an indirect electron supplier together with Fe2+ to grow A. ferrooxidans to
increase the energy density of the medium, overcoming the Fe3+ solubility limit. A
medium containing 10 mM Fe2+ with 60 mM V3+ was able to support cell growth to a
final cell concentration very similar to medium of 70 mM Fe2+. Integration of the
biological process with an electrochemical reactor requires, for economical operation, a
medium with high ionic conductivity. This is achieved by the addition of salt, and Mg2+
was found to be least toxic to the bacterium. A concentration of 500 mM Mg2+ is optimal
considering constraints on bacterial growth and electrochemistry.
*

A version of this chapter is published in AIChE Journal 2014, 60(12):4008-4013, with co-authors of Roel
Mercado, Sarah Berlinger, Alan C. West and Scott Banta.

3.2

Introduction
A. ferrooxidans is an obligate aerobic, acidophilic chemolithoautotroph which is

able to extract energy from oxidation of reduced iron and sulfur compounds under
optimal pH of 2.0 2.222. A. ferrooxidans has been widely used in industrial biomining of
sulfide ores and for the desulfurization of coal and sour gases70,71. Many of these
applications exploit A. ferrooxidans as a catalyst to produce Fe3+. The ferric ions can
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then oxidize sulfide compounds, and the reduced iron is then re-oxidized by the
bacterium. An example of the reaction used for flue desulfurization is 52
SO2 + Fe2(SO4)3 + 2H2O = 2FeSO4 + 2H2SO4

(1)

An example of the bio-mining reaction is 52
CuS + Fe2(SO4)3 = CuSO4 + 2FeSO4 + S

(2)

For these applications A. ferrooxidans grow using ferrous sulfate as the energy source
and the biological reaction can be described as:
4FeSO4 + 2H2SO4 + O2 = 2Fe2(SO4)3 + 2H2O

(3)

Both processes require Fe3+, and the solubility of ferric species is a strong function of pH.
Recently, A. ferrooxidans has been proposed to have potential applications for production
of chemicals or fuels49 in a process termed “electrofuels”51,72. In an electrofuels process,
chemolithoautotrophic organisms utilize electricity either directly or indirectly as an
energy source and carbon dioxide as carbon source69. In order to explore A. ferrooxidans
as an organism for electrofuel production, we have genetically modified the organism to
produce isobutyrate and heptadecane73, and we have characterized the maintenance
energy requirements and growth kinetics in continuous chemostat cultures74. The pH of
the growth media was found to correlate with the maintenance energy coefficient. While
lower pH allows for higher Fe3+ solubility, it concomitantly requires a larger maintenance
coefficient, which may translate into lower process efficiency.
For sustainable applications of the technology, it may be desirable to recycle the
bioreactor effluent, which is comprised of oxidized iron species (Fig. 3.1). One means of
reusing the reactant is to electrochemically reduce the effluent. The iron is recycled and
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thus the only input into the overall process is water, oxygen, carbon dioxide and
electricity, but the electrical energy costs may be significant, depending on the electrode
kinetics and the ohmic potential drops within the electrochemical cell. Furthermore, to
minimize capital costs associated with electrochemical and biological reactors, high
concentrations of iron (the energy source for the A. ferrooxidans) are desired in the
medium. The high concentrations allow for operation of the electrochemical reactor at
high current densities (reaction rates per area), and should allow for a higher density of A.
ferrooxidans cells in the bioreactor.
The power required for Fe3+ reduction can be expressed as: P = (i × A) × V,
where i is the current density (mA/cm2), A is the area of the electrode (cm2), V is applied

(

)

potential and V = Uthermo + ηanode + ηcathode + i × A RΩ , where Uthermo is the thermodynamic
minimum potential, and ηanode and ηcathode are overpotentials associated with kinetic losses
from the charge transfer reactions. The cell resistance RΩ is inversely proportional to
electrolyte conductivity. The conductivity in an electrochemical cell is a function of the
ionic strength of the medium, and it is common in electrolyte design to include
“supporting electrolyte” to increase conductivity75. As a means of minimizing the area A
(and thus the capital investment in the electrochemical reactor), we must operate at a high
current density i. To achieve this objective, it is necessary that the reactant concentration
(Fe3+) entering the reactor to be high. High iron concentrations also tend to reduce the
requisite size of the bioreactor. In short, the integration of the electrochemical and
biological reactors in an economically viable biosynthetic electrofuels platform requires
the engineering of a medium that is high in ionic strength and iron concentration.
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ATCC 2039 medium was used for cultivating A. ferrooxidans, which includes 72
mM Fe2+ and minimal amount of basal salts. This medium has low electrolyte
conductivity and energy density. To increase the energy density, the solubility of the Fe3+
product must be addressed as Fe3+ solubility is significantly limited by pH. Theoretically,
less than 10 mM Fe3+ is soluble at pH 2.2. This greatly limits the energy density in the
system. Fe3+ precipitates can also foul electrodes and block tubes and valves of the
system. The solubility of Fe3+ can be enhanced by lowering pH, but the biological
efficiency declines. Previously, we showed that chelating agents, such as citrate, could be
used to culture A. ferrooxidans cells with a high Fe2+ concentration at high pH values74.
Introduction of citrate up to 70 mM into the culture medium successfully eliminated Fe3+
precipitates at the highest pH tested of 2.2. However, the inclusion of citrate to the culture
media may reduce the electrochemical efficiency, increase cost, and encourage
heterotrophic contamination. Thus we chose to explore the inclusion of an additional
redox couple with higher solubility than iron which can indirectly transfer reducing
electrons to A. ferrooxidans.
Considering the natural habitat of A. ferrooxidans, the bacterium is inherently
tolerant to the presence of heavy metals such as zinc, vanadium and nickel, and we
considered several metals as complementary redox mediators, to effectively increase the
energy density of the media. For a soluble redox mediator to work, the redox couple
must have a standard redox potential lower than that of the Fe3+/Fe2+ couple (Eq. 4), so
that reduced form is able to reduce Fe3+ back to Fe2+. The reduced product Fe2+ can then
continue to supply electrons to the bacteria. We looked specifically into group 4
transition metals, which usually possess more than one oxidative state, and are readily
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accessible. The V4+/V3+ couple, V4+/V2+ couple, V3+/V2+ couple and Cr3+/Cr2+ couple are
examples (Eq. 5, Eq.6, Eq.7 and Eq.8), and these were investigated. However V2+ ions
are unstable in acidic condition and were found to undergo spontaneous oxidation in the
media. Also in acidic environment, Cr2+ can react spontaneously with protons to produce
hydrogen gas, upsetting the pH balance and rendering the media difficult to use in an
industrial setting. This makes the V4+/V3+ couple the most attractive choice. Furthermore,
the solubility of vanadium ions is significantly larger than Fe3+ over a large pH range.
Fe3+ + e- ⇔ Fe2+

E0 = 0.77 V

(4)

VO2+ + 2H+ + e- ⇔ V3+ + H2O

E0 = 0.34 V

(5)

VO2+ + 2H+ + 2e- ⇔ V2+ + H2O

E0 = 0.60 V

(6)

V3+ + e- ⇔ V2+

E0 = -0.26 V

(7)

Cr3+ + e- ⇔ Cr2+

E0 = -0.41 V

(8)

In this paper, growth of A. ferrooxidans in a mixed Fe2+/V3+ media was
investigated. It was found that bacteria were able to grow in the mixed Fe2+/V3+ media
and this prevented ferric precipitation even at a pH of 2.2. The electrolyte conductivity
was enhanced by addition of MgSO4. These results indicate that use of V4+/V3+ couple as
soluble redox mediator and Mg2+ as electrolyte conductivity enhancer may facilitate
development of an electrofuel biosynthetic platform using A. ferrooxidans cells.
3.3

Material and Methods

Microorganism and Media
The A. ferrooxidans (ATCC 23270) bacterium used in this research was obtained
from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and used throughout the study. The
growth media contained 0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 2 g/L MgSO4×7H2O, 0.4 g/L K2HPO4, 5
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mL/L Wolfe's Mineral Solution and 20 g/L (72 mM) of FeSO4×7H2O and was adjusted to
pH 1.8. Exponentially growing bacteria were cultivated using 1 L batch cultures by
weekly subculture at 30 °C in an incubator shaker (Eppendorf, Hauppauge, NY) at 225
RPM. All chemicals were from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise noted.
Biological Batch Experiment
Three groups of batch culture experiments were conducted to investigate the
effect of vanadium on bacterial growth. In each experiment the same concentration of
basal salts i.e. 0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 2 g/L MgSO4×7H2O, 0.4 g/L K2HPO4 and 5 mL/L
Wolfe's Mineral Solution was used and the concentrations of iron and vanadium were
varied. An initial cell concentration equivalent to OD600 of 0.01 was used in each
experiment. The pH was adjusted to 1.8 using sulfuric acid. Each experiment was
conducted in 250 mL shake flasks using 100 mL as working volume. In the first group of
experiments, growth of A. ferrooxidans on single metals was assessed. Cultures
containing 70 mM of FeSO4, Fe2(SO4)3, V2(SO)3 or VOSO4 were prepared and growth
was compared to negative control cultures without a redox mediator. Cell growth was
monitored by measuring cell density in each culture. In the second group of experiments,
bacteria were initially grown on 10 mM FeSO4 in four different batch cultures. After the
cells had consumed all the Fe2+, 60 mM of FeSO4, Fe2(SO4)3, V2(SO)3 or VOSO4 were
added and cell densities were monitored. In the third group of experiments, bacteria were
initially grown on 10 mM FeSO4 in pH 2.2 batch cultures. 60 mM of FeSO4 or V2(SO)3
were added after cells had oxidized all of the Fe2+ and cell densities were monitored. The
effect of Mg2+ on bacterial growth was also measured using batch cultures. Five 100 mL
cultures at pH 1.8 containing 72 mM Fe2+ were supplemented with 200 mM, 400 mM,
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600 mM, 800 mM or 1000 mM MgSO4 and bacterial growth was monitored by detecting
depletion of Fe2+.
Iron Concentration and Cell Mass Measurement
The Fe2+ concentrations in the cultures were measured by titration of 0.1 M
cerium(IV) sulfate into mixtures of media samples (1mL) and ferroin indicator (0.1 mL),
and observing the color change59.
Cell densities were measured in two ways. When precipitates were formed in the
cultures, cells densities were measured using SYBR Green I (Invitrogen, Grand Island,
NY) nucleic acid stain. When cultures were free from precipitates, an absorbance method
was used. Both methods were described in a previously published article74.
Electrochemistry
Electrochemical kinetic experiments were performed on a Pt rotating disk
electrode at 500 rpm with an IVIUM Multi-Channel Potentiostat. Analysis was done with
linear sweeps at 5 mV/s over a range from 0.6 to -0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
3.4

Results
High energy density and electrolyte conductivity in the growth media are desired to

develop A. ferrooxidans as a biotechnology platform for chemical production. Several
salts were explored (MgSO4, Na2SO4, K2SO4 and (NH4)2SO4) to determine their impact
on bacterial growth (data not shown). MgSO4 was found to be the least toxic to the cells.
The highest concentration of Mg2+ that bacteria could tolerate in this study was 600 mM
(Fig. 3.2).
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Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine if A. ferrooxidans could
directly extract electrons from the oxidation of V3+ or V4+ (Fig. 3.3). Since they are both
period 4 elements, vanadium and iron have similar outer shell electron cloud distribution,
and thus it could be possible for the cells to directly oxidize vanadium. Batch cultures
containing 70 mM Fe2+, 70 mM V3+, 70 mM Fe3+ or 70 mM V4+ with basal salt nutrients
were cultivated. Cell growth was monitored as the change in cell density with time (Fig.
3.3). While cells grew on Fe2+ as expected, there was no growth in the V3+, Fe3+ or V4+
containing cultures.
Experiments were conducted to test whether vanadium could serve as an indirect
energy source to support cell growth. Cultures containing 10 mM Fe2+ were cultivated
until all the iron was oxidized in each culture. Then 60 mM Fe2+, 60 mM V3+, 60 mM
Fe3+ or 60 mM V4+ were added. Cell concentrations as a function of time were monitored
(Fig. 3.4). Results showed that cultures initially growing on 10 mM Fe2+ and then
supplemented with 60 mM Fe2+ or 60 mM V3+ reached similar final cell concentration.
Since the cells cannot use V3+ directly, these results suggest cells in the V3+ supplemented
cultures actually grew on the Fe2+ from Fe3+ that was reduced by V3+. This conclusion is
also supported by the standard redox potential differences between Fe3+/Fe2+ and V4+/V3+
(Eq.4 and 5). V3+ is able to reduce Fe3+ on a 1:1 ratio. From the perspective of electron
availability to the cells, 10 mM of Fe2+ plus 60 mM of V3+ is equivalent to 70 mM of
Fe2+. Thus the same final cell concentrations were obtained in the two cultures.
V4+ solubility is significantly higher than that of Fe3+. This provides a significant
potential advantage for the operation of a Fe2+/V3+ system at elevated pH without
precipitation formation. To demonstrate this effect, cultures initially growing on 10 mM
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Fe2+ at pH 2.2 were supplemented with 60 mM Fe2+ or 60 mM V3+ and incubated (Fig.
3.5). Both cultures grew to a very similar cell density at 25 hr. After that, the cell density
decreased in the Fe2+ supplemented cultures while cell densities plateaued in V3+
supplemented group. This is likely due to the heavy precipitates that can form in ferric
rich cultures at pH above its solubility limit56. Fe3+ precipitates are able to deposit onto
the cell membrane, blocking diffusion of nutrients and gases. With a reduced oxygen
supply, cells may not be able neutralize protons and maintain their required intracellular
pH gradient (Eq. 3). In the V3+ supplemented culture, the media was visibly free from
precipitates. 1 mL culture sample was spun down by centrifugation and no sediments
were observed.
A goal of this work is to develop media compositions that support cellular growth
and improves the electrochemical reduction of the iron in the media. Figure 3.6 the first
two entries show that for all the potentials tested, the current density increases with
higher Fe3+ concentration. pH was set at 2.2 to mimic the condition with high biological
efficiency and citrate was added to prevent precipitation. It was found that current density
further increased was MgSO4 was added to the media as an electrolyte conductivity
enhancer. At -0.8 V, the current density was found to be a maximum at 500 mM MgSO4
and further increasing MgSO4 to 1 M concentration did not increase the current density.
Combining this result with Mg2+ bacterial growth compatibility, it is concluded that an
additional 500 mM MgSO4 to the culture media can benefit the entire system.
An alternative to introducing a chelating agent is to utilize the more soluble
vanadium couple as an alternative energy source to both address Fe3+ insolubility and to
increase the energy density of the media. Figure 3.7 shows polarization curves for three
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media compositions. pH was set at 1.8 to avoid precipitation. The 70 mM Fe3+ curve
shows the largest current density at a given potential. The other two curves contain the
same molar equivalents of reducible species in the solution, but show very small current
densities. This suggests that the reduction of V4+ is kinetically slow. In short, the
vanadium reaction only occurs at an appreciable rate at sufficiently negative potentials
(less than ~ -0.4V) where H2 gas is co-evolved. We have confirmed that indeed the
vanadium can be reduced electrochemically in this regime based on the colorimetric
changes from blue to green (as from V4+ to V3+) in the media. However, the evolution of
H2 represents a serious limitation as it results in a lower operational efficiency. Practical
use of the vanadium couple at a pH of 2.2 may then require development of novel
electrocatalysts.
3.5

Discussion
A. ferrooxidans cells are an attractive choice for the development of an electrofuels

platform, as iron is readily electrochemically reducible. We have recently reported the
genetic modification of A. ferrooxidans cells to produce isobutyric acid and
heptadecane73. Such successes are only a first step for the technology, as any process
must be scalable and must achieve production rates per volume that allow for manageable
capital costs. Development of a novel sustainable electrofuel production platform with
iron circulating between an electrochemical cell and a bioreactor will require careful
development of compatible media formulations. Both reactors benefit by increases in
energy density of the medium. The electrochemical reactor, for example, can operate at
higher current densities, and the bioreactor may be able to maintain higher cell densities.
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In conventional biofuel processes, heterotrophic bacteria such as E. coli or yeast
may be utilized, and they convert organic substrates into final products such as ethanol in
a fermentation process. The organic substrates, e.g. glucose, are usually fed in high
concentrations at around 200 g/L (1.1 M) to yield a high final product concentration76.
The high final product concentration leads to favorable process economics and facile
separation. The energy density of the culture media is generally proportional to final
product concentration. At a given productivity, higher product concentration reduces the
size of the reactor, lowering the capital cost. In the electrofuel system, the A. ferrooxidans
medium typically contained ~72 mM Fe2+ and thus the thermodynamically available
energy from the oxidation of the irons (Eq. 3) is relatively small compared to what is
available from glucose oxidation performed by heterotrophs22. The available energy
(Gibbs free energy) from transferring one mole of electrons from Fe2+ to O2 is
approximately 34 kJ/mol Fe2+, while in yeast fermentation, one mole of glucose yields
about 120 kJ77. On a per liter basis, the glucose feed is ~ 130 kJ/liter, and the iron feed is
~2.5 kJ/liter at 72 mM, thus engineering the energy density of the media will be
important.
The energy density of the media is proportional to Fe2+ concentration, but the
soluble Fe3+ concentration is significantly limited by pH. Theoretically at a pH of 2.2
less than 10 mM Fe3+ is soluble. On the other hand, a high concentration of Fe2+ or Fe3+
may also impede cell growth due to substrate or product inhibition. Fe2+ concentration
higher than 45 mM60 and Fe3+ concentration higher than 36 mM55 have been reported to
inhibit cell growth. The use of vanadium as an indirect energy supplier is able to address
the two problems. A. ferrooxidans has already been employed to extract vanadium from
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spent catalysts78, where sulfur species of high reducing power were exploited. Here redox
reactions between vanadium and iron ions were explored. We have shown that at a pH of
2.2, the culture growing in media of 10 mM Fe2+ supplemented with 60 mM V3+ achieved
similar growth rate as the all iron culture (Fig. 3.5). By using V3+ augmented with a small
amount of Fe2+, both the solubility limitation and ferric inhibition are resolved. At the
same time, the mixed media contains the same energy density. This indicates that by
using vanadium, it is possible to improve the energy density of the media while not
causing precipitation and inhibition. The critical tolerance limit concentration of V4+ to
the bacteria was reported to be 5 g/L, i.e. 98 mM 79. This roughly doubles the theoretical
energy density of the Fe2+/V3+ media, but it is still significantly lower than the glucose
energy densities in heterotrophic media.
There is already established theory that redox potential of the medium, i.e.
Fe2+/Fe3+ has a significant effect on cell growth22,80. At higher Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio, cells have
been reported to exhibit a larger iron oxidation rate80,81. In the Fe2+/V3+ system described
in this paper, where reduction of Fe3+ by V3+ is always kinetically faster than biological
Fe2+ oxidation, Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio will be mostly high during growth due to constant turnover
of Fe2+, compared to the normal Fe2+ medium. The use of the Fe2+/V3+ system hence
could potentially increase iron oxidation rate of the cells, which is a crucial factor in the
proposed electrofuel application.
An alternative is to employ a chelator like citrate to avoid precipitation of Fe3+ at
higher pH. We have demonstrated that this is a viable approach, but this does not
significantly improve energy densities beyond what we have achieved with vanadium
media. Furthermore, both vanadium and citrate impact the energy requirements of the
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electrochemical reactor, and this must be considered in any analysis. In the industry,
vanadium redox flow batteries (VRBs) have been extensively studied and implemented
for large scale storage of energy from highly variable generation sources, such as wind
and solar power82. In VRBs, the undesired H2 evolution can be minimized by applying
suitable catalysts, for example Ru-dioxide, to increase the overvoltage of H283. A VRB
utilizes the V2+/V3+ and V4+ (VO2+)/V5+ (VO2+) couples at 1 mol/L in 2-3 mol/L H2SO4
and achieve high current density at reasonable potentials. In our system, the V3+/V4+
(VO2+) couple has its inherent disadvantage that it requires removing an oxygen atom
from the vanadium atom in the reduction process, and this can be inefficient84,85.
Thermodynamically, use of V2+/V3+ could also reduce Fe3+, but as discussed in the
introduction, V2+ is very unstable in acidic environment. Increasing vanadium
concentration in the medium will improve current density but biological tolerance is a
problem. Therefore the vanadium-media approach will require further development of
electrocatalysts. Conceptually, an electrofuel system has similarities to VRBs, in terms of
the storage of electrical energy, except the electrical energy is transformed into a
chemical product.
Efficient operation of the electrochemical reactor also requires media with good
ionic conductivity, and we found that cells could tolerate up to 600 mM MgSO4. Other
ions we explored, such as Na+, K+ and NH4+, have a large inhibitory effect on the cell
growth. A previous report has indicated that divalent cations are less toxic to the cells as
compared to monovalent cations86. Also considering that magnesium serves as an
essential elemental for the ferrous oxidation activity87, the ready adaption to high
magnesium ions is expected.

Nevertheless, the additional salts required by the
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electrochemical reactor could impact cell growth kinetics, possibly lowering achievable
cell densities in a bioreactor. Thus, considering the lower energy densities available in
the inorganic media, there is a need for novel designs that will permit achievement of
large production rates. Addition of MgSO4 to the media increases current density at a
given applied potential (Fig. 3.7) through reductions in the ohmic drop. The effect of
additional MgSO4 plateaued at 500 mM.
3.6

Conclusion
A. ferrooxidans have been widely used in biomining of crude copper ores and has

been suggested for use in a novel electrofuel biosynthetic platform. In this study,
engineering of A. ferrooxidans media to enable this application was explored. The
soluble V3+/V4+ redox coupled was shown to be compatible with the cells and improved
the energy density while addressing solubility issues.

The addition of Mg2+ also

enhances conductivity. But adoption of the approach with the vanadium couple will
require more intensive development of the electrochemical reactor.
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3.7

Figures

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of electrofuel production system

The right hand side is a bioreactor, where genetically modified bacteria are cultivated,
oxidizing Fe2+ to Fe3+ and producing a chemical or fuel. On the left hand side, the
electrochemical cell receives Fe3+ rich effluent from bioreactor and reduces Fe3+ to Fe2+
in the cathode. The Fe2+ rich media is then fed back to the bioreactor.
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Figure 3.2 Biological depletion of Fe2+ vs time at different MgSO4 concentrations
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Figure 3.3 Change in cell density vs time with iron or vanadium

Growth curves are shown for cell culture at pH 1.8 using Fe2+, Fe3+, V3+ and V4+.
Experiments were conducted in triplicated and reported in average. Error bars represent
standard deviation (n = 3).
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Figure 3.4 Change in cell density vs time with iron and vanadium

Change in cell density with time. Growth curves are reported showing continuation of
growth at pH 1.8 after consumption of 10 mM Fe2+ with addition of 60 mM Fe2+, Fe3+,
V3+ and V4+. Experiments were conducted in triplicated and reported in average. Error
bars represent standard deviation (n = 3).
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Figure 3.5 Change in cell density vs time with iron and vanadium at high pH

Growth curves are reported showing continuation of growth at pH 2.2 after consumption
of 10 mM Fe2+ with addition of 60 mM Fe2+ and V3+. Experiments were conducted in
triplicated and reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3).
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Figure 3.6 Current density vs applied potential with citrate and different MgSO4

The current density as function of applied potential (relative to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode) at pH of 2.2.
Results are shown for different amounts MgSO4. As a reference, results are also shown with and without
chelator. Without citrate, the ferric concentration is 10 mM because higher concentrations lead to
precipitation reactions.
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Figure 3.7 Current density vs applied potential at pH of 1.8 with VOSO4 and
MgSO4

The current density as function of applied potential (relative to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode) at pH of 1.8.
Results are shown for the same molar concentrations of reducible ions (vanadium plus ferric ions). The
dashed line shows that the kinetics of vanadium reduction is poor at this pH value.
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Chapter 4.

Engineering the Iron-oxidizing Chemolithoautotroph Acidithiobacillus

ferrooxidans for Biochemical Production*
4.1

Abstract
There is growing interest in developing non-photosynthetic routes for the

conversion of CO2 to fuels and chemicals. One underexplored approach is the transfer of
energy to the metabolism of genetically modified chemolithoautotrophic bacteria.
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is an obligate chemolithoautotroph that derives its
metabolic energy from the oxidation of iron or sulfur at low pH. Here we report the
expression of two heterologous biosynthetic pathways in A. ferrooxidans to produce
either isobutyric acid or heptadecane from CO2 and the oxidation of Fe2+. A 7-fold
improvement in productivity of isobutyric acid was obtained through improved media
formulations in batch cultures. Inclusion of an electrochemical cell into a continuous
reactor configuration increased steady-state productivity 4-fold, and this was due to
increases in cell density while cellular productivity remained the same. If coupled to
solar panels, the photon-to-fuel efficiency of this un-optimized process approaches
estimates for agriculture-derived biofuels.

These efforts lay the foundation for the

utilization of this organism in the exploitation of electrical energy for biological synthesis
of chemicals and fuels.
*
A version of this chapter is accepted by Biotechnology and Bioengineering and currently In Press, with
co-authors of Timothy Kernan, Sudipta Majumda, Alan C. West and Scott Banta.

4.2

Introduction
A grand challenge in the development of sustainable energy technologies is the

production of chemicals and fuels from CO2 and renewable energy resources. The
majority of current industrial biotechnology processes approach this goal by utilizing
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heterotrophic fermentations to convert sugars derived from agriculture into reduced
carbon products88-90. An alternative approach is to develop photoautotrophic organisms,
such as algae, that are able to produce fuels and chemicals directly from CO2 and
sunlight88,90-93. Both cases can be limited by competition with food agriculture, water
resources, and scalability.
Photosynthesis is the dominant method for light harvesting and CO2 fixation,
however the efficiency of this process is low

94,95

. It has been estimated that photon-to-

fuel efficiencies of U.S. corn-to-ethanol processes is 0.18%, while a value of 0.20% has
been estimated for Brazilian sugar-to-ethanol processes

96

. Biofuels from phototrophic

algae can been estimated to provide between 0.2-0.5% efficiencies, depending on the
species and assumed biomass-to-fuel yields 97,98. Therefore, there is increasing interest in
developing

non-photosynthetic

methods

to

produce

biofuels

96,99,100

.

While

photosynthetic systems utilize solar radiation, chemolithoautotrophs oxidize inorganic
materials for energy to fix CO2. These inorganic materials can be reduced using
electricity obtained from renewable sources such as wind turbines or solar panels. In
some systems, the chemolithoautotrophs can accept electrons directly from an electrode,
permitting electrical energy to drive CO2-consuming synthesis of useful chemicals and
fuels in a biofilm

101

. This direct approach may be limited by scale-up issues and thus

indirect approaches with soluble redox mediators may be preferred for electron delivery
to chemolithoautotrophic organisms

51,96,102

. This approach was recently demonstrated

with Ralstonia eutropha cells genetically modified to produce isobutanol and 3-methyl-1butanol from formate

103

. However the overall efficiency of this process will likely be

limited by inefficient electrochemical carbon dioxide reduction.
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Acidithiobacillus

ferrooxidans

is

an

obligate

chemolithoautotrophic

γ-

proteobacterium that thrives at ~30 OC and low pH (~2)104. It is an important member of a
consortium of bacteria used in mining operations, in which it participates in the
solubilization of metals like copper from low quality pyritic ores105. A. ferrooxidans
derives metabolic energy from the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+

104,106,107

or from the

oxidation of sulfur species107. In the presence of oxygen, Fe2+ oxidation neutralizes
protons crossing the cytoplasm membrane through a classic F1F0-ATP synthase
maintaining the circumneutral cytoplasmic pH and the proton gradient used to form
ATP22. Reducing equivalents are produced through a reverse electron transport chain in
which electrons derived from Fe2+ are driven to a higher energy state using the same
proton motive force108. Thus, all metabolic energy for growth can be derived from a
single catabolic process; iron-oxidation. The majority of metabolic energy is consumed
through two processes: carbon fixation through the RuBisCO-catalyzed Calvin-BensonBassham (CCB) cycle and pH homeostasis57,109.
Since it is an outer-shell charge-transfer process, the electrochemical reduction of
Fe3+ to Fe2+ is facile, without the need for the relatively inefficient breaking or formation
of chemical bonds. This makes the Fe2+/3+ redox couple an attractive candidate for
indirect electron transfer between electrical and biological systems. Previous reports have
demonstrated planktonic growth of A. ferrooxidans on electrochemically reduced Fe2+ 110112

. Therefore, the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple could potentially provide an efficient means for

utilizing renewable energy to drive bacterial metabolism for the biological reduction of
CO2 (Fig. 4.1).

We have recently explored alternative media formulations for the

production of biomass from CO2 in a continuous process74,113. Here, we describe the
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introduction of two orthogonal heterologous biosynthetic pathways into A. ferrooxidans
that enable the production of either isobutyric acid or heptadecane from CO2 using the
aerobic oxidation of iron at low pH. This process represents a new “electrofuels”
platform for the conversion of electricity and CO2 into useful chemicals and fuels.
4.3

Material and Methods

Cell culture
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (ATCC 23270) was routinely cultured with 72 mM
ferrous sulfate at pH 1.8 as described previously74 with minor modifications. For details
on all experimental procedures, see SI Text.
DNA manipulations
The genes encoding superfolder GFP (sfGFP), 2-keto decarboxylase (KDC), acylACP reductase (AAR) and an aldehyde-deformylating deoxygenase (ADO) were codon
optimized for A. ferrooxidans expression, chemically synthesized by DNA2.0 (Menlo
Park, CA, USA), and cloned into the broad host range plasmid pJRD215 obtained from
the ATCC under control of the tac promoter.
Conjugation of A. ferrooxidans
The filter mating technique described previously18,114 was used with slight
modifications. The diaminopimelic acid (DAP) auxotrophic E. coli mobilizer strain
RHO3 (kindly provided by Dr. Schweizer115) was used as the donor strain in conjugation.
Plasmids were electroporated into RHO3 electrocompetent cells. Transformed RHO3
strains were then grown and mated with freshly grown wild type A. ferrooxidans cells as
described previously31. Isolated colonies from solid media plates were inoculated into
iron-based media in the presence of 200 µg/mL kanamycin. After ~1 week, cells were
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subcultured into iron-based media without kanamycin and subsequently analyzed for
successful DNA transfer and protein expression.
Verification of transconjugants and protein expression
PCR was used to probe kanamycin resistant colonies following conjugation for
the presence of plasmid and genes of interest. Protein expression was evaluated by
fluorescence in the case of sfGFP and by Western blot for KDC, AAR, and ADO using
appended myc-tag sequences.
Production of isobutyric acid and heptadecane in batch cultures
Briefly, the AF-KDC strain was grown in 5 mL cultures in 14 mL tubes until
ferrous oxidation was complete. Nine different experiments with varying conditions were
performed in triplicate (see Table 4.4). Samples of completed culture media were
assayed by GC/MS for isobutyric acid concentrations. Similarly, the AF-ReDe strain was
grown in in 1 L cultures in 2.8 L shake flasks. After all ferrous iron was oxidized, the
cells were harvested and lysed in methanol. Nine different experiments with varying
conditions were also conducted in triplicate (See Table 4.5). Cell extracts were also
GC/MS for heptadecane concentrations.
GC/MS analysis
Characterization of extracellular products, i.e. isobutyric acid and heptadecane,
was carried out using Shidmadzu GCMS-QP2010 Ultra. For isobutyric acid analysis, 1
mL samples of culture media from freshly grown transformed cells were directly injected
to GC/MS and analyzed using a Zebron ZB-WAX plus column. For intercellular
heptadecane analysis, cells from 1 L of the A. ferrooxidans culture expressing AAR and
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ADO was harvested and lysed in 0.5 mL methanol. The cell lysate was then injected to
GCMS and analyzed using a Shimadzu SHRXI-5MS column.
Chemostat
A 1-L spinner flask was used with a working volume of 500 mL and was
maintained at 30°C. Growth media containing 144 mM Fe2+ and 50mM citrate was fed
and removed at 10 mL/hr giving a residence time of 50 hrs.

The bioreactor was

inoculated with 1% v/v inoculum (initial concentration of approximately 108 cells/mL)
and operated as a batch reactor for 1 day until ~90% of the Fe2+ was oxidized. The
bioreactor was then converted into a chemostat by initiating the flows, and the Fe2+
concentration, pH, cell density andisobutyric acid concentration in the reactor were
monitored on a daily basis. Steady state was assumed in the third residence time and thus
steady state values were calculated by taking the average of the last two data
measurements (day 6 and 7).
Chemostat with electrochemical recycle
A flow-by electrochemical cell was made with a plasma-activated porous felt
cathode and a dimensionally stable anode separated by a nafion membrane. The anolyte
composition (initial pH of 1.8) was otherwise matched to the media to prevent membrane
crossover. The chemostat was inoculated and operated the same way, with the first day
operated in batch mode and the flow initiated on the second day. The electrochemical
cell was operated at a potential of -1.9V and, beginning on the second day, medium was
flowed through the cell at 2L/hr and returned to the chemostat (Fig. 4.11). Since higher
cell densities were achieved in this configuration, steady states were assumed after 4
residence times. Steady state values, including Fe2+ concentration, pH, cell density,
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isobutyric acid concentration and current supply, were calculated by taking the average of
the values obtained during the 4th hydraulic residence time (days 8 and 9).
Statistics
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the significance of iron
concentration, pH and the addition of citrate to the batch cultures. Student’s t-test was
used to determine the impact of the electrochemical loop on the continuous reactor
parameters. A p value less than 0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance.
4.4

Results and Discussion

Genetic transformation of A. ferrooxidans
The genetic engineering of A. ferrooxidans requires a reproducible genetic
system. There are various literature reports of solid media formulations18,33,116,117 and two
potential

selection

markers,

with

kanamycin

being

the

most

represented

antibiotic18,29,33,114. We aimed to improve the reproducibility and yield of this process.
Starting with the 2:2 solid media described by Liu et al.18, the pH of the solid media and
the concentration of kanamycin were titrated. An initial plate pH of 5 and 150-200 µg/mL
of kanamycin (MIC ≈ 125 µg/mL) were necessary to inhibit wild type cell growth. This
is in general agreement with other published values while being on the high and low end
of their respective ranges. This inhibition was only effective up to ~107 cells per 10 cm
dish. Above that concentration, the rate of iron and thiosulfate oxidation drove the pH of
the plate to pH 2.5 within days. Under these conditions, untransformed colonies would
form in the presence of kanamycin at concentrations up to 300 µg/mL, presumably
because the low pH increased the instability of the antibiotic in the media. Recently,
overexpression of a key endogenous iron-oxidation related protein, rusticyanin, was
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reported29. The authors cloned the rus gene behind a tac promoter in the broad-host-range
plasmid, pJRD215118. Building upon this result, the expression of super-folder green
fluorescent protein (sfGFP)119 also driven by the tac promoter in the pJRD215 vector,
was explored to verify selection and heterologous expression of an exogenous gene
product other than a resistance gene. With selection conditions established, optimized
conjugation conditions achieved transfer efficiencies of about 10-6 and isolated
transconjugants expressed sfGFP (Fig. 4.6).
Introduction and expression of biosynthetic pathways in A. ferrooxidans
To explore the biosynthetic potential of A. ferrooxidans, two different exogenous
metabolic pathways for biochemical production were introduced. Isobutyraldehyde is as
attractive chemical target due to its low boiling point and high vapor pressure making it
potentially easy to strip from bioreactors. Isobutyraldehyde can also be chemically or
biologically converted to other useful chemicals such as isobutanol, an alternative to
ethanol in gasoline blends. Previously, the production of isobutyraldehyde in the
photoautotroph S. elongates was reported91. This was accomplished via expression of a 2ketoacid decarboxylase (KDC) from L. lactis which is able to convert 2-ketoisovalerate,
an intermediate of the valine biosynthesis pathway, to isobutyraldehyde91 (Fig. 4.2). To
express the KDC enzyme in A. ferrooxidans, the sfGFP gene was replaced with a codonoptimized version of the KDC gene behind the tac promoter in pJRD215, and transferred
to A. ferrooxidans by conjugation. Transconjugants were confirmed by PCR and Western
blots (Fig. 4.6).
Production of long-chain alkanes is also attractive as these are important
components of transportation fuels and are immiscible in water, potentially simplifying
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their separation. Recently, a pathway consisting of an acyl-ACP reductase (AAR) and an
aldehyde-deformylating deoxygenase (ADO) from S. elongates has been shown to
convert fatty acyl-ACP intermediates to alkanes28 (Fig. 4.2). When expressed in E. coli,
this pathway enabled the production of C13-C17 alkanes and alkenes in cell extracts and
media. The sfGFP gene in the pJRD215 vector was replaced with codon-optimized genes
for AAR and ADO each driven by separate tac promoters. Simultaneous expression of
both gene products in transformed A. ferrooxidans cells was verified (Fig. 4.6)
Production of isobutyric acid and heptadecane in batch culture
Batch cultures of the transformed cell lines were initially grown in media
containing 36 mM Fe2+ at an initial pH of 1.6. In cultures expressing the KDC gene
(named AF-KDC), media samples assayed by GC/MS (without solvent extraction) were
unexpectedly found to contain isobutyric acid, and not isobutyraldehyde. Isobutyric acid
production could be a result of the activity of endogenous dehydrogenase enzymes
converting isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid. However, this is unlikely, as acidophiles
generally have low tolerance for organic acids. At high concentrations in strongly acidic
media, organic acids can act as protonophores that disrupt the proton gradient of the cell
when they deprotonate in the circumneutral pH of the cytoplasm57. Another possibility is
an abiotic oxidation of isobutyraldehyde in the media. Iron catalysis is robust120, and
could potentially oxidize isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid. Therefore, the stability of
isobutyraldehyde was explored in the A. ferrooxidans growth medium. The abiotic
conversion of isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid increased under acidic conditions and
was further enhanced when incubated in the presence of Fe2+ (Fig. 4.16)121. GC/MS
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analysis of media from AF-KDC cultures grown in 36 mM Fe2+ at an initial pH of 1.6
resulted in isobutyric acid production of 0.13 ± 0.03 mg/L (0.13 ppm) (Fig. 4.3).
A. ferrooxidans cultures expressing the genes for the AAR and ADO enzymes
(named AF-ReDe) did not secrete long-chain alkanes into the medium as was observed in
E. coli (41). However, GC/MS analysis of methanol extracted cell lysates demonstrated
the presence of heptadecane with a yield of 0.61 ± 0.19 µg/L (Fig. 4.4). No other product
was identified. This is in contrast to the broad range of products identified in E. coli
cultures overexpressing the same pair of enzymes. Heptadecane is the most commonly
reported alkane in photoautotrophic bacteria28. It is possible that there is a bias in the
production of fatty acids within the cell, or perhaps there is an intrinsic bias of activity of
the AAR and ADO enzymes. Other enzymes in the fatty acid synthesis pathway display
natural biases to different fatty acid lengths122. It is also possible that additional longchain alkanes and alkenes were produced but below the level of detection. The low level
of heptadecane production is likely the reason why the hydrophobic material was found
only within the cellular debris as not enough was made to enable accumulation into the
growth media. The production of heptadecane and isobutyraldehyde (isobutyric acid)
demonstrate the metabolic versatility and potential of A. ferrooxidans for the production
of useful fuels and chemicals.
Improvement of production yields through media engineering
Recently, we characterized the growth kinetics of wild type A. ferrooxidans in
continuous cultures74. It was found that increased pH reduced the maintenance energy,
raised the maximum growth rate and cell yield on iron. However, doubling the
concentration of Fe2+ in the media lowered these metrics, which is consistent with
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product inhibition by the oxidized iron, Fe3+

123

. Citrate is an effective chelator of Fe3+,

and we found that the addition of citrate at near equimolar concentrations recapitulated
the growth trends as a function of pH, and further improved the catalytic efficiency and
cell yield of A. ferrooxidans due to a reduction in product inhibition74. We therefore
tested whether these improvements in the media formulation (increased iron and the
addition of citrate) would translate to improved productivity in the engineered
biosynthetic strains. Indeed, the production of isobutyric acid increased, and the
isobutyric acid yield increased about 7-fold to 0.87 ± 0.05 mg/L in the best case (Fig.
4.3). A similar trend was observed for heptadecane except the best case (5.3 ± 1.2 µg/L)
was found to occur at a pH of 1.8 (Fig. 4.4). It is not clear why the shift in pH from 1.8 to
2.0 did not lead to an increase in productivity. ANOVA methods were performed and all
three factors (increased pH, increased iron concentration and addition of citrate) were
found to significantly improve the production of isobutyric acid and heptadecane. Details
of the ANOVA analysis can be found in the SI.
Isobutyraldehyde (isobutyric acid) is more readily produced than heptadecane
In batch culture under optimized conditions, the transformed A. ferrooxidans
batch cultures produced about 240 times more isobutyraldehyde than heptadecane on a
per mole C basis (23.97 µmol/L of reduced carbon for isobutyric acid and 0.10 µmol/L of
reduced carbon for heptadecane). This difference could reflect an internal bias in cellular
metabolism, i.e. under the utilized growth conditions there may be a greater cellular
demand for amino acid synthesis than fatty acid synthesis. It could also result from the
greater number of reactions required to produce heptadecane, as the valine pathway that
leads to the isobutyraldehyde precursor is only a few reactions from pyruvate (and
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consumes one NADPH) while heptadecane is many more steps removed (requiring six
NADPH) and along the way there are many possible endpoints for the carbon that is
required to make heptadecane. The low relative production of heptadecane could reflect
the greater demand for carbon fixation for the product; isobutyraldehyde production
requires the fixation of six CO2 molecules while heptadecane requires 27 CO2 molecules.
This impacts productivity through the high energy cost of carbon fixation. By one report,
each mole of CO2 that enters the CBB cycle requires the oxidation of 22.4 moles of Fe2+
22

. This translates to 138.6 moles of Fe2+ to just fix the carbon required to make a mole of

isobutyraldehyde, and 604.8 moles of Fe2+ for the carbon necessary for the production of
heptadecane. Additionally, about one third of the carbon that is fixed is released
throughout the pathway producing each compound by the action of decarboxylase
enzymes. The fact that carbon utilization is different in the two cell lines suggests that
carbon fixation is not limiting production under these conditions. When combined with
the growth media engineering results, it is likely that cultures are instead limited by
energy uptake as increasing the iron concentration led to increases in productivity in both
strains.
Isobutyric acid production in continuous cultures
AF-KDC cells were cultivated in continuous chemostat cultures to explore steadystate productivities. Kanamycin was not included during continuous cultures due to its
poor stability at low pH. In order to improve productivity of the cultures, the ferrous
concentration in the feed to the reactors was raised to 144 mM while citrate concentration
was included at 50 mM to reduce ferric iron inhibition. A relatively low dilution rate was
used (0.02 hr-1) and at steady-state (during the third residence time) the bioreactors
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operated at ~90% conversion, with only 14 ± 10 mM ferrous iron in the effluent (Table
4.1). The reactors operated with a cell concentration of 2.3 x 1011 cells/L and the effluent
from the bioreactor contained 0.57 ± 0.35 mg/L isobutyric acid. This resulted in an
isobutyric acid yield per mole of iron of 4.4 ± 2.7 mg/mol. This is a significant reduction
from the yield of 12 ± 1 mg/mol iron that was observed in the best performing batch
cultures. Ferric inhibition is likely the key contributor to this effect, especially since the
citrate concentration (50 mM) was approximately one third of the total iron concentration
(144 mM) and thus at high conversion in the chemostats there is a significant
concentration of un-chelated ferric iron. Another explanation for this reduction is the fact
that isobutyric acid is produced through the valine biosynthesis pathway and this makes
the product a primary metabolite that may be predominantly produced during early
exponential growth in batch cultures. Taken together, these observations suggest higher
productivities may be obtained at steady states with high ferrous and low ferric
concentrations.
Chemostat culture with continuous electrochemical iron reduction
To decouple the hydraulic residence time from the steady state ferric/ferrous ratio,
a recycling electrochemical cell was added to the chemostat reactor (Fig. 4.7). This
enabled cells and media to pass through a carbon-felt cathode half-cell of the
electrochemical reactor, and this stream was returned to the bioreactor. Cells were kept
separate from the oxidative environment of the anode by a selective nafion membrane.
The electrochemical cell was operated at a flow rate of 2 L/hr and a constant potential
was applied (-1.9 V) enabling high single-pass conversions of Fe3+ to Fe2+.
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The addition of the electrochemical loop significantly increased the steady-state
cell densities and the isobutyric acid concentration increased by almost 5-fold to 2.7 ± 0.5
mg/L (Table 4.1). The yield of isobutyric acid per mole iron and the yield of cell per
mole iron in the chemostat were not affected by this design.

The addition of the

electrochemical system resulted in a significant (350%) increase in biomass in the
reactor, and this was responsible for the significant increase (370%) in overall reactor
productivity to 0.053 ± 0.009 mg/L/hr. The addition of the electrochemical loop did
increase the average ferrous concentration in the chemostats to 63 ± 38 mM.. With an
initial concentration of 144 mM Fe2+ and 50 mM citrate, this implies a steady state
unchelated Fe3+ concentration of ~31 mM. Therefore the similar productivities in the two
reactors may be due to ferric inhibition as the inhibition constant for wild type A.
ferrooxidans cells has been previously estimated to be around a few micromolars54.
These results suggest that gains in yield may still be obtained with higher steady-state
ferrous

concentrations and low ferric concentrations, and

additional reactor

configurations and media formulations may be required to explore this possibility.
Since the flow rate through the electrochemical loop is much higher in this system
than the hydraulic flow rate of the chemostat, the majority of the isobutyric acid was
produced from electrochemically-reduced iron. This demonstrates both that Fe2+/Fe3+
redox couple is capable of effectively transferring electrical energy to metabolism of
engineered A. ferrooxidans cells, and that obligate chemolithoautotrophs are useful,
potential model organisms for the development of alternative platforms for the synthesis
of useful compounds from carbon dioxide.
A. ferrooxidans as a platform for biosynthesis
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In heterotrophs, carbon and energy metabolism are inherently intertwined through
glycolysis, i.e. the carbon source is also used as an energy source. This has important
implications for engineering synthetic pathways in these organisms – changes in carbon
metabolism that drive product formation from a carbon source must be balanced by the
demands for sufficient energy production to permit cell growth as well as product
formation. Many studies have shown that manipulating the electron flow within the cell
can be an effective way of altering the capacity and productivity of a species, for
example: by supplying electrons through soluble extracellular redox mediators like
methyl viologen124; through the addition of formate, which generates reducing
equivalents through formate dehydrogenase125; and by feeding fermentation cultures
more reduced substrates, such as glycerol to shift the NADH/NAD+ pool126. Other studies
have focused on the balance and supply of ATP in the cell. Modulating the ATP pool
drives synthesis of 1-butanol in E. coli and in photoautotrophs127. ATP and NAD(P)H
levels are strongly related to product formation and yield in Clostridium128, and efforts to
engineering the ABE fermentation pathway in Clostridium underscore the difficult and
complex interplay between carbon and energy metabolism and product formation129,130.
Autotrophs can be a more flexible biosynthetic platform for metabolic
engineering as compared to heterotrophs as energy and carbon utilization are less
interdependent. In photoautotrophs this is complicated by the existence of light and dark
cycles and photorespiration. However for chemolithoautotrophs like A. ferrooxidans,
electrons are supplied through a single catabolic process that is fully sufficient to provide
both ATP and reducing equivalents22,104,107.
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Therefore, chemolithoautotrophs may

represent an underexplored platform for bioproduction using synthetic biology
approaches.
The observation that the iron oxidation rate per cell and isobutyric acid production
rate per cell were the same in the continuous reactors with and without the
electrochemical recycle suggests that something other than ferrous iron availability limits
productivity, and ferric inhibition is likely involved. In acidophiles, ATP production is
facile as the cells are able to exploit the pH gradient across the cellular membrane. But
NAD(P)H reduction requires a reverse electron transport chain, and the details of the
regulation of electron flow between the two processes is still being elucidated. It seems
likely that reducing equivalents in A. ferrooxidans cells may be scarce, and thus
engineered pathways requiring ATP as opposed to NAD(P)H may function more
efficiently in this platform. And, since carbon fixation is an extremely energy intensive,
heterologous pathways with fewer decarboxylase steps may also improve overall
productivity.
The overall efficiency of isobutyric acid formation from the electrons obtained
from iron oxidation by genetically the modified A. ferrooxidans cells can be determined
(Table 4.2). Based on the heats of combustion of isobutyric acid and the Gibbs free
energy of the iron redox reaction, we estimate that highest producing batch cultures
operated at 0.94% electron-utilization efficiency while the continuous reactors operated
at about a third of this efficiency. The efficiencies can also be calculated based on
reaction stoichiometry and estimated energetic requirements of CO2 fixation, and NADH
and ATP production22. This resulted in a doubling of the estimated efficiencies. If we
assume a large-scale electrochemical reactor operating at 60% efficiency and a
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photovoltaic panel with an efficiency of 20 %, this leads to an overall photon-to-fuel
efficiency of 0.11%. This un-optimized system is already within the range of the 0.18%
photon-fuel efficiency achieved in the US for corn-to-ethanol processes72. Through
further engineering of the media and the organism, substantial improvements are
anticipated to be achieved.
4.5

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the obligate chemolithoautotroph A. ferrooxidans can

be successfully engineered to overexpress two different biosynthetic pathways to enable
the production of useful chemicals from CO2 while deriving metabolic energy from the
oxidation of Fe2+ in the presence of oxygen. Gains in productivity were obtained by
increasing Fe2+ concentrations, as well as by engineering the media to improve the
efficiency of growth. A. ferrooxidans expressing a 2-ketoacid decarboxylase produced
isobutyric acid from the valine biosynthetic pathway via isobutyraldehyde, and A.
ferrooxidans expressing an acyl-ACP reductase and an aldehyde decarboxylase produced
heptadecane from the fatty acid synthesis pathway. The unique physiology of A.
ferrooxidans may permit the pursuit of future metabolic engineering strategies where
carbon flux optimized separately from the electron flux that support ATP and the
production of reducing equivalents. This platform can be further engineered and
incorporated into electrofuels processes for the non-photosynthetic production of
chemicals from CO2.
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4.7

Tables and Figures

Table 4.1 Results from continuous flow reactors with AF-KDC cells
Chemostat
Steady State pH

1.9±0.2

Chemostat with
electrochemical recycle
1.9±0.1

Effluent Fe2+ concentration (mM)

14±10

63±38*

Cell density (OD600)

0.055±0.009

0.25±0.04*

Cell in Reactor (10^9 cells)

230 ± 40

1000 ± 200*

Isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L)

0.57±0.35

2.7±0.5*

Cell yield (109 cells/mol Fe2+)

3500±400

2900±400

Isobutyric acid yield (mg/mol Fe2+)

4.4±2.7

3.8±0.6

Reactor Productivity (mg/L/hr)

0.011±0.007

0.053±0.009*

Cell Productivity (ng/109 cells/hr)

25±14

27±8

Iron oxidized per cell (mM/109 cell/hr)

0.0058±0.0007

0.0069±0.0011

*indicates

statistical significance by Student’s t-test (p<0.05)

Results obtained from continuous flow reactors with AF-KDC strain cell cultures
producing isobutyric acid. Chemostat results were obtained with a 0.5 L reactor volume
with an inlet/outlet flow rate of 10 mL/h. Experiments were repeated with the inclusion
of an electrochemical recycle loop operated at -1.9V with a flow rate of 2 L/h. A
schematic illustration of the two systems is shown in Fig. 4.11. Steady state values were
collected after three residence times for the chemostat and after the 4th residence time for
the chemostat with electrochemical recycle. Experiments were conducted in triplicate
and reported in average with errors representing standard deviations.
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Table 4.2 Energy efficiency calculations
Batch
Cultures

Chemostat

Chemostat with
electro-chemical recycle

0.94%

0.34%

0.29%

2.0%

0.71%

0.62%

Thermodynamic
Efficiency
Theoretical Efficiency

Efficiencies of electron incorporation from iron oxidation to isobutyric acid in batch and
continuous reactors. Thermodynamic efficiencies are calculated from the free energy of
iron oxidation and the heat of combustion of isobutyric acid. The theoretical efficiencies
are calculated based on estimates of energy requirements for the fixation of carbon, and
production of ATP and NADH (see SI Text for details).
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the electrofuel process

Electrical energy is transferred to microbial metabolism via the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox mediator.
A. ferrooxidans derives its metabolic energy to fix carbon and grow via the oxidization of
Fe2+. Engineered A. ferrooxidans strains can produce chemicals from CO2 using
electricity as the sole energy source.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of two metabolic pathways incorporated into A. ferrooxidans

The bioconversion of CO2 to isobutyraldehyde proceeds via the valine biosynthesis
pathway to 2-ketoisovalerate, which is converted to isobutyraldehyde by KDC, followed
by the spontaneous oxidation of isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid (top). The production
of heptadecane utilizes the fatty acid synthesis pathway producing octadecanoic acid that
is converted to heptadecane through the sequential action of AAR and ADO enzymes
(bottom).
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Figure 4.3 Final concentrations of isobutyric acid in batches

The final concentrations of isobutyric acid obtained from batch experiments, with varying
additions to the growth media. All experiments were performed in 5 mL cultures. Nine
sets of conditions were applied with varying concentrations of Fe2+ and citrate as well as
pH. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and isobutyric acid concentrations in the
growth media are reported in average with errors representing standard deviations.
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Figure 4.4 Final concentration of heptadecane in batches

The final concentration of heptadecane obtained from batch experiments, with varying
additions to the growth media. All experiments were performed in 1 L shake flask
cultures and cell pellets were extracted with methanol for heptadecane quantification.
Nine sets of conditions were applied with varying concentrations of Fe2+ and citrate as
well as pH. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and heptadecane concentrations in
the 1 L cultures are reported in average with errors representing standard deviations.
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4.8

Supplementary Information

Chemicals and Reagents
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO), all enzymes and reagents for DNA manipulation were purchased from NEB
(Ipswich, MA) and Integrated DNA Technologies, and all Western blot supplies were
sourced from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) and Abcam (Cambridge, MA).
All synthetic genes were chemically synthesized by DNA 2.0 (Menlo Park, CA).
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans cells (ATCC 23270), iron-free growth medium
(ATCC2039) and the pJRD215 plasmid (ATCC 37533) were from American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA)
A. ferrooxidans cultures
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (ATCC 23270) cells were obtained from American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and used throughout this study.
Cultures were grown in ATCC 2039 media (AFM media) containing: 0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4,
2 g/L MgSO4 • 7H2O, 0.4 g/L K2HPO4, 5 mL/L MD-TMSTM trace mineral solution
(ATCC, Manassas, VA) and 20 g/L (72 mM) of FeSO4 • 7H2O adjusted to pH 1.8 with
concentrated sulfuric acid. The growth media was sterilized with 0.2 μm filters (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Exponential-phase cells were maintained in our
experiment by weekly subculture into fresh media at 30 °C. A 0.1% (v/v) inoculum was
used for each subculture to reach an initial cell concentration of ~103 cells/mL in 1 L
solution. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 12,000 g for 10 min. Harvested cells
were kept in 10 mL of fresh media and maintained viability for 1-2 weeks when stored at
4 °C.
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Iron concentration measurements
Fe2+ concentrations were measured by titrating 200 μL of medium and 20 μL of
ferroin indicator with 0.1 M cerium (IV) sulfate and observing the color change from red
to blue
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. The Fe3+ concentration was determined by subtracting the Fe2+ concentration

from the total iron concentration.
Cell density and dry cell weight measurements
Cell density was measured using an absorbance method. 1 mL samples were
centrifuged at 12,000 RCF (relative centrifugal force) for 5 minutes and suspended in pH
1.8 basal salt solution containing 0.8 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 2 g/L MgSO4×7H2O, 0.4 g/L
K2HPO4, 5 mL/L MD-TMSTM trace mineral solution (ATCC). Absorbance at 600nm was
measured using a SpectraMax M2 spectrophotometer after background subtraction
against basal salt solution. The total cell number was correlated with OD600 reading. An
OD600 of 1.0 was equal to a total cell density of approximately 8.3×109 cells/mL, which is
equivalent to a dry cell weight density of 0.00053 g/mL.
Cloning superfolder GFP
The DNA sequence for super-folder GFP (sfGFP)
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was codon optimized for A.

ferrooxidans expression (Table 4.3) and synthesized by DNA2.0 (Melo Park, CA)
flanked by tac promoter and bla terminator sequences. This entire operon was PCRamplified with pr15 and pr16 (Table 4.4) and cloned into pJRD215 (ATCC 37533,
ATCC, Manassas, VA) using available NheI and NotI restriction enzymes sites
generating the plasmid AF-GFP (Fig. 4.6).
Cloning of the 2-keto decarboxylase gene
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The sequence encoding 2-keto decarboxylase (KDC) from L. lactis
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with a C-

terminal Myc-tag was codon optimized for A. ferrooxidans (Table 4.3) and chemically
synthesized by DNA2.0. The optimized gene was PCR-amplified with primers pr1 and
pr2 (Table 4.3) producing 5’-NdeI and 3’-HindIII restriction sites, respectively. The
amplified PCR product was ligated into NdeI and HindIII pre-digested pMAL-c4E vector
(NEB, Ipswich, MA) creating the plasmid AF-01. The gene encoding KDC along with
the flanking tac promoter and rrnB terminator sequences was amplified from AF-01
using pr3 and pr4 primers (Table 4.4) containing restriction sites NotI and SpeI,
respectively. The amplified PCR product was ligated into NotI and SpeI pre-digested
pJRD215 vector creating the plasmid AF-KDC (Fig. 4.6).
Cloning of the acyl-ACP reductase and aldehyde deformylating decarbonylase genes
Genes from S. elongatus
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encoding acyl-ACP reductase (AAR) and aldehyde

deformylating oxygenase (ADO) with C-terminal Myc-tags were codon optimized for A.
ferrooxidans expression and synthesized by DNA2.0 (Table 4.3). The AAR and ADO
genes were PCR amplified with primers pr5 and pr6, and pr7 and pr8, respectively
(Table 4.4) and cloned into pMAL-c4E using NdeI and HindIII restriction sites creating
the plasmids AF-02 (AAR) and AF-03 (ADO). These plasmids were used to clone the
entire AAR and ADO operons into pJRD215. The AAR operon with the tac promoter
and rrnB terminator was amplified from AF-02 using pr3 and pr4 primers (Table 4.3)
containing restriction sites 5’-NotI and 3’-SpeI, respectively and ligated into NotI and
SpeI pre-digested pJRD215 vector creating the plasmid AF-04. The ADO operon with tac
promoter and rrnB terminator was amplified from AF-03 using pr9 and pr10 primers
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(Table 4.4) containing restriction sites 5’-SpeI and 3’-KpnI, respectively and ligated into
SpeI and KpnI pre-digested AF-04 vector creating the plasmid AF-ReDe (Fig. 4.6).
Conjugation of the plasmids
A modified filter mating conjugation protocol was used to transfer the plasmids
AF-GFP, AF-KDC and AF-ReDe from E. coli to A. ferrooxidans
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. Plasmids were

electroporated into the diaminopimelic acid (DAP) auxotrophic E. coli mobilizer strain
RHO3, a Δasd ΔaphA SM10(λpir) derivative
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.

Selections were performed over LB

plates containing 300 µg/mL DAP and 50 µg/mL Kanamycin (Km). RHO3 containing
plasmids were grown in 5 mL of basal salt media [85 mM (NH4)2SO4, 5 mM KCl and 7.5
mM MgSO4.7H2O, pH 4.5] in 15 mL tubes supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract
and 300 µg/mL DAP at 37 ͦC, until the late exponential growth phase 135. A. ferrooxidans
cells were cultivated in shake flasks of AFM media [72 mM FeSO4.7H2O, 6 mM
(NH4)2SO4, 4 mM MgSO4.7H2O and 2 mM K2HPO4, pH 1.8] at 30 ͦC until late
exponential growth phase. Cells were harvested with centrifugation and washed three
times with basal salt media. The donor and recipient cells were mixed in 1:2 ratios, and
100 µL of cell suspension (~ 2 x 1010 cells per mL) was spotted on filter paper on solid
media [0.6% agar supplemented with 0.2% (w/v) Na2S2O3, 0.0075% (w/v) FeSO4.7H2O
and 300 µg/mL DAP, pH 4.5] and incubated at 30 ͦC for 5 days. Cells were suspended in
1 mL of basal salt media and 50 µL cell suspensions was platted on solid media [0.6%
agar supplemented with 0.2% (w/v) Na2S2O3 and 0.2% (w/v) FeSO4.7H2O, pH 5]
containing 200 µg/mL Km and incubated at 30 ͦC until colonies appeared (~2 weeks).
Transconjugation confirmation
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Single colonies of A. ferrooxidans conjugants were inoculated in 5 mL AFM
media containing 300 µg/mL Km and incubated at 30 ͦC until cell growth was observed
(~ 1 week). Cells were then inoculated into 50 mL AFM media containing 300 µg/mL
Km and incubated at 30 ͦC until late exponential growth phase. Cells were harvested by
centrifugation and plasmids were isolated using miniprep kit (Qiagen) for PCR analysis.
Once the plasmids were identified as AF-GFP, AF-KDC or AF-ReDe by PCR analysis
(Fig. 4.7), the genetically engineered A. ferrooxidans cells were grown in larger scale for
protein and product analysis.
Confocal microscopy
Freshly grown AF-GFP cells were harvested and washed 3X with basal salt
solution and resuspended in water. Approximately 10 µL of this suspension representing
~106 cells was spotted onto a plain, clear glass microscope slide (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Waltham, MA) and covered with a No. 1 glass coverslip (Thermo Fisher
Scientific), and immediately viewed with using an Olympus FV1000 confocal
microscope (Olympus, Center Valley, PA) with 60X oil objective. Once cells were
identified, they were imaged at 10X digital zoom using a 488 nm argon laser for
excitation with a 525/50 bandpass filter for emission.
Western blotting
Total protein extracts from genetically engineered A. ferrooxidans AF-KDC and
AF-ReDe strains were separated using SDS-PAGE in Novex (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA) NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris gel, and electro-transferred onto Novex 0.45
µm pore size nitrocellulose membrane using standard method with a semi-dry blotting
unit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For the antigen-antibody reaction, the membrane
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containing the transferred proteins was treated with anti-Myc tag (FITC) antibody
(Abcam, Cambridge, MA) at 1:5000 dilutions. FITC bound proteins were detected using
Maestro EX in vivo imaging system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) (Fig. 4.7).
Production of isobutyric acid and heptadecane in batch cultures
For isobutyric acid production, AF-KDC strains were grown in 5 mL volume in
BD Falcon tubes at various conditions. Nine sets of experiments with three initial pH
values (1.6, 1.8 and 2.0) two Fe2+ concentrations (36 mM and 72 mM) and two citrate
concentrations (0 mM and 70 mM) were performed in triplicate.

Cultures were

inoculated at an initial cell concentration of about 108 cells/mL and incubated at 30 °C
until all Fe2+ was oxidized. Media samples were directly tested using GC/MS for
isobutyraldehyde and related products (see below). Only isobutyric acid was identified.
Experimental conditions and results are in Table 4.5. For heptadecane production, AFReDe strains were grown in 1 L volume in 2800 mL Erlenmeyer flasks at various
conditions. Nine sets of experiments at the same conditions as the AF-KDC batch
experiments were performed in triplicate. Cultures were inoculated at an initial cell
concentration of about 108 cells/mL and were also incubated at 30 °C until all Fe2+ was
consumed. Cells from the whole liter culture were harvested and sonicated in 0.5 mL of
methanol. The cell suspensions were then centrifuged and the supernatants were assayed
using GC/MS for alkane production (see below). Only heptadecane was identified.
Experimental conditions and results are in Table 4.6.
GC/MS for product identification and quantification
Characterization of extracellular products, i.e. isobutyric acid and heptadecane,
was carried out using a Shidmadzu GCMS-QP2010 Ultra GC/MS system. For isobutyric
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acid analysis, 5 mL of the strain harboring the AF-KDC plasmid was grown up at
different conditions as described above. 1 mL samples were removed after all of the iron
was oxidized. The samples were injected to the GC/MS apparatus directly. The samples
were analyzed using Zebron ZB-WAX plus column (length: 30 m, I.D.: 0.25 mm, film
thickness: 0.25 µm) with the following method: 8 µL samples were injected on split
mode at a ratio of 1:10 with oven temperature held at 40 °C for 2 min (inlet temperature
held at 200 °C). The temperature was ramped up to 200 °C at a rate of 20 °C/min and
held at 200 °C for 2 min. The flow rate of the helium carrier gas was 1.5 mL/min. For
qualitative analysis, the MS quadrapole scanned from 20 m/z to 150 m/z, and isobutyric
acid peak was identified at 6.5 min by comparing fragment patterns and retention times
of product peaks with standard reference solutions (Fig. 4.8B and C). Negative controls
were performed using wild type cell cultures following the same method (Fig. 4.8A).
Quantitative analysis of isobutyric acid was carried out by making a calibration curve
(0.2 ppm, 0.5 ppm, 1 ppm and 2 ppm), with a standard solution in water using same
method but with a SIM (Selective Ion Monitoring) mode looking at 6.0 min to 7.0 min
for the isobutyric acid peak.
For heptadecane analysis, 1 L of the strain harboring the AF-ReDe plasmid was
grown for 3 days at 30 °C in 2800 mL Erlenmeyer flasks at different conditions as
specified. The whole culture was then centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000 rpm after all iron
was oxidized. The cell pellets were then resuspended in 0.5 mL methanol, vortexed for 1
min and sonicated for 6 min. The suspension was again centrifuged and supernatant was
collected and injected into the GC/MS machine. GC/MS was operated as follows: the
system was equipped with a Shimadzu SHRXI-5MS column (length: 30 m, I.D.: 0.25
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mm, film thickness: 0.25 µm). 5 µL samples were injected (injection temperate held at
300 °C) in splitless mode with oven temperature initially held at 100 °C for 3 min. The
temperature was then ramped up to 320 °C at a rate of 20 °C/min and held at 320 °C for 5
min. The flow rate of helium carrier gas was 1.3 mL/min. Heptadecane was qualitatively
identified at 9.1 min by comparing fragmentation patterns and retention times of product
peaks with standard reference solutions (Fig. 4.9B and C). Negative controls were
performed using wild type cell cultures following the same method (Fig. 4.9A).
Quantitative analysis of heptadecane was carried out by making calibration curve (1 ppm,
5 ppm and 10 ppm), which was made with standard solution in methanol using same
method but with SIM (Selective Ion Monitoring) mode looking at 8.5 min to 9.5 min
specifically for heptadecane peak.
Conversion of isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid
From the culture media of grown AF-KDC strain, isobutyric acid was identified
rather than isobutyraldehyde. It was hypothesized that this could be due to spontaneous
oxidation of isobutyraldehyde in the liquid phase. This was explored by adding pure
isobutyraldehyde into AFM media and evaluating the sample using GC/MS. Isobutyric
acid was observed in the cell free (abiotic) AFM media samples (Fig. 4.10) while pure
AFM media did not yield any isobutyrate. Previous literature reports121 also indicate that
oxidation of isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid can be achieved spontaneously at 30 °C
without a catalyst by the following reaction.
Isobutyraldehyde + ½O2 = isobutyric acid
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of batch experiments
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ANOVA (ezANOVA, http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/ezanova/) was performed
on three factors: initial pH, initial Fe2+ concentration and citrate concentration for their
effect on isobutyric acid and heptadecane production based on batch reactor data sets
from Tables 4.5 and 4.6. For both experimental datasets, data was divided into two
groups: Set A (experiment 1-6) and Set B (experiment 4-9). For set A, two-way ANOVA
was performed on initial pH and initial Fe2+ concentration. For set B, two-way ANOVA
was performed on pH and citrate concentration and p values < 0.05 were considered
significant. The results are listed at Table 4.7 and indicate that all three factors are
significant for both cell lines.
Continuous reactor (chemostat) configuration
The growth media used in the continuous cultivation of A. ferrooxidans was
optimized for both electrochemical and biological performance. The media contained 0.8
g/L

(NH4)2SO4,

0.4

g/L

K2HPO4,

23.3

g/L

MgSO4×7H2O,

15.4

g/L

Mg3(C6H5O7)2×9H2O, 5 mL/L MD-TMSTM trace mineral solution (ATCC), 50 mM
citrate and 40 g/L FeSO4×7H2O. The pH of the media was adjusted to 2.2 using
concentrated sulfuric acid. The media was sterilized with 0.2 μm filters (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA).
The schematic representation of the chemostat is illustrated at Fig. 4.11, where
electrochemical loop flow rate was not utilized (Q=0). The bioreactor consisted of a 1 L
bioprocess spinner flask (Chemglass Life Sciences, Vineland, NJ) with a 500 mL
working volume and two side arms, which were fitted with stainless steel 3-port
assemblies. Two 0.2 μm filters (Whatman, GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) were used to
maintain a sterile barrier for the air inlet and outlet. Media was delivered and removed by
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a Masterflex L/S precision modular drive pump (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). The cell
culture was agitated at 110 RPM with a stir bar, maintained at 30 °C using a Super-Nova
single-position digital stirring hotplate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
The bioreactor with fresh growth media (500 mL) was inoculated with 1% v/v
inoculum to reach an initial concentration of approximately 108 cells/mL and operated as
a batch reactor for 1 day until 90% of the Fe2+ was oxidized. The bioreactor was then
converted into a chemostat by pumping in media from a feed tank containing fresh
growth media along with media removal into an effluent tank. The media flow rate F
(Fig. 4.11) was set to 10 mL/h and the airflow rate is 0.8 L/min (1.6 vvm). The Fe2+
concentration, pH, cell density and isobutyric acid concentration in the reactor were
monitored on a daily basis. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, in
which cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentrations (mg/L) are shown over the
duration of the experiments. This flow rate leads to a residence time of 50 hours. Steady
state was assumed in the third residence time and thus steady state values were calculated
by taking the average of the last two data measurements (day 6 and 7).
Electrochemical reactor configuration
The flow-by electrochemical cell was made in a stacked cell design, consisting of
an anode, cathode and proton-exchange membrane. The dimensions of the anode, and
membrane were 2 cm in width by 15.5 cm in length (along the flow). The dimensions of
the cathode compartment were 3.5 cm in width by 15.5 cm in length by 1 cm in
thickness, into which a 0.95 cm thick porous carbon felt was used as inserted as the
cathode (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA). Prior to introduction into the cell, the felt was
activated in plasma Cleaner/Sterilizer PDC-32G (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY) for ten
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minutes to make it hydrophilic. Electrical contact between the cathode and a stainless
steel 316 foil current collector was achieved with carbon toray paper (Alfa Aesar, Ward
Hill, MA) and conductive carbon cement adhesive (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA). A
dimensionally stable electrode (mesh ID 11873, De Nora) was used as the anode. The
anode and cathode were separated by a nafion perfluorinated membrane (Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO). The anolyte of the electrochemical cell contained 37.5 g/L
Fe2(SO4)3×7H2O and all other nutrients as in the growth media except FeSO4×7H2O to
minimize ion crossover between anolyte and catholyte. The initial anolyte pH was 1.8.
Fig. 4.11 shows the configuration of the electrochemical reactor coupled with the
bioreactor.
Chemostat operation with electrochemical recycle
To increase the delivery of energy to the cells, an electrochemical reactor was
coupled to the bioreactor as shown in Fig. 4.11, where the electrochemical loop was used
with a flow rate Q = 2 L/h. A potential of -1.9V was applied, and the current was
monitored using an Ivium-n-stat multi-channel electrochemical analyzer (Ivium
Technologies). All material used for constructing the electrochemical cell was
autoclavable and it was autoclaved at 120°C for 25 minutes along with the other reactor
and tanks. The results are shown in Fig. 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17, in which cell densities
(OD600) and isobutyric acid concentrations (mg/L) are shown over time. Since much
higher cell densities were achieved in this configuration, steady states were assumed after
4 residence times. Steady state values, including Fe2+ concentration, pH, cell density,
isobutyric acid concentration and measured current, were calculated by taking the
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average of the values obtained during the last (4th) hydraulic residence time (days 8 and
9).
Energy efficiency calculations
Energy efficiencies were calculated on a thermodynamic basis as well as on a
theoretical yield basis. The parameters and an outline of the calculations are found below.
Thermodynamic analysis
Standard heat of combustion for butanoic acid (most often seen isomer of isobutyric
acid):
2184 kJ/mol
Free energy at pH 1.8 from oxidation of 1 mol Fe2+ to Fe3+ by the reaction:
Fe2+ + 0.25O2 + H+ = Fe3+ + 0.5H2O
-10.103 + 1.364*pH = -7.65 kcal/mol = 32.0 kJ/mol (13)
Sample calculation (batch reactor)
Energy consumed: (0.072 M Fe2+)×(32 kJ/mol) = 2.3 kJ/L
Energy produced: (0.00087 g IBA/L)/(88.11 g IBA/mol)×(2184 kJ/mol IBA) = 0.022
kJ/L
Efficiency = (0.022 kJ/L)/(2.3 kJ/L)=0.96%
Metabolic analysis
Based on the known biochemical reactions required to produce isobutyraldehyde
(assuming isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid is spontaneous) we used previously
calculated energy requirements in A. ferrooxidans to estimate the moles of iron needed to
create a mole of isobutyraldehyde.
6 CO2,fixed + NADPH + ADP

2 CO2 + IBA + ATP + NADP+
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CO2,fixed is estimated to require 22.4 mol Fe2+
NADPH is estimated to require 8.2 mol Fe2+
ATP is estimated to require 2 mol Fe2+
Combining: 6×22.4 + 8.2 – 2×2 = 138.6 mol Fe2+/mol IBA
Sample calculation (batch reactor)
Maximum yield: (0.072 M Fe2+)/(143 mol Fe2+ /mol IBA) = 0.50 mM
Actual yield: (0.00087 g IBA/L)/(88.11 g IBA/mol) = 0.0099 mM
Efficiency = (0.0099 mM)/(0.50 mM) = 2.0%
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Table 4.3 DNA and amino acid sequences
sfGFP DNA

5’ATGAGCAAAGGCGAAGAACTATTTACAGGTGTTGTCCCGATTTTGGTTGAG
TTAGATGGCGATGTGAATGGACATAAGTTTAGCGTGCGTGGGGAAGGTGAG
GGCGACGCCACGAATGGCAAATTGACACTGAAGTTCATTTGCACGACCGGTA
AGCTGCCGGTACCATGGCCGACCCTGGTCACGACCCTCACGTATGGCGTCCA
GTGTTTCAGCCGGTATCCTGACCACATGAAGCGGCATGACTTTTTCAAAAGT
GCGATGCCCGAAGGATACGTGCAGGAGCGCACCATATCGTTCAAAGACGAC
GGGACCTACAAAACCCGCGCAGAGGTCAAGTTCGAGGGTGACACCCTGGTG
AACCGTATCGAACTGAAGGGGATCGACTTCAAAGAAGATGGCAACATCCTC
GGCCACAAGTTGGAGTATAACTTTAACTCCCATAATGTGTATATCACCGCTG
ACAAACAAAAGAATGGTATCAAGGCGAACTTTAAGATCCGCCACAATGTGG
AAGATGGGTCCGTTCAGTTGGCCGATCATTACCAACAGAATACACCGATTGG
CGATGGACCTGTCCTGCTGCCCGACAACCACTACCTGAGTACGCAGTCCGTG
CTGTCGAAAGATCCAAACGAAAAGCGCGACCACATGGTACTCCTGGAGTTTG
TAACGGCAGCCGGCATTACCCATGGTATGGACGAACTCTATAAG3’

sfGFP AA

MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLP
VPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGTYK
TRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITADKQKNGIK
ANFKIRHNVEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSVLSKDPNEKRD
HMVLLEFVTAAGITHGMDELYK

KDC DNA

5’ATGTACACCGTGGGCGATTATCTCTTGGATCGGTTGCACGAGCTGGGGATC
GAAGAGATCTTTGGGGTGCCGGGTGACTATAATCTCCAGTTTCTCGACCAGA
TCATTTCCCGGAAGGACATGAAGTGGGTGGGCAATGCCAATGAGTTGAACGC
CTCGTACATGGCCGATGGCTATGCCCGCACGAAAAAGGCCGCTGCATTTTTG
ACCACCTTTGGTGTCGGTGAACTGTCCGCGGTAAACGGTCTGGCGGGGTCCT
ACGCGGAGAACTTGCCGGTAGTGGAAATAGTCGGCAGTCCAACGTCGAAGG
TACAGAATGAAGGTAAGTTTGTGCATCATACGCTCGCCGACGGCGACTTTAA
GCACTTTATGAAGATGCATGAGCCGGTCACCGCTGCCCGGACCCTGTTGACC
GCCGAAAACGCCACGGTCGAGATCGACCGCGTCCTGAGTGCCCTGTTGAAAG
AGCGCAAACCCGTTTACATCAACTTGCCAGTGGATGTGGCGGCTGCGAAGGC
GGAAAAGCCAAGCCTGCCCCTCAAGAAAGAGAATTCGACATCCAACACCAG
CGATCAGGAAATCCTGAATAAGATCCAGGAGTCCTTGAAGAACGCGAAGAA
GCCCATTGTGATCACCGGCCATGAAATCATTAGTTTCGGTCTGGAAAAGACC
GTCAGCCAGTTCATTAGTAAAACCAAATTGCCTATAACCACCCTGAATTTTG
GCAAAAGCTCGGTCGACGAAGCCCTGCCCTCGTTCCTGGGGATCTATAATGG
TAAATTGAGCGAGCCGAACCTCAAAGAATTTGTGGAAAGCGCCGATTTCATT
CTGATGCTGGGAGTTAAACTCACGGATAGCTCCACAGGGGCTTTTACCCACC
ATCTGAACGAAAACAAGATGATCAGCCTGAATATTGACGAGGGAAAAATCT
TTAACGAATCGATACAAAACTTCGACTTCGAGAGCTTGATATCCAGTCTGCT
GGATCTCAGCGAAATCGAGTACAAGGGTAAGTATATTGACAAGAAGCAAGA
AGATTTCGTACCGTCCAACGCACTGCTGTCCCAAGACCGCCTGTGGCAGGCC
GTTGAGAATCTGACGCAGAGTAACGAAACAATTGTGGCGGAGCAGGGGACG
TCCTTCTTTGGCGCATCGTCGATCTTCTTGAAGCCTAAATCGCACTTTATTGG
CCAGCCGCTGTGGGGCAGTATAGGTTATACCTTCCCTGCGGCACTGGGAAGC
CAGATTGCGGACAAAGAAAGTCGTCACCTCTTGTTCATCGGCGACGGCAGTC
TGCAGCTCACCGTCCAGGAGCTGGGGCTGGCAATCCGTGAAAAGATCAATCC
CATCTGCTTCATTATCAACAATGATGGCTATACAGTGGAGCGCGAAATCCAT
GGCCCGAACCAATCCTACAACGATATTCCCATGTGGAATTACAGCAAACTGC
CCGAGAGCTTCGGCGCTACGGAAGAACGTGTTGTCTCGAAAATCGTTCGGAC
GGAGAACGAGTTCGTGAGTGTGATGAAAGAAGCGCAGGCAGACCCGAATCG
CATGTATTGGATTGAGCTGATCTTGGCGAAAGAGGATGCGCCGAAAGTGCTG
AAGAAGATGGGAAAGCTCTTCGCCGAACAAAACAAGAGCGAACAGAAGTTG
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ATTTCCGAAGAAGATCTG3’
KDC AA

MYTVGDYLLDRLHELGIEEIFGVPGDYNLQFLDQIISRKDMKWVGNANELNASY
MADGYARTKKAAAFLTTFGVGELSAVNGLAGSYAENLPVVEIVGSPTSKVQNE
GKFVHHTLADGDFKHFMKMHEPVTAARTLLTAENATVEIDRVLSALLKERKPV
YINLPVDVAAAKAEKPSLPLKKENSTSNTSDQEILNKIQESLKNAKKPIVITGHEII
SFGLEKTVSQFISKTKLPITTLNFGKSSVDEALPSFLGIYNGKLSEPNLKEFVESAD
FILMLGVKLTDSSTGAFTHHLNENKMISLNIDEGKIFNESIQNFDFESLISSLLDLS
EIEYKGKYIDKKQEDFVPSNALLSQDRLWQAVENLTQSNETIVAEQGTSFFGASS
IFLKPKSHFIGQPLWGSIGYTFPAALGSQIADKESRHLLFIGDGSLQLTVQELGLAI
REKINPICFIINNDGYTVEREIHGPNQSYNDIPMWNYSKLPESFGATEERVVSKIV
RTENEFVSVMKEAQADPNRMYWIELILAKEDAPKVLKKMGKLFAEQNKSEQKL
ISEEDL

AAR DNA

5’ATGTTCGGCCTCATTGGCCACCTGACGTCCCTGGAGCAAGCGCGGGATGTA
AGTCGGCGGATGGGCTACGACGAGTATGCTGATCAGGGGCTCGAATTTTGGT
CCTCGGCACCGCCCCAGATCGTGGATGAGATCACGGTCACGTCGGCCACCGG
GAAAGTGATCCATGGCCGGTACATCGAAAGCTGCTTTCTGCCAGAGATGCTG
GCGGCTCGCCGTTTCAAGACCGCCACCCGTAAGGTGCTCAACGCTATGAGTC
ACGCCCAAAAGCACGGAATTGATATTAGCGCGCTGGGCGGCTTCACGAGCAT
CATCTTCGAAAACTTCGACCTCGCGTCCCTGCGCCAGGTGCGCGACACGACC
CTCGAATTTGAGCGCTTTACCACGGGCAACACGCATACCGCCTATGTGATAT
GTCGTCAGGTAGAGGCAGCCGCCAAAACCCTGGGTATCGACATTACCCAGGC
GACAGTCGCCGTCGTGGGTGCAACCGGCGACATTGGTAGTGCGGTTTGTCGC
TGGCTGGACTTGAAGCTGGGAGTTGGTGACCTCATCTTGACAGCGCGCAATC
AGGAACGTTTGGATAATCTGCAGGCCGAGTTGGGTCGCGGGAAAATTCTGCC
CCTGGAAGCGGCCCTGCCTGAAGCGGACTTTATCGTTTGGGTGGCCTCGATG
CCTCAGGGCGTCGTCATAGATCCGGCAACCCTCAAGCAACCGTGTGTGTTGA
TCGATGGCGGTTATCCCAAAAACCTGGGTAGCAAAGTGCAGGGTGAGGGCA
TTTACGTCTTGAATGGCGGGGTAGTCGAACATTGCTTTGATATCGACTGGCA
GATTATGAGCGCTGCCGAGATGGCACGGCCGGAGCGCCAGATGTTCGCGTGC
TTCGCCGAAGCCATGTTGCTGGAATTTGAGGGATGGCACACCAATTTCTCCT
GGGGCCGTAACCAGATCACAATCGAAAAGATGGAAGCCATCGGAGAGGCGA
GCGTGCGCCATGGGTTTCAACCACTGGCATTGGCGATCGAACAGAAGCTGAT
TTCCGAAGAAGATCTG3’

AAR AA

MFGLIGHLTSLEQARDVSRRMGYDEYADQGLEFWSSAPPQIVDEITVTSATGKVI
HGRYIESCFLPEMLAARRFKTATRKVLNAMSHAQKHGIDISALGGFTSIIFENFDL
ASLRQVRDTTLEFERFTTGNTHTAYVICRQVEAAAKTLGIDITQATVAVVGATG
DIGSAVCRWLDLKLGVGDLILTARNQERLDNLQAELGRGKILPLEAALPEADFIV
WVASMPQGVVIDPATLKQPCVLIDGGYPKNLGSKVQGEGIYVLNGGVVEHCFDI
DWQIMSAAEMARPERQMFACFAEAMLLEFEGWHTNFSWGRNQITIEKMEAIGE
ASVRHGFQPLALAIEQKLISEEDL

ADO DNA

5’ATGCCACAATTGGAAGCATCCCTGGAACTGGATTTCCAGTCGGAGTCCTAT
AAGGATGCATACAGCCGCATCAATGCGATCGTGATTGAGGGTGAACAGGAA
GCCTTTGATAACTATAATCGGCTGGCTGAGATGTTGCCTGACCAGCGTGATG
AACTGCATAAGCTCGCCAAAATGGAACAGCGTCACATGAAGGGCTTTATGGC
CTGCGGTAAGAATCTGAGTGTAACACCGGACATGGGGTTCGCGCAAAAGTTC
TTTGAGCGCCTGCACGAAAACTTCAAAGCGGCTGCGGCGGAAGGGAAAGTC
GTGACGTGCCTGCTGATCCAGTCCCTCATCATTGAATGTTTCGCGATTGCCGC
GTACAACATCTACATACCCGTGGCCGACGCCTTTGCACGCAAAATCACCGAA
GGCGTGGTTCGCGACGAGTATCTGCATCGCAACTTTGGAGAAGAATGGCTCA
AGGCAAACTTCGACGCCTCGAAGGCGGAACTGGAAGAGGCGAACCGGCAGA
ATCTGCCGCTCGTCTGGTTGATGCTCAACGAGGTTGCGGATGACGCTCGTGA
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GTTGGGCATGGAGCGCGAGAGTTTGGTCGAGGACTTCATGATTGCCTATGGT
GAGGCCCTGGAGAATATCGGCTTTACCACCCGGGAGATCATGCGGATGAGC
GCCTACGGCTTGGCAGCCGTGGAACAGAAACTCATTAGCGAAGAAGATCTG3
’
ADO AA

MPQLEASLELDFQSESYKDAYSRINAIVIEGEQEAFDNYNRLAEMLPDQRDELH
KLAKMEQRHMKGFMACGKNLSVTPDMGFAQKFFERLHENFKAAAAEGKVVT
CLLIQSLIIECFAIAAYNIYIPVADAFARKITEGVVRDEYLHRNFGEEWLKANFDA
SKAELEEANRQNLPLVWLMLNEVADDARELGMERESLVEDFMIAYGEALENIG
FTTREIMRMSAYGLAAVEQKLISEEDL
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Table 4.4 Oligonucleotide primers
Primer

Sequence

pr1

5’GGAGAGCACATATGTACACCGTGG3’

pr2

5’CCTTTTGACGAAGCTTTCAAAGGTCC3’

pr3

5'GCAATTAATGTGCGGCCGCTCACTCATTAGG3'

pr4

5'GAGTTTGTAGACTAGTAAAAAGGCCATCC3'

pr5

5'GAGAGCACATATGTTCGGCCTCATTG3'

pr6

5'CAGATTGGCAAGCTTTCAAAGGTCC3'

pr7

5'GGAGAGCACATATGCCACAATTGG3'

pr8

5'GGTCTTCTTTTAAGCTTTTAGAGATCCTC3'

pr9

5'GCAATTAATGTAAACTAGTTCACTCATTAGG3'

pr10

5'GAGTTTGTAGGGTACCAAAAAGGCCATCC3'

pr11

5’CCAGTTTCTCGACCAGATCATTTCC3’

pr12

5’GCTTTCCCATCTTCTTCAGCACTTTCG3’

pr13

5’GCTACGACGAGTATGCTGATCAGG3’

pr14

5’GGAAATCAGCTTCTGTTCGATCG3’

pr15

5’TGAAGCTAGCATCGACTGCAC3’

pr16

5’TAAGGCGGCCGCTGTCACTTTGCTTGATATATGAGAATTATT3’
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Table 4.5 Isobutyric acid production in batches

1.6

Initial
Fe2+
(mM)
36

Initial
Citrate
(mM)
0

0.014±0.002

Isobutyric Acid
Yield
(mg/L)
0.13±0.03

2

1.8

36

0

0.016±0.001

0.19±0.01

3

2

36

0

0.018±0.001

0.19±0.02

4

1.6

72

0

0.034±0.001

0.50±0.02

5

1.8

72

0

0.036±0.002

0.53±0.02

6

2

72

0

0.034±0.001

0.58±0.01

7

1.6

72

70

0.027±0.002

0.62±0.08

8

1.8

72

70

0.033±0.001

0.74±0.01

9

2

72

70

0.033±0.002

0.87±0.05

Experiment

Initial
pH

1
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Final OD600

Table 4.6 Heptadecane production in batches
Initial
Citrate
(mM)
0

Final OD600

Heptadecane Yield
(ug/L)

1.6

Initial
Fe2+
(mM)
36

0.026±0.003

0.61±0.19

2

1.8

36

0

0.026±0.001

0.71±0.09

3

2

36

0

0.027±0.002

1.0±0.1

4

1.6

72

0

0.036±0.002

1.4±0.4

5

1.8

72

0

0.037±0.004

2.0±0.1

6

2

72

0

0.041±0.008

2.6±0.4

7

1.6

72

70

0.039±0.003

3.2±0.8

8

1.8

72

70

0.049±0.001

5.3±1.2

9

2

72

70

0.040±0.002

4.2±0.9

Experiment

Initial
pH

1
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Table 4.7 Two-way ANOVA analysis
Isobutyric acid

Heptadecane

Two-way ANOVA on pH and Fe(II)
p value

p value

pH

0.005

pH

0.002

iron

0.00004

iron

0.004

Two-way ANOVA on pH and citrate
p value

p value

pH

0.002

pH

0.012

citrate

0.011

citrate

0.005
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Figure 4.5 AF-GFP plasmid map

AF-GFP plasmid map generated by cloning sfGFP operon consisting of codon-optimized
sfGFP flanked with tac promoter and bla transcription terminator sequences synthesized
by DNA2.0 using primers pr15 and pr16 and available NotI and NheI cut sites in
pJRD215.
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Figure 4.6 AF-KDC and AF-AReDe plasmid maps

Maps of plasmids used to generate isobutyrate and heptadecane producing strains of A.
ferrooxidans. Top: AF-KDC contains the codon-optimized version of 2ketodecarboxylase (KDC) from L. lactis flanked by the tac and rrnB terminator
sequences cloned from pMAL-c4e (NEB, Ipswich, MA). Bottom: Codon-optimized
versions of acyl-ACP reductase (AAR) and aldehyde deformylating oxygenase (ADO)
from S. elongates were first cloned into pMAL-c4e to generate operons initiated by the
tac promoter and terminated by the rrnB terminator that were subsequently cloned into
pJRD215 to generate AF-ReDe.
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Figure 4.7 Confocal image, electrophoresis and western blot

(A) Confocal image A. ferrooxidans expressing sfGFP. (B) Agarose gel electrophoresis
demonstrating presence of genes in transconjugants obtained by PCR. (C) Analysis of
genetically engineered A. ferrooxidans strains by western blots. Lane 1, protein molecular
weight marker; lane 2, A. ferrooxidans strain expressing KDC; lane 3, A. ferrooxidans
strain expressing acyl-ACP reductase and aldehyde-deformylating deoxygenase.
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Figure 4.8 GCMS scan for isobutyric acid

No isobutyric acid

(A)

isobutyric acid

(B)

isobutyric acid

(C)

Representative GC/MS scan for (A) sample of wild type cell culture showing no
isobutyric acid peak (B) sample of an AF-KDC cell culture showing isobutyric acid peak
at 6.5 min (C) sample of standard isobutyric acid (10 ppm) solution with peak at 6.5 min.
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Figure 4.9 GCMS scan for heptadecane

No heptadecane

(A)

heptadecane

(B)

heptadecane

(C)

Representative GC/MS scan for (A) sample of wild type cell lysate showing no
heptadecane formation (B) sample of AF-ReDe cell lysate showing heptadecane peak at
9.1 min (C) sample standard heptadecane (10 ppm) solution in methanol with peak at
9.1min.
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Figure 4.10 Spontaneous conversion of isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid
isobutyraldehyde

isobutyric acid

A sample GC/MS chromatogram demonstrating spontaneous conversion of
isobutyraldehyde to isobutyric acid. A sample containing 0.1g/L isobutyraldehyde
dissolved in AFM media was shaken for 5 min at 30 °C and directly injected in GC/MS
using the method described above. The peak observed at 1.6 min was identified as
isobutyraldehyde while peak at 6.5 min was identified as isobutyric acid. This
demonstrates that isobutyraldehyde can be abiotically converted into isobutyric acid in
culture media.
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Figure 4.11 Schematic representation of the continuous system

Schematic representation of the continuous system tested in the study. For chemostat
experiments: only external loop F was used with flow a rate of 10 mL/h, while internal
loop Q was off. For the chemostat with electrochemical recycling loop: external loop was
still on with flow rate of 10 mL/h, while internal loop Q was also on at 2 L/h.
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Figure 4.12 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat (1st)
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Time (d)
First replicate of cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L) against
time in chemostat at flow rate of 10 mL/h.
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Isobutyric Acid Concentration (mg/L)
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Figure 4.13 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat (2nd)
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Second replicate of cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L) against
time in chemostat at flow rate of 10 ml/h.
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Figure 4.14 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat (3rd)
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Third replicate of cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L) against
time in chemostat at flow rate of 10 ml/h.
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Figure 4.15 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat with
e-chem loop (1st)
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First replicate of cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L) against
time in the chemostat with electrochemical recycling loop.
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Isobutyric Acid Concentration (mg/L)

0.35

Figure 4.16 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat with
e-chem loop (2nd)
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Second replicate of cell density (OD600) and isobutyric acid concentration (mg/L) against
time in the chemostat with electrochemical recycling loop.
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Figure 4.17 Cell density and isobutyric acid concentration vs time in chemostat with
e-chem loop (3rd)
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Chapter 5. Enhancing

Isobutyric

Acid

Production

From

Engineered

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans Cells Via Media Optimization*
5.1

Abstract
The

chemolithoautotrophic

bacterium

Acidithiobacillus

ferrooxidans

has

previously been genetically modified to produce isobutyric acid (IBA) from carbon
dioxide while obtaining energy from the oxidation of ferrous iron. Here, a combinatorial
approach was used to explore the influence of medium composition in both batch and
chemostat cultures in order to improve IBA yields (g IBA/mol Fe2+) and productivities (g
IBA/L/d). Medium pH, iron concentration (Fe2+) and inclusion of iron chelators all had
positive impact on the IBA yield. In batch experiments, gluconate was found to be a
superior iron chelator because its use resulted in smaller excursions in pH. In batch
cultures, IBA yields decreased linearly with increases in the final effective Fe3+
concentrations. Chemostat cultures followed similar trends as observed in batch cultures.
Specific cellular productivities were found to be a function of the steady state ORP
(Oxidation-reduction potential) of the growth medium, which is primarily determined by
the Fe3+ to Fe2+ ratio. By operating at low ORP, chemostat cultures were able to achieve
volumetric productivities as high as 3.8±0.2 mg IBA/L/d which is a 14-fold increase over
the previously reported value.
*
A version of this chapter is accepted by Biotechnology and Bioengineering and currently In Press, with
co-authors of Alan C. West and Scott Banta.

5.2

Introduction
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is a gram-negative chemolithoautotroph that can

extract energy from the oxidation of iron or sulfur to reduce carbon dioxide. Its metabolic
capability has led to its utilization in bioprocesses including copper bioleaching and
139

desulfurization of coal and sour gases

71

. We have been investigating these cells for use

as a unique biotechnology platform enabling biofuels and biomass to be produced from
carbon dioxide and electricity (termed electrofuels)

49,51,72

. We have reported the genetic

modification of A. ferrooxidans to produce exogenous chemicals (isobutyric acid (IBA)
or heptadecane) from carbon dioxide 136. A previous study with wild type A. ferrooxidans
demonstrated that operation at higher pH and the addition of citrate (for the chelation of
ferric ions to increase solubility and reduce ferric growth inhibition) leads to improved
cell yield and reduced maintenance
modified strains

136

74

, and these results were applied to the genetically

. Conditions at the high end of the viable pH range (~2.0),

supplemented with higher initial Fe2+ concentrations (72 mM), and the use of a chelating
agent (70 mM citrate) led to a significant increase in the final IBA concentration in batch
cultures. We anticipate further improvement in energy efficiency will be obtained by
further optimization of the cellular growth medium.
While yield of product is important, a practical process must also achieve high
volumetric productivity and cell densities to minimize capital costs. Thus, the energy
density (substrate concentration of the feed) is an important consideration in medium
development. Increases in substrate feed (Fe2+) concentrations may also lead to higher
product concentrations, thereby reducing product separation costs. The energy density of
the medium has been found to be largely determined by ferric iron solubility and bacterial
tolerance to iron ions. At approximately 40 mM, both Fe2+ and Fe3+ start to inhibit cell
growth 55,60. The highest initial Fe2+ concentration tolerated by the cells in batch cultures
was 0.5 M at pH 1.6. However even at this concentration, the energy density of the media
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is quite low as compared to processes using heterotrophic bacteria with sugars as
substrates 113.
The goals of the present work are to determine how the medium composition can
be used to improve the yields and productivities in both batch and continuous cultures.
We have characterized the effect of cell density, concentrations of Fe2+ and Fe3+, pH, and
iron chelators on IBA production from genetically modified A. ferrooxidans cultures. In
batch cultures, the effects were studied combinatorially and selected conditions were
investigated further in chemostat cultures. The results suggest that gluconate may be a
superior iron chelator and that the Fe2+/Fe3+ concentration ratio is critical for enhancing
the IBA yields and productivities of the genetically modified cells.

5.3

Material and Methods

Cells and Media
Genetically modified Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (AF-KDC) cells were
obtained by transforming wild type cells (ATCC 23270) with a synthetic 2-ketoacid
decarboxylase (KDC) gene which enables production isobutyric acid (IBA) from CO2, as
previously described

136

. Cells were propagated and maintained in batches with ATCC

2039 A. ferrooxidans media as previously described 74.
All chemicals were from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise noted.
Iron Concentration and Cell Mass Measurement
The Fe2+ concentrations in the cultures were measured by titration of 0.1 M
cerium(IV) sulfate into mixtures of medium samples (1mL) and ferroin indicator (0.1
mL), and observing the color change

59

. Cell densities and mass were measured by

absorbance and calculated as previously described 74.
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Standard Batch Experimental Procedure
All batch cultures conducted in the study were inoculated with the AF-KDC strain
and incubated at 30 °C with different medium compositions as specified until all the Fe2+
was oxidized. All experiments were conducted in triplicate. Samples from the completed
cultures were analyzed by Gas Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS, QP2010
Ultra, Shimadzu, Japan) for determination of IBA production as previously described 136.
Batch Cultures with Different Initial Inoculations
Cultures with 72 mM Fe2+ at pH 1.8 in 100 mL volume were inoculated with
initial cell densities of OD 0.001, 0.002, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. Final IBA concentrations
were measured after cultures oxidized all of the Fe2+. For the cultures inoculated with OD
0.001 cells, the changes in Fe2+ concentrations, cell number (OD) and IBA concentrations
were recorded throughout the growth period.
Prediction of Batch Culture Growth and IBA Production at Different Innoculations
Growth of AF-KDC strain A. ferrooxidans at different initial cell concentrations
was predicted using the Monod equation (Eq. 1) 41.
∙

=

(1)

The maximum specific growth rate (0.28 h-1) and apparent half saturation constant (33
mM) were obtained from previously published data at the same condition of pH 1.8 and
72 mM Fe2+ 74. The data used to predict the cell growth at different initial cell densities is
listed in Table 5.4. Production of IBA was assumed to occur only before half of Fe2+ (an
Fe2+ to Fe3+ ratio of 1:1) was consumed based on observations obtained in Fig. 5.1. The
results were correlated to the number of cells that are actively dividing multiplied by the
specific growth rate, through a constant scaling factor (F). The scaling factor (F) was
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obtained by fitting the data obtained with an inoculum of OD 0.1, which was then used to
predict the other IBA concentrations. A detailed calculation procedure can be found in
the Supplementary Information.
Combinatorial Medium Experiments
Three factors, initial Fe2+ concentration, pH, and addition of iron chelators (citrate
or gluconate) were tested in a design of experiments (DOE) combinatorial evaluation
(Table 5.1). A high level and a low level were selected for each factor. The initial cell
concentrations were OD 0.1 in all cultures to ensure rapid growth and to minimize
evaporation. Twelve experiments were performed in triplicate with 5 mL volume of
media in 15mL BD falcon tubes to assess the impact of the factors on IBA production
(Table 5.5). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the significance of the
parameters. A p-value less than 0.01 indicated statistical significance.
Batch Cultures with Varying Fe3+ and Gluconate Concentrations
To further explore the effect of Fe3+ and gluconate, another set of nine batch
cultures were incubated in 5 mL volume with the same 72 mM Fe2+ at pH 1.6 to avoid
precipitates. Each culture had initially 0 mM, 72 mM or 216 mM Fe3+ and 0 mM, 50 mM
or 100 mM gluconate respectively. Initial inoculations of OD 0.1 were used to ensure fast
growth.
Continuous Chemostat Experiments
All chemostat experiments were conducted in a BioFlo3000 bioreactor
(NewBrunswick Scientific, Enfield, CT) with a 3 L working volume. The configuration
and operation of the continuous bioreactor was described previously

74

. The inlet

composition was initially set at 72 mM Fe2+ and pH 1.8. A series of dilution rates at
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0.48/d, 0.96/d, 1.44/d and 2.16/d were maintained until steady-state conditions were
achieved after three residence times. Cell densities (OD), residual Fe2+ concentrations
(mM) and IBA concentrations (mg/L) were recorded at each steady state. The oxidationreduction potential (ORP) was measured using an Inpro3253i/SG/425 pH probe (Mettler
Toledo, Columbus, OH).
Steady state data were also obtained at dilution rate of 1.44/d using the same
medium supplemented with 50 mM gluconate, and the experiment was repeated with the
pH increased to 2.2. The chemostat inlet composition was then changed to 288 mM Fe2+,
pH 2.2 and 50 mM gluconate. Data were obtained at dilution rates of 0.96/d, 1.44/d,
1.68/d and 1.92/d. Cell densities (OD), residual Fe2+ concentrations (mM) and IBA
concentrations (mg/L) were again recorded at each steady state.
5.4

Results

Batch Cultures with Different Initial Cell Densities
The depletion of Fe2+, accumulation of biomass (OD) and IBA concentration were
monitored during cell growth for batch cultures with an initial cell concentration of OD
0.001 (Fig. 5.1). It was found out that IBA was predominantly produced while Fe2+ was
abundant and Fe3+ was low, i.e. during the classic exponential growth phase. Roughly
90% of the IBA was produced before half of the initial Fe2+ was oxidized.
The impact of the inoculation density on IBA production was examined (Fig.
5.1). It was shown that with more concentrated inoculums, the final IBA concentration
decreased. IBA yields were plotted against cell yields (Fig. 5.2) and shown to increase
with cell yields. To further explore this effect, the production of IBA was predicted with
different inoculations based on growth kinetics of the different cultures (Fig. 5.10). By
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relating production of IBA to specific growth rate and cell numbers, the simple
predictions largely agreed with the experimental data.
Combinatorial Medium Experiments
The IBA yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) is shown as a function of the initial medium
composition in Figure 5.3. The final IBA concentrations (mg/L), and cell yields (g
cells/mol Fe2+) are shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12. The final measured pH is reported at
the top of each bar. Based on the final IBA concentrations (Fig. 11), the initial Fe2+
concentration is the most significant factor in determining total product formation, which
is not surprising, since Fe2+ is the source of energy and reducing equivalents for the cells.
All three of the investigated factors impacted IBA yields (g IBA/mol Fe2+) (Fig.
5.3). Increasing the initial Fe2+ concentration not only leads to increased IBA production,
but also increases the IBA yield. When iron chelators are included, IBA yields were
further improved over cultures without chelators (shaded bars). Cultures supplemented
with gluconate (white bars) achieved higher IBA yields than those with citrate (black
bars), especially when initial Fe2+ concentrations were high. One probable explanation is
that citrate addition leads to a lower final pH as compared to when gluconate was used.
With citrate in the cultures, the pH decreases as Fe2+ was oxidized and Fe3+ complexes
with citrate releasing three protons, compared to gluconate which only releases one.
ANOVA indicated the effects of all three factors on IBA yield are statistically significant.
Cells yields were also recorded except for cultures with high pH and the absence
of chelators since precipitates interfered with the measurements (Fig. 5.3). In contrast to
the observations with IBA production, increasing the initial Fe2+ concentration did not
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improve the cell yield.

In general it was observed that a higher final pH leads to

increased cell yields.
Batch Cultures with Varying Fe3+ and Gluconate Concentrations
The inclusion of iron chelators was seen to improve IBA yields, likely due to a
reduction in Fe3+ inhibition. An experiment was designed to further explore inhibition
where cultures were inoculated with a fixed concentration of Fe2+ and increasing
concentrations of Fe3+ (Fig. 5.4). In the absence of gluconate (black bars), the final IBA
concentration decreased with increasing initial Fe3+ concentration. Also, the time to
consume all Fe2+ (indicated by the number on top of the bars) increased by 3 days for
cultures with initial concentrations of 216 mM Fe3+. In all cases, the final IBA
concentration increased with the addition of increasing gluconate concentrations. With 72
mM Fe3+ in the media, the addition of 100 mM gluconate restored IBA production and
the final IBA concentration was equal to cultures with no initial Fe3+. With 216 mM Fe3+
initially in the culture, the production of IBA was significantly repressed and the addition
of up to 100 mM gluconate was not able to bring the production level back to cultures
with no initial Fe3+. Higher gluconate concentrations were not explored due to concerns
over gluconate toxicity.
The interplay of Fe3+ and gluconate on IBA yield was further explored in Fig. 5.5,
where the IBA yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) was plotted as a function of final effective Fe3+
concentrations in the batch cultures. Final effective Fe3+ concentration is defined as total
iron concentration minus gluconate concentration. IBA yield is found to be linearly
dependent on the final effective Fe3+ concentration.
Continuous Chemostat Experiments
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Chemostat experiments were performed to enable analysis under steady-state
conditions. All raw data can be found in Table 5.6. Steady-state IBA concentrations, Fe2+
concentrations, and OD are plotted as a function of dilution rate under baseline feed
conditions (72 mM Fe2+ at pH 1.8) in Fig. 5.6. With increasing dilution rates, the steadystate Fe2+ concentrations increased while OD decreased. The IBA concentration
decreased at the highest dilution rate of 2.16/d, which is likely due to the onset of
washout in the chemostat. IBA yields were also assessed at different feed conditions and
dilution rates (Fig. 5.7). Under the base case conditions (black dots), the IBA yield
plateaued at a dilution rate of 1.44/d. At this maximum, IBA yields were improved by
adding 50 mM gluconate (cross) and increasing the pH to 2.2 (triangle). The experiments
were repeated under the best feed conditions found in the batch experiments (288 mM
Fe2+, pH 2.2 with 50 mM gluconate represented by squares). For all conditions, steadystate IBA concentrations (mg IBA/L) were plotted against steady-state cell densities (g
cells/L) (Fig. 5.8). The steady-state IBA concentrations were largely proportional to the
steady state cell densities.
The effective Fe3+ concentration calculated for the batch cultures (Fig. 5.3) may
not accurately reflect the amount of non-chelated ferric in the solution, and a more
detailed understanding of the complex equilibrium may be required. The oxidationreduction potential (ORP) is a simple means of representing this equilibrium, as it
depends on the amounts of ferrous and ferric ions as well as the solution pH and it
includes the impact of the presence of the chelators. The steady-state specific cellular
productivities (g IBA/g cells/d) are shown as a function of steady-state ORP (mV) in Fig.
5.9. The specific cellular productivity is a useful parameter describing the efficiency of a
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cell culture especially for processes at exponential growth

137

. It was shown that the

performance of continuous cultures of genetically A. ferrooxidans was primarily
correlated with ORP, and the highest steady state specific cellular productivity
(0.080±0.005 g IBA/g cells/d) was found at the lowest steady-state ORP value.
5.5

Discussion
The use of chemolithoautotrophic bacteria in biotechnology applications is

attractive since carbon uptake and energy utilization in these organisms are accomplished
separately and this approach eliminates the need for high-value feedstocks derived from
agriculture. We have recently reported for the first time the genetic modification of A.
ferrooxidans cells to create IBA from CO2. The energy efficiency of IBA production was
increased by nearly 4-fold from 0.28% to 0.93% in batch cultures via preliminary
medium engineering based on observations made in wild type cells, and this enabled an
estimated photon-to-fuel efficiency of 0.11% in a proposed electrofuel process which
approaches that of the US corn-ethanol process (0.18%)

72

.

However the energy

efficiency in continuous chemostat cultures was found to be significantly lower at 0.34%
136

. Therefore one goal of this work is to increase energy efficiency in continuous

cultures to try to match or exceed what has been accomplished in batch systems.
Another significant challenge is the need to increase volumetric productivities in
order to reduce capital costs. Volumetric productivities depend on the energy delivered to
the system, cellular density in the bioreactor (g cells/L), and specific cellular productivity
(g IBA/g cells/d). It is desirable to include more iron in the growth medium to increase
the energy density for improved productivity, but this is hampered by the low solubility
and inhibitory effect of Fe3+. Therefore the second goal of this work was to develop
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medium formulations that would increase volumetric productivities of the engineered
cells.
IBA is produced in A. ferrooxidans following the addition of the 2-keto
decarboxylase (KDC) enzyme from L. lactis and thus IBA is likely a primary metabolite
as it is derived from the intermediate 2-ketoisovalerate in the valine biosynthesis
pathway. This was confirmed in Fig. 5.1 where the rate of IBA production (determined
by the slope of the tangent) was the highest at the beginning of batch cultures, when there
was a very low Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio and high growth rate of cells. In batch cultures, the final
IBA concentration was not found to increase with initial cell concentrations, but instead it
correlates with the number of cells produced in the batch cultures (cell yields) (Fig. 5.2).
The success in prediction of IBA production at different initial cell densities by a simple
growth model indicates that the production of IBA is a function of the cell growth rate
and the highest yields will be obtained with the most actively growing cell cultures. This
is one reason why IBA production is generally lower in chemostat cultures as they are
typically operated at high steady-state conversions where production is diminished.
Since the majority of IBA was produced in the early stage of batch cultures, the
effects of different initial medium formulation on IBA production were explored using a
design of experiments methodology. Further increasing initial Fe2+ concentration to 288
mM and increasing pH to 2.2 along with 50 mM gluconate resulted in the highest energy
efficiency achieved in this work (1.3%), compared to 0.93 % reported by Kernan,
Majumdar, Li, Guan, West, Banta

136

(Table 5.2). Higher initial Fe2+ concentrations led

to improved IBA yields, while higher initial pH increased cell yields. Cultures with 288
mM Fe2+ (Fig. 5.3 and 5.11) achieved significantly higher IBA yields than the
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corresponding 72 mM Fe2+ cultures, while the cell yields from the two conditions showed
no statistical difference. For cultures supplemented with chelators, higher initial pH
values led to similar IBA yields while lower initial pH values achieved higher cell yields.
It has been proposed that Fe3+ can competitively inhibit A. ferrooxidans growth by
binding to the Fe2+ active sites

138

. It has also been reported that A. ferrooxidans cells

contain a ferric uptake regulator (Fur) system

139,140

which enables cells to regulate gene

expression in response to Fe3+ rich environments. We observed that increasing initial
Fe3+ concentrations (with the same initial Fe2+ concentration) leads to reductions in the
final IBA concentrations (Fig. 5.4), while the cell yields remained relatively unchanged
(data not shown). In other words, increasing Fe3+ leads to decreased energy utilization for
IBA formation. Therefore it is desirable to chelate Fe3+ to not only increase its solubility
as a function of pH but to also explore whether this can dampen the inhibitory effect on
productivity. For example, the addition of 100 mM gluconate to the cultures containing
72 mM Fe3+ elevated the final IBA concentration back to what was observed when Fe3+
was not initially added to the cultures.
In chemostats operated at steady states, cells are locked in their log growth phase
with biomass and IBA being constantly produced and removed at the rates equal to the
dilution rate. Growth related IBA production was observed (Fig. 5.6) and similar
behavior has been reported in other species producing growth-related products
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. The

IBA production increased with dilution until a maximum was achieved, which was likely
the onset of washout. Steady-state IBA concentrations were found to be a function of cell
densities (Fig. 5.8), which is expected as higher cell densities can lead to higher
productivities. The highest energy efficiency achieved in the chemostat cultures was 0.88
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%, which is a 2.5-fold improvement over our previous reported results (Table 5.2). Table
5.3 compares the highest IBA yields and IBA productivities achieved in current and
previous studies.
The specific cellular productivity (g IBA/g cells/d) (Fig. 9) was found to be a
function of the steady state ORP (mV). The ORP is dictated by the Nernst equation which
depends on the ratio of activities of ferric and ferrous ions in the medium. As such, ORP
in culture media is also influenced by pH in the presence of iron chelators (Fig. 5.13). In
general, with higher pH and the addition of iron chelators, ORP values decrease. The pH
level influences the ratio by changing the degree of ferric hydrolysis
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while chelators

affect the ratio by changing the effective Fe3+ concentrations via formation of ferric
complexes. In previous research, A. ferrooxidans has been found to have a redox sensing
system RegB-RegA that can sense redox states (ORP) and regulate gene expression to
transition between iron and sulfur oxidation 107,143. Here it is very like that cells sense the
change in ORP to regulate other metabolic activities that impact IBA production. ORP is
also known to play an important role in industrial applications with A. ferrooxidans. In
copper biomining, lower ORP of the leaching medium was found to increase chalcopyrite
dissolution rates 144,145.
Based on our findings, to achieve high biological efficiency, A. ferrooxidans
should be operated with high Fe2+ concentration, high pH and the addition of iron
chelators. Other considerations for future development of A. ferrooxidans in
biotechnological applications involve metabolic engineering to shift the target molecule
from primary metabolic pathways to secondary. Further reactor development strategies
will also likely lead to increased productivities. For example, in-situ electrochemical
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reduction of Fe3+

146

has succeeded in increasing Fe2+ delivery to wild type A.

ferrooxidans cells without precipitation. Cell retention techniques, such as cross flow
filtration, may also be used to keep a high cell densities in the reactors which may
dramatically improve the productivity of an A. ferrooxidans continuous process.
5.6

Conclusion

IBA production by genetically engineered A. ferrooxidans cultures was investigated in
batch and continuous cultures. By operating at high pH and high Fe2+ concentrations with
the addition of chelators, batch cultures were able to achieve an IBA yield as high as
0.017±0.001 g IBA/mol Fe2+, an almost 2-fold improvement. Gluconate was found to be
a superior chelator as compared to citrate in batch. Continuous chemostat cultures were
able to achieve volumetric productivities as high as 3.8±0.2 mg IBA/L/d which represents
a 14-fold increase over the previously reported value and this was obtained by operating
at low ORP. This work demonstrates how reaction engineering approaches can be used
to significantly improve performance, and as these cells are engineered further, they may
represent a new biosynthesis platform for the production of chemicals from CO2.
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5.7

Tables and Figures

Table 5.1 Four factors in DOE and their levels.
Factor
Initial Fe concentration (mM)
pH
Citrate concentration (mM)
Gluconate concentration (mM)

Low level (-)
72
1.6
0
0

2+

153

High level (+)
288
2.2
70
50

Table 5.2 Comparison of energy efficiencies achieved in different works.

Best energy efficiency

Batch

Chemostat

Literature

0.93 %

0.34 %

Kernan, Majumdar, Li, Guan,
West, Banta 136

1.3 %

0.88 %

This work
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Table 5.3 Comparison of highest IBA yields and IBA productivities from genetically
modified A. ferrooxidans cells in batch and chemostat cultures.
IBA yield
(mg IBA/mol Fe2+)
IBA productivity
(mg IBA/L/d)

Batch
12±1
16±1

Chemostat
4.4±2.7
11±1
0.26±0.17
3.8±0.2
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Literature
136

This study
136

This study

Figure 5.1 IBA production and growth kinetics in a typical batch culture

Time course Fe2+ concentration (×), relative OD (▲) and isobutyric acid (IBA)
concentration (mg IBA/L) (●) as a function of time in a typical batch culture (72 mM
Fe2+ at pH 1.8) containing AF-KDC strain. About 90% of the isobutyric acid was
produced before 18 hr when half of the Fe2+ was consumed. The embedded figure shows
final isobutyric acid (IBA) concentration (mg/L) in batch cultures with different initial
cell concentrations on logarithm scale (● – experimental values; ∆ - predicted values). All
cultures contained 72 mM Fe2+ initially at pH 1.8. Experiments were conducted in
triplicate and reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.2 IBA Yield vs cell yield in batch cultures

IBA yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) as a function of cell yield (g cells/mol Fe2+) from batch
cultures with different initially cell concentrations from OD 0.001 to 0.1. All cultures
contained 72 mM Fe2+ initially at pH 1.8. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.3 IBA yield in a combinatorial study

Final isobutyric acid (IBA) yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) from batch cultures containing AFKDC cells. Each culture had different initial conditions as specified in the table below the
graph. Shaded white bars
represent experiments with no chelators, dark bars ■
represent citrate experiments and white bars □ represent gluconate experiments. The
numbers above the bars indicate final pH. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.4 IBA production with different initial Fe3+ concentration

Final isobutyric acid (IBA) concentration (mg/L) from batch cultures containing AFKDC cells. Each cultures contained 72 mM Fe2+, different concentrations of Fe3+
(indicated by the table below the graph) and different concentrations of gluconate
(indicated by bar colors) at pH 1.6. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and reported
in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.5 IBA yield vs effective final Fe3+ concentration

Isobutyric acid (IBA) yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) from cultures containing AF-KDC cells
against final effective Fe3+ concentrations (mM). Effective Fe3+ concentrations were
calculated by subtracting gluconate concentrations from final Fe3+ concentrations in the
batch cultures. ● represents cultures with 100 mM gluconate, ∆ represents cultures with
50 mM gluconate and × represents cultures with no gluconate. Experiments were
conducted in triplicate and reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.6 Steady –state IBA concentration and Fe2+ concentration vs dilution rate

Steady-state IBA concentrations (mg/L) (●) and Fe2+ concentrations (mM) (×) at steady
state as a function of dilution rate (1/d) in the chemostat experiments, which contained 72
mM Fe2+ in the feed at pH 1.8. The small figure on the right bottom shows steady-state
OD against dilution rate (1/d). Experiments were conducted in triplicate and reported as
an average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.7 Steady-state IBA yield vs dilution rate

Isobutyric acid (IBA) yield (g IBA/mol Fe2+) (● – 72 mM Fe2+ at pH 1.8; × - 72 mM
Fe2+ plus 50 mM gluconate at pH 1.8; ∆ - 72 mM Fe2+ plus 50 mM gluconate at pH 2.2;
□ - 288 mM Fe2+ plus 50 mM gluconate at pH 2.2) at steady states as a function of
dilution rate in the chemostat experiments. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.8 Stead-state IBA concentration vs cell density

Steady-state isobutyric acid (IBA) concentration (mg IBA/L) as a function of steady-state
cell density (g cells/L). Experiments were carried out at chemostat conditions. ●– 72 mM
Fe2+ and pH 1.8, × - 72 mM Fe2+, 50 mM gluconate and pH 1.8, ∆ - 72 mM Fe2+, 50 mM
gluconate and pH 2.2, □ - 288 mM Fe2+, 50 mM gluconate and pH 2.2. Experiments were
conducted in triplicate and reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.9 Steady-state specific cellular productivity vs ORP

Specific productivity (g IBA/g cells/d) as a function of ORP (oxidation-reduction
potential) (mV). Experiments were carried out at chemostat conditions. ●– 72 mM Fe2+
and pH 1.8, × - 72 mM Fe2+, 50 mM gluconate and pH 1.8, ∆ - 72 mM Fe2+, 50 mM
gluconate and pH 2.2, □ - 288 mM Fe2+, 50 mM gluconate and pH 2.2. Experiments were
conducted in triplicate and reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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5.8

Supplementary Information

Table 5.4 Batch cultures incubating AF-KDC strain cells at different initial cell
density.
Initial OD Initial OD
0.001
0.002

Initial
OD 0.01
0.58±0.0
5

Initial
OD 0.02
0.53±0.0
2

Initial
OD 0.1
0.43±0.
03

Final Isobutyric Acid
0.81±0.02 0.66±0.02
Concentration CIBA (mg/L)
Maximum Specific Growth
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
Rate μm (1/hr)
Half saturation constant Km
33
33
33
33
33
(mM)
OD increase
0.04
0.04
0.035
0.03
0.025
Cell yield YX/S (OD/M)
0.56
0.56
0.49
0.42
0.35
2+
Initial Fe was all set at 72 mM and initial pH at 1.8. Maximum specific growth rate (μm)
and half saturation concentration (Km) was obtained from Li et al. 74.
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Table 5.5 Experimental matrix for the combinatorial study
Factor
Response
pH Fe
Gluconate
Citrate
IBA concentration (mg/L)
1
0.43±0.03
2
+
0.52±0.05
3
+
2.4±0.2
4
+
0.61±0.02
5
+
0.65±0.05
6
+
+
3.0±0.5
7
+
+
0.81±0.04
8
+
+
0.67±0.04
9
+
+
4.4±0.1
10
+
+
3.1±0.3
11
+
+
+
4.7±0.1
12
+
+
+
3.2±0.3
Experimental matrix containing every combination of factors at each level for DOE
system. Experiments were performed in triplicate.
Experiment

2+
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Table 5.6 Chemostat experimental data
Dilution
rate (1/d)
0.48
0.96
1.41
2.16
1.44
1.44
0.96
1.44
1.68
1.92

Fe2+
concentration
in the feed
(mM)
72
72
72
72
72
72
288
288
288
288

Gluconate
Concentration
in the feed
(mM)
0
0
0
0
50
50
50
50
50
50

Steady-state
IBA
concentration
(mg/L)
0.32±0.01
0.40±0.03
0.50±0.01
0.31±0.02
0.64±0.02
0.79±0.04
2.9±0.2
2.1±0.1
2.0±0.1
2.0±0.1

pH
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
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Steady-state
Fe2+
concentration
(mM)
2.0±0.5
4.5±0.5
11±2
22±1
6.8±1.5
1.8±0.6
8.5±1.5
51±2
78±3
100±2

Steady-state
cell density
(OD)

ORP

0.040±0.002
0.036±0.001
0.032±0.002
0.021±0.002
0.034±0.001
0.042±0.003
0.150±0.008
0.123±0.007
0.116±0.004
0.110±0.005

533±4
516±3
501±3
460±1
486±7
500±4
505±8
462±5
446±2
433±3

Prediction of IBA Production at Different Initial Cell Densities
Maximum specific growth rate (μm) and half saturation constant (Km) were
assumed to be constant and used for all cases (Table S2). μ was calculated using Eq. (2).
Cell density (X) was calculated using Eq. (3) and substrate concentration (S) could then
be calculated using Eq. (4).
∙ (+)
(*) =
(2)
(+)

,
,+
,

=
=

,+
,0&12

(3)

(*) ∙ %
./

∙

,

(4)

,+

= -(*) ∙ (*) ∙ (when S(t) ≫ 36 mM)
(5)
The growth rate, cell density and substrate concentrate were calculated for the whole time
course of cultures using an explicit forward Euler method in Excel. We assumed that the
production of IBA was proportional to the number of cells and growth rate (Eq. 5). The
scaling factor F was obtained by fitting data from culture with an initial OD of 0.1.
,+
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Figure 5.10 Simulation of growth of AF-KDC cells with different starting cell
concentrations

Simulation of growth of AF-KDC cells with different starting cell concentrations (● –
OD 0.001; ∆ - OD 0.002; ■ – OD 0.01; × - OD 0.02; OD 0.1) with 72 mM
2+
initial Fe at pH 1.8.
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Figure 5.11 Final IBA concentration in the combinatorial study

Fig. S2 Final isobutyric acid (IBA) concentration (mg/L) from batch cultures containing
AF-KDC cells. Each cultures had different initial conditions as specified in the table
below the graph. Shaded white bars represent experiments with no chelators, dark bars
■ represent citrate experiments and white bars □ represent gluconate experiments. The
numbers above the bars indicates final pH. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and
reported in average. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.12 Cell yield in the combinatorial study

Fig. S3 Cell yield (g cell/mol Fe2+) from batch cultures containing AF-KDC cells. Each
cultures had different initial conditions as specified in the table below the graph. Shaded
white bars represent experiments with no chelators, dark bars ■ represent citrate
experiments and white bars □ represent gluconate experiments. The numbers above the
bars indicates final pH. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and reported in average.
Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.13 Steady-state ORP vs Fe2+ concentration in chemostats

Fig. S4 ORP against Fe2+ concentrations in chemostat cultures at different conditions. Data was recorded at
the steady states of chemostat operations at different dilution rates. ○ – 72 mM total iron concentration at
pH 1.8, ▲ - 72 mM total iron concentration with 50 mM gluconate at pH 1.8, × - 72 mM total iron
concentration with 50 mM gluconate at pH 2.2.
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Chapter 6. Techno-Economic Analysis on the Use of Genetically Modified A.
ferrooxidans in An Electrofuel Process and Biomining Related Process
6.1

Abstract
A techno-economic analysis (TEA) for several applications using genetically

modified A. ferrooxidans was performed. The TEA was developed for the use of
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in an electrofuel process. Applications of
genetically modified cells on copper biomining operations were also evaluated.
Utilization of A. ferrooxidans in industrial scale of copper mining has been
commercialized for more than 20 years and currently accounts for more than 20% of the
world’s copper production. In collaboration with a major US copper mining company, we
have evaluated opportunities in applying genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in the
biomining process for co-production of copper and chemicals. Three scenarios are
proposed based on copper mining processes: heap leaching on normal copper ores, tank
leaching of concentrate, and tank leaching of scavenger tailings. Tank leaching of
scavenger tailing is of special interest, as it is a waste product from smelting in the copper
mining process and contains a high concentration of pyrite, which can be consumed by
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans as an energy source. With proper development of
the bacterium to make highly valuable product at improved efficiency, this application is
most likely to achieve the greatest economic and environmental impact.
6.2

Electrofuel Process
Electrofuels are produced using electricity as an energy source and CO2 as the

carbon source. We have successfully demonstrated the production of isobutyric acid
(IBA)

using

genetically

modified

A.
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ferrooxidans.

A.

ferrooxidans

is

a

chemolithoautotrophic bacterium, which grows on either Fe2+ or reduced sulfur
compounds and fixes carbon from atmospheric CO2. Compared to biofuel processes
using heterotrophic bacteria and organic substrates as energy and carbon sources, i.e. E.
coli and sugars derived from corn, the electrofuel process using A. ferrooxidans is
carbon-neutral and does not involve agriculture. The electrofuel system installed in our
lab is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The process is composed of two parts: a bioreactor and an
electrochemical cell. In the bioreactor, genetically modified cells grow and extract energy
from oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+, producing isobutyric acid as product from ambient carbon
dioxide. The resulting Fe3+ rich medium flows to the electrochemical cell which reduces
Fe3+ to Fe2+ using electricity. Ideally, carbon-free electricity such as solar will be the
energy input to drive the electrochemical reactor to reduce Fe3+.
A process flow diagram for this is shown in Fig. 6.2. In order to estimate the
capital costs of the process, we need an estimate of the size of bioreactors and
electrochemical cells. Separation steps include solvent extraction and distillation, which
later prove to have a capital cost insignificant as compared to other parts of the process.
Raw material costs such as magnesium sulfate, ammonium sulfate, oxygen and carbon
dioxide are assumed to be negligible. The only operating cost considered is the cost of
electricity.
Basic Assumptions
The process is assumed to have a capacity of 500 barrels per day. As a reference, an
average US corn ethanol plant produces 5,000 barrels per day

147

. The current selling

price for isobutyric acid is assumed to be $2/kg. Currently, electricity can be purchased at
as low as $0.05/kWh in some states (e.g. Texas). Previous reports have suggested that for
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similar electrofuels processes, the electricity price is the most significant factor governing
the profitability and a $0.04/kWh electricity price is likely required to break even

147

.

Here we assume a future electricity price of $0.02/kWh. A 0 % discount for is assumed
all future cash flows.
Bioreactor
The capital cost of bioreactors is estimated using an empirical equation based on
the size of the reactors. The reactor volume is sized based on the energy density of the
input media (M Fe2+), IBA yield (g cells/mol Fe2+) and the target capacity (500
barrels/yr). Cell performance in the bioreactors used in the modeling of reactor size is
listed in Table 6.1. The biological efficiency is calculated based on the total
thermodynamic energy releasable from combustion of IBA over the energy obtained
from oxidation of iron as described in eq. 1. It is a representation of the percentage of
total energy transferred to the final product.
45676859:7 ;;595 <9= (%) = ?5 7@ ×

A+BC,BD, EFB+ GH IGJKLA+MGC GH NOP
QMKKA HDFF FCFDRS GH MDGC GTM,B+MGC

(1)

Currently a ~1 % biological efficiency has been achieved in our lab. A 20 % biological
efficiency was assumed (based upon anticipated advances in metabolic engineering). The
energy density is critical for calculating the reactor capital cost as it influences the reactor
size. Higher energy densities also lead to higher product concentrations, which will
facilitate downstream separation. A 500 mM Fe2+ energy density is chosen as
experiments have shown that growth media with higher than 500 mM Fe2+ do not support
A. ferrooxidans growth due to high ionic strength. A higher flow rate than what was
normally used in the lab was assumed to improve the productivity. At such flow rates,
cell washout can occur. This can be prevented with cell retention technique such as
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continuous centrifugation and tangential flow filtration. Based on the target capacity of
the process, 53 bioreactors of 100,000L will be required costing $190,000 each. The size
of the reactors was chosen as to minimize cost per reactor volume. Total capital cost to
purchase the bioreactors is $10 million based on the empirical equation (eq. 2) relating
the cost and size of reactors.
U :9*6V 96W* = 1180 × V :9*6V W5[ (8:7)\.^

(2)

It is worth noting that the material to build the bioreactors has a great impact on the
capital cost. The low pH environment requires special treatment to the material to make it
acid resistant. The capital cost estimation for bioreactors is based on equipment built with
carbon steel working at atmospheric pressure. Extra cost will incur if stainless steel or
glass lining is used. The results of estimated capital costs for bioreactors are summarized
in Table 6.2. A productivity of 0.76 g IBA/hr/L is achieved. With a selling price of $2/kg
for isobutyric acid, daily revenue reaches $154,000/d (Table. 6.3).
Electrochemical cell
The estimation of the electrochemical reactor capital cost is simplified to mimic
either electrolytic cells used for hydrogen production or copper electrowinning cells that
have been well-studied and developed

148,149

. In a copper electrowinning plant, Cu2+ is

reduced to elemental copper and then fabricated into copper plate. Generally, the capital
cost for an electrowinning facility is given in dollars per annual ton of copper produced.
Another way to estimate electrochemical cell capital cost is to use the alkaline
electrolyzer model. The capital cost for alkaline electrolyzer is usually reported in dollar
per kilowatt at $450/kW 150,151.
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The basic assumptions made in the modeling of electrochemical reactor are listed
in Table 6.4. According to the amount of Fe2+ consumed in the bioreactors in order to
make 500 barrels IBA per day, it can be calculated that total power input requirement is
679 MW. Assuming electricity is purchased at $0.02/kWh, the operating cost for
electricity is $325,000/d. The power requirement and output for the electrochemical cell
is listed in Table 6.5. After estimating the power requirement and total amount of Fe2+ to
be reduced per day, the capital cost can then be estimated using either the electrowinning
cell or alkaline electrolyzer models. It is estimated that the electrochemical cell needs to
reduce 3×108 mol Fe3+/d which is equivalent to 3.5×106 tons of Cu2+/yr. The capital cost
requirement for an electrowinning facility is $250 per annual ton Cu production

148

.

Under the electrowinning cell model, the capital cost would be $880 million. Under the
alkaline electrolyzer model, we want to convert $/kW into $/m2 so we can link the size of
electrochemical cells with the capital cost. It has been reported that current state-of-art
alkaline electrolyzers operate at 200 mA/cm2 and 1.8 V

152

. At such conditions, the

capital cost per area can be calculated as $1,620/m2. In the electrochemical cell model we
have estimated that the total surface area requirement is 200,000 m2, which translates to a
total of $320 million in capital costs under the hydrogen electrolyzer model. The
summary of the electrochemical cell capital cost estimation is listed in Table 6.6. In
industry, a cost per area model is more often implemented and will give a more accurate
estimation. So the capital cost from alkaline electrolyzer model will be used in the
following discussion.
Sensitivity Analysis
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Based on the findings above, an electrofuel process at a capacity of 500 barrels
IBA per day is able to deliver a daily revenue of $154,000/d while the cost for electricity
is $325,000/d, making a net loss of $171,000/d. Under these conditions, electricity has to
be as cheap as $ 0.01/kWh to pull the daily revenue equal to the level of daily electricity
cost. If we compare the capital costs for bioreactors and electrochemical cells, 97% of the
total capital cost is devoted to the electrochemical reactor. The capital cost for separation
is estimated to be around $4 million, insignificant compared to bioreactor and
electrochemical cell and so we will not consider separation cost. The large capital costs
will make the expected payback time on investment very long. To make the process more
economical, we need to 1) reduce capital cost in the electrochemical cell. 2) increase
revenue while reducing operating cost.
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the factors that affect the electrochemical
cell capital cost (Fig. 6.3). Factors tested in the analysis were varied from their original
values by ±20 % and the resulting electrochemical cell capital costs were plotted. It can
be seen that biological efficiency and current density are the two most significant factors.
A sensitivity analysis was also conducted on the annual profit, which is calculated as
annual IBA revenue minus annual electricity cost at a breakeven electricity price of
$0.01/kWh (Fig. 6.4). Again the factors tested were varied by ±20 %. Product unit price,
operating potential and electricity price are the most significant factors. Current density
and bioreactor size do not have impacts on annual profits.
It is difficult to tell whether electricity price will fall to as low as $0.01/kWh in
the near future. And improvement in biological efficiency and other operating parameters
in electrochemistry may take many years to accomplish. It is insightful to take a look at
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the desired product unit price at different electricity purchase prices at break-even point
(Fig. 6.5). If the process can be altered to make bulk chemicals such as butanol, which
sell well below $10/kg, it requires electricity to be lower than $0.05/kWh. If we are able
to design a new cell line which produces high value product at around $50/kg, the process
can easily make profit even at current electricity price range.
Future development
We have looked at the cost and revenue of our proposed electrofuel process. At an
electricity price of $0.02/kWh and an IBA sale price of $2/kg, the process is predicted to
lose money. To make a feasible process, an expected payback time of 10 years will be
acceptable and we can use this number to design our target process and set the goals for
future development.
Looking at the electrochemical cell capital cost, current density, current efficiency
and surface area can be altered to decrease the cost. Current density is closely related to
the size of the electrochemical cell hence the capital cost. The higher the current density,
the smaller the electrochemical cell. In our model, a 100 mA/cm2 current density is used.
A goal of 200 mA/cm2 for future development may be achievable based on the
performance of other industrial electrolytic cells. The current efficiency determines the
percentage of electrons used for Fe3+ reduction. With improved design and operation of
the electrochemical cell, a 100% current efficiency has already achieved in laboratory
experiments. Assuming these effects are linearly related with the capital cost per m2, if an
alkaline electrolyzer model is used, these changes will translate into a 2.5-fold reduction
in the capital cost. To reduce the operating cost on electricity, current efficiency,
operating potential and electricity price are the three most significant factors to be
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optimized. Operating potential is directly related to the energy consumption. With better
design of the cell and application of more advanced electrode material, a 1.2 V operating
voltage could realistically be achieved.
Biological efficiency has been found to significantly impact both annual profit
and the electrochemical cell capital cost. Improving biological efficiency could
dramatically reduce the amount of Fe2+ required and hence lower the energy costs. We
are assuming a biological efficiency of 20% which is an achievable target goal. Being a
bulk chemical, IBA is currently priced at $2/kg. To make the process more profitable,
other product candidates with higher values should be explored. A $3/kg price is the goal
for the next product to be produced in the electrofuel process. Sebacic acid is a potential
target with a current selling price of $3 to $4 per kilogram. Industrially, sebacic acid has
been a very important building block for nylon, plasticizers, lubricants and cosmetics.
The summary for future development goals can be found in Table. 6.7.
Based on the the future goals, a new economic analysis was performed and the
results are listed in Table 6.8. The new electrochemical cell capital cost is cut to about
one third of the original. Electricity cost is reduced to $180,000/d while revenue increases
to $230,000/d making a daily profit of $47,000/d. The expected payback period is 8
years.
6.3

Integration of Electrofuel with Copper
We have identified that in the proposed electrofuel process, the electrochemical

cell capital cost is most significant at $320M, which makes it difficult for the investment
to pay off in a timely manner. In our previous research, we have studied the use of copper
as an intermediate energy carrier. Elemental copper is able to reduce Fe3+ to Fe2+ by the
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reaction: Cu + 2Fe3+ = Cu2+ + 2Fe2+. By adding solid copper to the electrofuel system, the
energy needed to reduce Fe3+ comes from the solid copper rather than electricity and we
can use the electrochemical reactor to reduce Cu2+ back to Cu. The advantage of using
copper is that reduction of Cu2+ into Cu is well developed and studied. In the copper
mining industry, electrowinning of Cu2+ form acidic solutions to make copper plate has
been realized in large scale. In major US copper mining operations, electrowinning can
make about 400 thousand tons of copper plate per year. Ideally, the electrofuel process
could integrate with an existing electrowinning plant to recycle copper between Cu2+ and
Cu. In this way, the capital cost to build the electrochemical cell could be reduced. The
process flow diagram is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The process flow diagram is modified
based on electrofuels process of Fig 6.2. Here the electrochemical cell is used to reduce
Cu2+ back to solid copper which is used to replenish the copper reactor. In the copper
reactor, solid copper reacts with Fe3+ to make Fe2+ and Cu2+. The copper reactor is
connected to a separate loop from the electrochemical cell. By operating at a much higher
flow rate than the electrochemical loop, the copper reactor loop is able to keep the Fe2+
level constantly high in the bioreactor, potentially increasing the biological efficiency of
the cells as they can be subject to issues with ferric iron inhibition.
Since Fe2+ is still the direct substrate for A. ferrooxidans, the daily requirement
for Fe2+ does not change (3×108 mol/d) if a 500 barrels per day productivity is kept. This
translates into 3.5 million tons of Cu2+ to be reduced per year in order to fulfill the
desired productivity.
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6.4

Pilot Plant of Electrofuel Process
For a small size electrofuel plant delivering 500 barrels per day, the total capital

investment is very large at about $330 million. A pilot scale system could be built prior to
any large scale process, for the purpose of generating information about the behavior of
the system for use in design of larger facilities and demonstrating scalability and
feasibility of the system. An economic analysis on a pilot scale system of the electrofuel
process was conducted. The capacity of the plant was set to produce 1,000 gal IBA per
year. Based on our existing model, this would require a bioreactor at 700 L and an
electrochemical reactor at 2,000 L to be constructed. The costs are $38,000 and $62,000
respectively. Electricity costs to drive the electrochemical reactor are $100/d at electricity
price of $0.05/kWh. The summary of the process is tabulated in Table 6.9. In total, the
capital costs add up to $100,000 with $100 per day in electricity consumption.
Considering the extra costs will incur if acid resistant materials are used, the final capital
cost should fall in the half million dollar range. The electricity price used in the
calculation is $0.05/kWh to reflect the current purchasing price of electricity.
6.5

Heap Leaching
We have collaborated with a major US copper mining company to obtain data on

a functioning copper mining operating. One of the copper processing activities is heap
leaching. Heaps containing a combination of copper ores of primarily sulfide minerals
such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite and covellite are constructed in the size of 6,000 ft in
length, 3,000 ft in width and 30 ft in height. From the top of the heap, an acidic solution
containing Fe3+ and native bacteria is applied. The acid solution slowly flows through the
heap to the base where it is collected. The collected solution is called pregnant leaching
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solution (PLS) which contains about 4 g/L Cu2+. The PLS is then processed through two
solvent extraction steps where Cu2+ species are separated and concentrated. In the final
stage, an electrowinning process reduces Cu2+ into cathode copper which has a greater
than 99 % purity. The process flow diagram describing this process is illustrated in Fig.
6.7. In contacting copper ores, reactions described in eq. 3, 4 and 5 occur during the heap
leaching process.
2Fe3+ + CuS = 2Fe2+ + S + Cu2+

(3)

2S + 3O2 + 2H2O = 2SO42- + 4H+

(4)

4Fe2+ + O2 + 4H+ = 4Fe3+ + 2H2O

(5)

Eq. 3 proceeds abiotically where Fe3+ oxidizes sulfide compounds into soluble metal ions
and elemental sulfur. The resultant sulfur and Fe2+ are then oxidized A. ferrooxidans in
eq. 4 and 5. The reaction in Eq. 5 has the effect to regenerate Fe3+ which will again react
in Eq. 3.
We have obtained copper ore samples from a U.S. mine site. Production of IBA
was tested using genetically modified A. ferrooxidans cultures containing 20, 50 or 100
mM Fe3+ together with 10 g copper ore sample. Results showed that no IBA was
produced in 20 or 50 mM Fe3+ cultures. The IBA concentration and Fe2+ concentration
were plotted in Fig. 6.8 for the 100 mM Fe3+ culture. After about 6 days, IBA
concentrations reached a maximum at 0.8 ppm. Since no Fe2+ was supplied to the cells at
the beginning of the experiment, the copper ores were the sole energy source. Therefore
we have demonstrated production of IBA from the stored energy in copper ores. The
decrease of Fe2+ concentration was accompanied by an increase of IBA concentration
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between day 4 and 6 (Fig. 6.8). This indicates that Fe2+ was produced from eq. 3 and then
consumed by eq. 5 which led to the production of IBA.
Preliminary experiments were also conducted using another sample from the
mining site (Fig. 6.9). The samples contain copper concentrate from a froth flotation
operation where most of the inerts such as silica and clays in the original copper ore
samples are removed. Typical concentrate composition is listed in Table 6.10.
Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) is the most abundant, which is a refractory primary copper sulfide.
Batch cultures were initially grown on 72 mM Fe2+ media and IBA production
was monitored. After 2 days, the Fe2+ was consumed and the cultures produced 0.7 ppm
IBA. Approximately 5 g of the copper concentrate sample was added to one of the
cultures with no addition to the second culture. It was found out that culture
supplemented with copper concentrate sample continued to produce IBA while the IBA
concentrate from the other culture remained constant. This again demonstrates that the
copper concentrate can be oxidized for IBA production.
In heap leaching, copper is extracted with the aid of a consortium of bacteria and
wild type A. ferrooxidans plays an important role. A. ferrooxidans cells are actively
involved in the reaction described in Eq. 4 and 5 where they utilize elemental sulfur and
Fe2+ as energy sources. Considering the large amount of sulfur and iron content existing
in the copper ores, it would be beneficial if genetically modified A. ferrooxidans could be
applied to the heaps to utilize the energy from Fe2+ and sulfur oxidation to make valuable
chemicals while still facilitating copper extraction. In one scenario, genetically modified
A. ferrooxidans making IBA as product could be applied to a working copper mining
heap, extracting copper while producing IBA at the same time. Energy associated in the
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ores would be utilized by the microorganisms and stored in chemicals produced by the
cells. Thus IBA is produced as an extra value stream. A distillation step will be the only
add-on step to separate IBA from the organic phase in solvent extraction steps. The
whole process is illustrated in Fig. 6.10.
According to the information obtained, one particular large US mining site has a
total copper reserve up to 13 million tons, which is about 0.8 % of US total copper
reserve, available for 100 years of extraction at the current extraction rate. The average
composition of the copper ores is 0.3 % Cu, 0.9% Fe and 0.6 % S plus silica and clays. If
all of the ores were treated with genetically modified A. ferrooxidans. At 20% biological
efficiency, 88 million gallon IBA could be produced each year. In comparison, a US
ethanol plant on average produces 70 million gallon per year. This means that if all the
copper from this US major mining site is mined using genetically modified bacteria, the
yearly production of IBA is about the productivity of an average US ethanol plant. If all
the copper reserves in US were mined in this way, this will make the yearly IBA
production from copper bioleaching grow to 11,000 million gallon, approaching US
annual ethanol production of 14,000 million gallon in 2014.
6.6

CLP

(Concentrate

Leaching

Process)

and

Tank

Leaching

of

Concentrate
CLP (Concentrate Leaching Process) is a recently developed copper extraction
technique to replace smelting. The US mining site recently installed two PLVs (Pressure
Leaching Vessel) at a total of $3.5 million in reactor capital cost to process 480 tons/d of
concentrate producing 175 tons/d of copper. The CLP is developed as an alternative route
to process chalcopyrite by hydrometallurgical routes. CLP is a high temperature, high
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pressure process where temperature and pressure can reach up to 140 C and 300 psi.
Hence the operating costs are relatively high compared to bioleaching and are estimated
to be $0.32/lb ore processed. Taking into consideration that copper is only 37 wt% in the
concentrate, the operating cost for CLP is $0.88/lb Cu extracted, which is significant,
given that copper sells at about $2.3/lb today.
An economic analysis was carried out to evaluate the costs if tank leaching were
to be carried out on concentrate to extract the same amount of copper while co-producing
IBA. The tank leaching process flow diagram is presented in Fig. 6.11. Tank leaching is
an alternative method to heap leaching. In tank leaching, copper concentrate is leached in
enclosed tanks by genetically modified A. ferrooxidans. The resulting pregnant leaching
solution with solubilized copper and co-produced chemicals i.e. IBA will be processed by
solvent extraction where IBA and copper are separated from the bulk solution. The solid
waste is sedimented in the solvent extraction step and is landfilled. Compared to
unprocessed concentrate, the solid waste coming out of tank leaching is fully oxidized to
sulfate, which exhibits reduced environmental impacts when landfilled. The separation
steps are very similar to what was described in the electrofuel process, which contributes
only a small portion of the total capital cost. Here we only estimate cost to build the
bioreactors. The model used to size the bioreactors is the same as in electrofuel process
and all the parameters needed are listed in Table 6.11. The reaction time is set to be 30
days when 95% of the copper from concentrate is released into the solution. Currently in
our lab, a 30% recovery of copper is achieved in a 30-day period. In order to process 480
tons/d concentrate, 92 bioreactors would be needed each at 196 m3 with a total of $25
million in capital cost (Table 6.12). The bioreactor cost is closely linked to the reaction
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time. The longer the reaction time, the more reactors are required. In order to drive the
motors to provide sufficient mixing in the bioreactors, 260 kW of power is required for
each reactor, which translates into a daily electricity cost of $30,000. Assuming this
makes up the majority of the operating cost, by switching from CLP into tank leaching,
the capital investment can payoff within one year. In addition to the savings in operation
cost obtained by switching from CLP to tank leaching, use of genetically modified A.
ferrooxidans also generates an extra IBA value stream at 1.1 tons/d. The annual value for
IBA production using tank leaching totals at $8 million. The comparison between CLP
and tanking leaching of concentrate is listed in Table 6.13. Apart from electricity costs,
there are other operating costs such as labor and raw material. A more detailed analysis
on operating cost will be required to further refine the cost savings obtainable in tank
leaching.
6.7

Tank Leaching of Scavenger Tailing
Although tank leaching of concentrate is promising technology, there are

significant limitations. Bioleaching is a slow process compared to CLP. In heap leaching,
it usually takes about 200 days to complete leaching of one batch of ores. The final
recovery of copper (75% to 85%) is also not as high as CLP (99%). Although in tank
leaching, better mixing will accelerate the leaching rate, it is still not guaranteed that 30
days is enough for the bacteria to extract as much copper from the concentrate as in the
CLP. So under current conditions and biological efficiencies, preference will still be
given to CLP for processing concentrate for maximum copper production in a timeefficient way.
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Alternatively, it is interesting to explore other streams in the traditional copper
mining process, especially those treated as waste streams or tailings which currently go to
landfills. Of those waste streams, one has been identified as of special interest, i.e.
scavenger tailings. Scavenger tailings are produced during froth floatation and contain a
high concentration of pyrite but are low in copper. Both the iron and sulfur elements in
pyrite can serve as energy sources for the bacteria. Upon contacting Fe3+, pyrite reacts to
make elemental sulfur and Fe2+ (Eq. 6), which then are utilized by genetically modified
A. ferrooxidans to make IBA (Eq. 7 and 8). An economic analysis was performed on the
treatment of scavenger tailings using genetically modified A. ferrooxidans for the
production of Fe3+, acid and IBA.
2Fe3+ + FeS2 + = 3Fe2+ + 2S

(6)

2S + 3O2 + 2H2O = 2SO42- + 4H+

(7)

4Fe2+ + O2 + 4H+ = 4Fe3+ + 2H2O

(8)

The process flow diagram for tank leaching of scavenger tailings can be found in
Fig. 6.12. Since little copper exists in the scavenger tailing, no electrowinning is required
to recover copper from the leachate. Normally scavenger tailings contain up to 60% to 70%
pyrite and a low concentration of chalcopyrite less than 1%. Due to a high sulfur and iron
content in the tailings, the solution emanating from the tank leaching process would
contain a high concentration of acid and Fe3+, which are two important raw materials in a
normal heap leaching process. Also the tank-leached solid waste is environmentally safer
to be landfilled as it contains more oxidized sulfate material. Copper mines produce a
large amount of scavenger tailings every day. For demonstration purposes, the daily
processing capacity will be estimated to be 500 tons/d. Other parameters needed in the
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analysis are listed in Table 6.11. At this capacity, it is estimated that 96 bioreactors of
196 m3 each would be required. The total capital cost would be $26 million.
Estimation of IBA production from scavenger tailings using tank leaching is
based on the biological efficiency and pyrite concentration in the scavenger tailings.
Analysis is first performed on the base case where 1% biological efficiency and a 30%
pyrite concentration are assumed. In order to payback the capital investment in the
bioreactors, 154 years would be required. The relationship between expected payback
period and biological efficiency and pyrite percentage are illustrated in Fig. 6.13. At the
current biological efficiency of 1%, even at 90% pyrite concentration, it would still take
51 years to payback the capital investment. At 10% biological efficiency, only 9 years
would be required at 50% pyrite concentration to pay back the investment. Also the daily
production of IBA from 500 ton/d scavenger tailing at 30% pyrite concentration is plotted
in Fig. 6.14.
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6.8

Tables and Figures

Table 6.1 Biological parameters used in modeling the bioreactor in the electrofuel
process.
Parameter

Assumed value

Achieved value

Biological efficiency

20%

1%

Cell yield

0.005 g cells/g Fe2+

0.005 g cells/g Fe2+

IBA yield

0.32 g IBA/mol Fe2+

0.016 g IBA/mol Fe2+

Energy density

500 mM Fe2+

288 mM Fe2+

Steady-state conversion

95%

95%

Dilution rate

5/hr

1/hr
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Table 6.2 Bioreactor size and cost in the electrofuel process of 500 barrel per day
productivity. Estimations are based on assumed values in Table 1.1.
Parameter

Value

Bioreactor size

100,000 L

No. of bioreactors

53

Unit cost

$190,000

Total cost

$10 million
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Table 6.3 The steady-state operation parameters and output in the bioreactor in the
electrofuel process. Estimations are based on assumed values in Table 1.1.
Parameter

Value

Steady-state Fe2+ concentration

25 mM

Steady-state cell density

0.14 g cells/L

IBA productivity

0.76 g IBA/hr/L

Daily IBA production

7.7×107 g/d

IBA selling price

$2/kg

Daily revenue

$154,000/d
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Table 6.4 Electrochemical parameters used in modeling the electrochemical cell in
the electrofuel process.
Parameter

Assumed value

Achieved value

Current efficiency

80%

100%

Current density

100 mA/cm2

20 mA/cm2

Operating voltage

1.7 V

1.7 V

Conversion

90%

90%
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Table 6.5 Power input requirement for the electrochemical cells in the electrofuel
process. Estimations are based on assumed values in Table 1.4.
Parameter

Value

Total Fe3+ to be reduced

3×108 mol/d

Power input

679 MW

Electricity consumption

1.63×107 kWh/d

Electricity cost

$325,000
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Table 6.6 Electrochemical cost in the electrofuel process using two models:
electrowinning cell and hydrogen electrolyzer.

Cost basis

Electrowinning cell
model
$250 per annual ton of Cu

Total Cu2+ to be reduced

3.5×106 tonne/yr

N/A

Power input

N/A

679 MW

Cost per area

N/A

$1,620/m2

Surface area

N/A

200,000 m2

Total capital cost

$880 million

$320 million

Parameter
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Alkaline Electrolyzer model
$450/kW

Table 6.7 Goals in the future development of the electrofuel process.
Parameter

Values used in the model
$0.02/kWh

Electricity cost

$0.02/kWh

Biological efficiency

20%

20%

Current efficiency

80%

100%

Operating voltage

1.7 V

1.2 V

100 mA/cm2

Current density

200 mA/cm2

79,300 m2

Surface area

$2/kg

Product unit price
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Future goals

$3/kg

Table 6.8 Improved economic performance of the electrofuel process.
Parameter

Improved value

Original value

Bioreactor cost

$10M

$10M

Electrochemical cell cost

$130M

$320 million

Electricity cost

$180,000/d

$325,000/d

Revenue

$230,000/d

$154,000/d

Profit

$47,000/d

-$171,000/d

Expected payback period

8 year

Infinite
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Table 6.9 Capital and operating costs for a 1000 gal/yr pilot scale electrofuel plant.
Parameter

Value

Capacity

1000 gal/yr

Bioreactor size

700 L

Bioreactor cost

$38,000

Electrochemical cell size

2,000 L

Electrochemical cell cost

$62,000

Electricity price

$0.05/kWh

Electricity cost

$100/d
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Table 6.10 Concentrate composition from a major US mining site.
Concentrate Details
chalcopyrite percentage (CuFeS2)
pyrite percentage (FeS2)
Chalcocite
Covellite
Gangue

Weight percentage (%)
38.3
13.3
17
15.1
16
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Table 6.11 Biological parameter used in modeling tank leaching on concentrate.
Parameter

Value

Biological efficiency

20%

Cell yield

0.005 g cells/g Fe2+

IBA yield

0.32 g IBA/mol Fe2+

Energy density

500 mM Fe2+

Recovery

95%

Processing capacity

480 tonne/d

Reaction time

30 days
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Table 6.12 Bioreactor size and cost in tank leaching of concentrate.
Parameter

Value

Reactor volume

196 m3

No. of reactors

92

Unit cost

$270,000

Total cost

$25 million
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Table 6.13 Comparison of CLP and tank leaching of concentrate
Parameter

CLP

Tank leaching

Capital cost

$3.5 million

$25 million

Operating cost

$340,000/d

$30,000/d

IBA productivity

N/A

1.1 tonne/d

IBA value

N/A

$2,200/d
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Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of an electrofuel process using genetically modified
A. ferrooxidans to produce isobutyric acid (IBA) as product using energy from
electricity.
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Figure 6.2 Process flow diagram representing an electrofuel process using
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans producing isobutyric acid (IBA).
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Figure 6.3 Sensitivity analysis on electrochemical cell capital cost ($).
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Figure 6.4 Sensitivity analysis on annual profit.
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Figure 6.5 Break-even product unit price at different electricity purchase price.
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Figure 6.6 Process flow diagram representing an electrofuel process using
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans producing isobutyric acid (IBA), with
integrated copper reactor and electrowinning operation.
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Figure 6.7 Process flow diagram describing a copper heap leaching process.
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Figure 6.8 Fe2+ concentration (mM) and IBA concentration (mg/L) from cell culture
containing 100 Fe3+ initially together with 10g copper rocks.

Figure 6.9 IBA concentraminintion (ppm) against time in the cultures initially
growing on Fe2+ only and later on supplemented with concentrated copper ore
powder from the main US mining site.
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Figure 6.10 Process flow diagram describing a copper heap leaching process where
genetically modified A. ferrooxidans is used to co-produce IBA as side product.
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Figure 6.11 Process flow diagram describing a tank leaching process using
concentrate from froth flotation as substrate and genetically modified A.
ferrooxidans to co-produce copper and IBA as side product.
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Figure 6.12 Process flow diagram describing a tank leaching process using
scavenger tailing from froth flotation as substrate and genetically modified A.
ferrooxidans to produce IBA as side product.
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Figure 6.13 Expected payback time (yr) versus pyrite concentration and biological
efficiency in tank leaching of scavenger tailings.
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Figure 6.14 Daily production of IBA from 500 ton/d of scavenger tailing at 30%
pyrite concentration at varying biological efficiency.
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Chapter 7. Summary of Work and Future Directions
7.1

Summary
In this thesis, major efforts were put into developing Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans

as a novel biosynthetic platform in the electrofuel system. Electrofuels represents a
unique solution to the current energy crisis of the word facing depletion of fossil fuels
and deterioration of environments due to over exploitation and consumption of natural
resources. Supply of renewable electricity has increased significantly in the past decades
and now accounts for 10% of the US total energy consumption in 2014. Due to
geographical and infrastructural constraints, conversion of renewable electricity into
liquid fuel is desired for increased energy density. A. ferrooxidans is an ideal candidate
for the electrofuel process as it uses soluble Fe2+ as energy source, which can be readily
regenerated using simple electrochemistry. We demonstrated that A. ferrooxidans can
grow on electrochemically reduced Fe2+ with no significant difference in growth kinetics
and cell yields. With engineering of both the microorganism and medium, we have
successfully shown the production chemicals from genetically modified A. ferrooxidans
using energy from electricity.
In Chapter 1 of this dissertation, we covered some basics of Acidithiobacillus
ferrooxidans in terms of its growth and energy metabolism. Cells growing on Fe2+ are
facing a few challenges: a small amount of energy available from oxidation of Fe2+ and
low solubility of Fe3+ at high pH. Oxidizing one mole of Fe2+ only yield 30-40 kJ energy,
three times less than the amount of energy from metabolizing one mole of glucose. This
laid down some of the problems that this dissertation discussed and solved i.e. how to
increase energy density and improve solubility of Fe3+. In addition, a general discussion
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was made on electrofuel in regard of its advantage and previous development. Other than
electrofuel, A. ferrooxidans has been intensively involved in the copper biomining
process. A brief introduction of copper booming was given. The goals to be achieved in
this thesis are then listed at the end of Chapter 1.
In Chapter 2, we started our study from characterization of wild-type A.
ferrooxidans in order to understand how cells react under different growth conditions,
practically pH and iron concentration. We used growth rate, cell yield and maintenance
coefficient to evaluate the effects of growth conditions. Higher iron concentration has a
negative effect on cell growth rate and cell yield due to substrate and product inhibition.
When pH increases, cell yield and growth rate increase while maintenance energy
decrease. This means at higher pH, bacteria utilize energy in a more efficient manner
possibly as a result of a less energy-consuming homeostasis mechanism. Higher pH also
lead to ferric precipitation, which can hamper both cell growth and equipment operation.
Solubility of Fe3+ was improved by addition of iron chelators e.g. citrate and gluconate.
Biological energy efficiency was found to increase with addition of citrate as
maintenance energy decreased and cell yield increased. We took this as strong indication
that once genetically modified A. ferrooxidans was available, product yield will also
follow the same trend with higher pH and addition of iron chelators.
While genetic tools to manipulate A. ferrooxidans genome was under
development, performance of the medium was explored electrochemically in Chapter 3.
Electrochemical performance in terms of Fe3+ reduction was evaluated at pH 2.2 with 72
mM Fe2+ and 70 mM citrate. Slow reduction rate and small current density were obtained.
With 72 mM Fe2+, the ionic strength of the medium is low. Combining with high pH,
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these two facts result in a relatively low conductivity. Mg2+ was selected as the
supporting electrolyte to increase the conductivity of the medium as Mg2+ is less toxic to
the cells compared to other cations such as Na+ and K+. Up to 500 mM Mg2+ could be
added to the medium to help increase the conductivity. Citrate as an iron chelator
complexes with Fe3+ by forming coordinate bonds. Addition of citrate to the medium,
though increases Fe3+ solubility, slows down Fe3+ reduction as a result of less freely
mobile Fe3+. An alternative solution is to use vanadium as redox mediator. But further
electrochemical development needs to be done before it can be deployed in the
electrofuel process.
After characterization of the medium has been done on both side of the electrofuel
process, i.e. bioreactor and electrochemical cell, Chapter 4 documented efforts made to
genetically modify A. ferrooxidans. Mating conditions were sophisticatedly adjusted so
that both A. ferrooxidans recipient cells and E. coli host cells can survive and grow at the
same time. Two foreign pathways were introduced into A. ferrooxidans i.e. valine
synthesis pathway and fatty acid pathway, so that transformed cells now make isobutyric
acid or heptadecane. 2-ketoisovalerate decarboxylase (KDC) gene was introduced and
cells were able to convert 2-ketoisovalerate into isobutyraldehyde which is then
spontaneously oxidized into isobutyric acid. It was found out that higher pH and
inclusion of citrate in the medium led to increased IBA production in batch cultures. This
agrees with the findings in wild-type cells. What is unexpected is that with higher Fe2+
concentrations, IBA yield also increases.
In Chapter 5, with the genetically modified A. ferrooxidans, batch and chemostat
experiments were carried out to improve the productivity and yield of isobutyric acid. pH,
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Fe2+ concentration, Fe3+ concentration, inclusion of gluconate and degree of inoculation
were studied. Batch cultures with 288 mM Fe2+ and 50 mM gluconate at pH 2.2 produced
the highest yield of isobutyric acid. Later these factors were tested in chemostat cultures
and the same trends were observed. Oxidation reduction potential (ORP) was found to be
the determining factor that decides the level of isobutyric acid specific productivity in
chemostat cultures. Therefore in an optimized electrofuel process, at steady state a low
ORP should be maintained for maximal productivity.
In Chapter 6, an economic analysis was performed on the electrofuel process and
applications using genetically modified A. ferrooxidans. To build a medium sized biofuel
production plant based on the proposed electrofuel process at a capacity of 500 barrels
per day, it requires about $320 million in capital cost for the electrochemical reactor
accounting for 97% of the total capital cost. Biological efficiency and current density
were found to be the most influential factors to the capital cost as they are closely linked
to the size for the reactors. Assuming a 20% biological efficiency, the breakeven
electricity price is 1 cent. To make a commercially viable electrofuel process, more
works needs to be done on strain engineering to improve its energy efficiency. Analysis
was also done on various applications of genetically modified A. ferrooxidans in
biomining of copper using different feed streams for production of co-production
isobutyric and copper. A waste stream named scavenger tailing was identified to contain
a high concentration of pyrite, which can serve as energy source for A. ferrooxidans. A
10-fold improvement in biological efficiency from 1% to around 10% in required to
make tank leaching of scavenger tailings a economical process.
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7.2

Future directions
I want to conclude this thesis by suggesting some research that could be done in the

future to advance our knowledge in A. ferrooxidans and the electrofuel system.
Use of Sulfur as Energy Source
As discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, currently the biological efficiency in converting
energy from Fe2+ into isobutyric acid is at the range of 1%. The highest IBA yield
achieved in this work was 16 mg IBA/mol Fe2+ leading to an IBA productivity of 3.8
mg/L/d in the continuous operation. Based these results, the economic analysis from
Chapter 6 concluded that that biological efficiency has to be increased by an order of
magnitude in order for the electrofuel process to be economical. Part of the reason is the
low energy density and solubility of Fe2+/Fe3+ species.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, A. ferrooxidans has the ability to oxidize elemental
sulfur or other sulfur compounds e.g. thiosulfate to get energy. Compared with Fe2+,
sulfur has a much higher energy density, which is able to donate six electrons rather than
one when fully oxidized following equation:
2S + 3O2 + 2H2O = 2SO42- + 4H+
Theoretically, oxidizing one mole of sulfur should yield 6 times more IBA than Fe2+.
Based on this, a preliminary economic analysis was done on isobutyric acid production
using genetically modified A. ferrooxidans on sulfur. If continuous process aimed at
processing 500 tonne sulfur per day, the capital costs on bioreactors barely changes
totaling at $12 million. Even at 1% biological efficiency, the process is able to produce
550 tonne isobutyric acid at total value of $1.1 million each year. The expected payback
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time is 11 years. Sulfuric acid is produced as side product and can be sold to existing
copper mining companies for their biomining process.
New Bioreactor Design
In this dissertation, a simple configuration of an electrofuel system was presented
which includes a bioreactor running under chemostat mode to make isobutyric acid, and
an electrochemical reactor running continuously at higher flow rate than the bioreactor to
reduce Fe3+ back to Fe2+. The advantage of this configuration is that system can reach
steady states when all parameters remain unchanged during the whole course of operation.
Data can then be collected to evaluate bacterial and system performance at different
conditions. While chemostat operation is useful for scientist research, for industrial
production perfusion system is more often implemented. The difference is that a
perfusion system has a cell retention apparatus so cells can accumulate in the bioreactor.
With chemostat, cells are flushed out of the bioreactor in the effluent, which limits the
productivity, as product formation is usually proportional to the number of cells. If the
production of isobutyric acid per cell is fixed, more isobutyric acid can be produced with
an increased number of cells. Typical cell retention techniques include tangential flow
filtration and continuous centrifugation.
With increased cell density in the bioreactor, the delivery of energy to the
bioreactor needs to increase in accordance to the cell numbers as well. One of the
possible solutions is to have two separate streams connected to the bioreactor. One stream
connects to the electrochemical reactor and is responsible for fast turnover of Fe2+. The
other stream connects to the product harvest i.e. solvent extraction. The two streams can
operate at different flow rate such that much higher flow rate is achieved with the
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electrochemical stream to improve the energy delivery to the system (Fig. 1). In this way,
with increased cell density and energy delivery, the productivity of the electrofuel
process should increase significantly.
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7.3

Tables and Figures

Figure 7.1 Modification to the electrofuel process with improved energy delivery
and cell retention

The bioreactor is fitted with two cycles, Q and F. The Fe2+ turnover stream (F) operates at
high flow rate to increase the energy delivery to the bioreactor. The product harvest
stream (Q) operates at moderate flow rate to remove the product from the system. At the
same time, cells are separated from the product stream and returned to the bioreactor to
increase the cell density in the bioreactor.
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